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INTRODUCTION

The world's fastest supercomputerand the second-largest commuter
transportation system in the United States function on a resourcemanagementmodel that is not well specified in contemporaryeconomics.
Both SETI@home, a distributed computing platform involving the
computersof over four million volunteers,and carpooling, which accounts
for roughly one-sixth of commutingtrips in the United States, rely on social
relations and an ethic of sharing,ratherthan on a price system, to mobilize
and allocate resources. Yet they coexist with, and outperform,price-based
and government-funded systems that offer substitutable functionality.
Neither practice involves public goods, network goods, or any other
currentlydefined category of economically "quirky"goods as either inputs
or outputs. PCs and automobiles are privately owned, rival goods, with no
obvious demand-side positive returns to scale when used for distributed
computing or carpooling.1The sharing practices that have evolved around
them are not limited to tightly knit communities of repeat players who
know each other well and interact across many contexts. They represent
instanceswhere social sharing2is either utterlyimpersonalor occurs among
1. Computersas communicationsdevices do have demand-sidereturnsto scale, or network
externalities.But as processingunits, the paramountvalue of personalcomputersis the intrinsic
value of theircomputationspeedandmemory,not the networkexternalitiesthey enableownersto
capture. SETI@homeand other distributedcomputingprojects harness these intrinsic-value
devices.
aspectsof personalcomputersratherthantheircapacitiesas communication
2. "Sharing"is an uncommonusagein the economicsliterature,thoughit is commonin some
of the anthropologyliterature.I choose it becauseit is broaderin its applicationthanother,more
common, but narrowerterms for associated phenomena-most importantly,"reciprocity"or
"gift."I hesitateto use "reciprocity"because of its focus on more or less directlyresponsive
reciprocatedrewardand punishmentas a mechanismto sustaincooperationin the teeth of the
standard assumptions about collective action. See DAN M. KAHAN,THELOGICOFRECIPROCITY:
TRUST,COLLECTIVE
ACTION,AND LAW (Yale Law Sch., Pub. Law Research Paper No. 31 &

Yale Programfor Studiesin Law,Econ.& Pub.Policy, ResearchPaperNo. 281, 2002), available
at http://ssm.com/abstract=361400.
Given the presence of purely redistributivepractices like
toleratedtheft and demandsharingin the anthropologyliterature,see infra notes 86-87 and
accompanyingtext, evidence of nonreciprocalpro-social behavior, see BRUNOS. FREY&
STEPHANMEIER,PRO-SOCIAL
ORBOTH?(Inst. for Empirical Research
BEHAVIOR,
RECIPROCITY,

in Econ., Univ. of Zurich,WorkingPaperNo. 107, 2002), and more generallyour intuitive
experiencesof acts of humanitytowardotherswhomwe will neverencounteragain,I suspectthat
some formsof redistribution
arenonreciprocalexceptin the broadestsense of the reciprocationof
living in a humanesociety. Mutualaid and cooperationwithout the possibility of reciprocal
exchange likely exists, the "Lion and the Mouse" fable notwithstanding.See, e.g., James
Woodburn,'SharingIs Not a Formof Exchange':AnAnalysisofProperty-Sharingin ImmediateReturn

Hunter-Gatherer

Societies,

in

PROPERTY

RELATIONS:

RENEWING

THE

ANTHROPOLOGICAL
TRADITION
48 (C.M. Hann ed., 1998). I hesitate to use the term "gift
exchange"becausethe highly developedgift literature,see infranote 6, has focusedvery heavily
on the productionand reproductionof social relationsthroughthe exchangeand circulationof
things. As will soon become clear, I am concerned with the production of things and
actions/servicesvaluedmaterially,throughnonmarketmechanismsof social sharing."Sharing,"
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loosely affiliated individuals who engage in social practices that involve
contributionsof the capacity of their privategoods in patternsthat combine
to form large-scale and effective systems for provisioning goods, services,
and resources.
This Essay seeks to do two things. The first three Partsare dedicatedto
defining a particularclass of physical goods as "shareable goods" that
systematically have excess capacity and to combining comparative
transaction costs and motivation analysis to suggest that this excess
capacity may better be harnessed through sharing relations than through
secondary markets. These first three Parts extend the analysis I have
performedelsewhere regardingsharingof creative labor, like free software
and other peer production,3 to the domain of sharing rival material
resources in the productionof both rival and nonrival goods and services.
The characteristicsI use to define shareable goods are sufficient to make
social sharing and exchange of material goods feasible as a sustainable
social practice. But these characteristicsare neither absolutely necessary
nor sufficient for sharing to occur. Instead, they define conditions under
which, when goods with these characteristicsare prevalentin the physicalcapital base of an economy, it becomes feasible for social sharing and
exchange to become more salient in the overall mix of relations of
productionin that economy. The fourthPartis then dedicatedto explaining
how my observationabout shareablegoods in the domainof physical goods
meshes with the literatureon social norms, social capital, and common
property regimes, as well as with my own work on peer production. I
suggest that social sharingand exchange is an underappreciatedmodality of
economic production, alongside price-based and firm-based market
productionand state-basedproduction,4whose salience in the economy is
sensitive to technological conditions. The last Part explores how the
recognition of shareable goods and sharing as a modality of economic
productioncan informpolicy.
Shareablegoods are goods that are (1) technically "lumpy"and (2) of
"mid-grained" granularity. By "lumpy" I mean that they provision
economic
then, offers a less freightedname for evaluatingmechanismsof social-relations-based
production.
3. Yochai Benkler,Coase's Penguin,or, Linuxand The Natureof the Firm, 112 YALEL.J.
369 (2002).
4. In this, my positiontracksthe tripartitemappingof the universeof organizationalforms
thatresultedfromthe workon nonprofitsin the early 1980s.See HenryB. Hansmann,TheRole of
THENONPROFIT
Nonprofit Enterprise, 89 YALEL.J. 835 (1980); see also BURTONA. WEISBROD,
ECONOMY1-15 (1988); Susan Rose-Ackerman, Introduction, in THEECONOMICS
OFNONPROFIT
STUDIESIN STRUCTURE
AND POLICY3, 3-17 (Susan Rose-Ackerman ed., 1986).
INSTITUTIONS:

Unlike the nonprofitliterature,my focus is not withinthe boundariesof firms-whether for- or
nonprofit-but on sharingamongindividualsin informalassociationsmoreresemblingmarketsin
the price-basedeconomythanfirms.
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functionality in discrete packages ratherthan in a smooth flow. A PC is
"lumpy" in that you cannot buy less than some threshold computation
capacity, but once you have provisioned it, you have at a minimum a
certain amount of computation, whether you need all of it or not. By
"granularity"I seek to capture (1) technical characteristics of the
functionality-producing goods, (2) the shape of demand for the
functionality in a given society, and (3) the amount and distributionof
wealth in that society. A particularalignment of these characteristicswill
make some goods or resources "mid-grained,"by which I mean that there
will be relatively widespread private ownership of these goods and that
these privately owned goods will systematically exhibit slack capacity
relative to the demandof their owners. A steam engine is large grainedand
lumpy. An automobile or PC is mid-grainedin the United States, Europe,
and Japan,but large grainedin Bangladesh.Reallocatingthe slack capacity
of mid-grainedgoods-say, excess computercycles or car seats going from
A to B-becomes the problem whose solution can be provided by
secondary markets, sharing, or management.I offer reasons to think that
sharing may have lower transaction costs, improve the information on
which agents who own these resources act, and provide better motivation
for clearing excess capacity. While economists might prefer to call these
goods "indivisible"ratherthan "lumpy,"that terminologyis less intuitive to
non-economists, and, more importantly,it emphasizes a concern with how
best to price capacity that is indivisible and coarsely correlatedto demand,
glossing over the way in which the granularity affects the pattern of
distributionof investment in these goods in society. My own concern is
how a particularsubclass of indivisible goods-those that are mid-grained
as I define them here-creates a feasibility space for social sharing rather
than requiring a particular model of second-best pricing. While
indivisibilities do create challenges for efficient pricing, in my analysis they
create conditions in which social relations may provide a more efficient
transactionalframeworkto provision and exchange those goods than would
the price system.
In particular,both markets and managerial hierarchies require crisp
specification of behaviors and outcomes. Crispness is costly. It is not a
characteristic of social relations, which rely on fuzzier definitions of
actions requiredand performed,of inputs and outputs, and of obligations.
Furthermore,where uncertaintyis resistantto cost-effective reduction,the
more textured (though less computable) information typical of social
relations can provide better reasons for action than the persistent (though
futile) search for crisply computable courses of action represented by
pricing or managerial commands. Moreover, social sharing can capture a
cluster of social and psychological motivations that are not continuous
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with, and may even be crowded out by, the presence of money. Pooling
large numbers of small-scale contributions to achieve effective
functionality-where transaction costs would be high and percontributionpayments must be kept low-is likely to be achieved more
efficiently through social sharing systems than through market-based
systems. It is precisely this form of sharing-on a large scale, among
weakly connected participants, in project-specific or even ad hoc
contexts-that we are beginning to see more of on the Internet;that is my
central focus.
Social sharing and exchange is becoming a common modality of
producing valuable desiderata at the very core of the most advanced
economies-in
information, culture, education, computation, and
communicationssectors. Free software,distributedcomputing,ad hoc mesh
wireless networks,and other forms of peer productionoffer clear examples
of such large-scale, measurablyeffective sharing practices. I suggest that
the highly distributedcapital structure5of contemporarycommunications
and computationsystems is largely responsiblefor the increasedsalience of
social sharingas a modality of economic productionin those environments.
By lowering the capital costs requiredfor effective individualaction, these
technologies have allowed various provisioning problems to be structured
in forms amenable to decentralizedproduction based on social relations,
ratherthanthroughmarketsor hierarchies.
My claim is not, of course, that we live in a unique moment of
humanistic sharing. It is, rather,that our own moment in history suggests
a more general observation: that the technological state of a society,
particularly the extent to which individual agents can engage in
efficacious production activities with material resources under their
individual control, affects the opportunities for, and hence the
comparative prevalence and salience of, social, market (both price based
and managerial), and state production modalities. The capital cost of
effective economic action in the industrialeconomy shunted sharing to its
peripheries-to households in the advanced economies, and to the global
economic peripheries that have been the subject of the anthropology of
gift or common propertyregime literatures.The emerging restructuringof
capital investment in digital networks-in particularthe phenomenon of
user-capitalizedcomputationand communicationscapabilities-is at least
partly reversing that effect. Technology does not determine the level of
5. This is different from capital intensity. The activity may be capital intensive-like
distributedcomputing-when you consider the total capital cost of the computers,network
connections,etc. requiredfor an effective unit of production,in comparisonto the cost of labor
thatenables
involved.The capitalis, however,highly distributed,which is the key characteristic
individualagencyin the productionprocess.
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sharing. But it does set threshold constraints on the effective domain of
sharing as a modality of economic production. Within the domain of the
feasible, the actual level of sharing practices will be culturally driven and
cross-culturallydiverse.
As the case studies in Part I will underscore, the loose category of
"social sharing" that I employ here covers a broad range of social
phenomena.Carpoolingcan largely, thoughnot exclusively, be explained in
terms of instrumentalexchange. Distributedcomputing projects look like
cases of mass altruism among strangers. What justifies bringing such
diverse practices under one umbrella term is that they are instances of
productive cooperation that are based neither on the price system nor on
managerial commands. Given the focus of current policy debates on
improving the institutional conditions for market-based production of
various desiderata,even at the expense of substitutablesocial practices, it
becomes importantto recognize the presence, sustainability, and relative
efficiency of even a loosely defined broadalternative.
Once we come to accept the economic significance of this cluster of
social practices, we will have to turn to mapping internal variations and
understandingtheir workings and relationshipsto each other as economic
phenomena.Even from the relatively limited review I offer here, it is clear
that social production covers different forms of motivation and
organization. There are instrumental and noninstrumentalmotivations.
Instrumentalmotivations may, in turn, be material-the primary focus of
the social norms, social capital, and common propertyregimes literaturesor social-relational-that is, focused on the productionof relationsof power
within a society, a focus that has been central to the literatureon the gift.6
The gift literature,however, has meshed the instrumentalproduction of
social relationswith the noninstrumental,mystical or religious natureof gift
giving. This noninstrumentalform of motivation-though from a very
nonmystical perspective-has also been the focus of the psychological
literature on motivation crowding out that I discuss in Section III.B.
Understanding how the motivational and organizational forms of this
6. The anthropologicalliteratureon sharing and the gift has been vast, starting with
BRONISLAW MALINOWSKI, ARGONAUTS OF THE WESTERN PACIFIC (1922), and MARCEL MAUSS,
THE GIFT: FORMS AND FUNCTIONS OF EXCHANGE IN ARCHAIC SOCIETIES (Ian Cunnison trans.,

FreePress 1954) (1925). A combinationof a broadintellectualhistoryanda majorcontemporary
contribution to this line is MAURICEGODELIER, THE ENIGMAOF THE GIFT (Nora Scott trans.,
Univ. of Chi. Press 1999) (1996). See also James G. Carrier, Property and Social Relations in
Melanesian Anthropology, in PROPERTY
RELATIONS,
supra note 2, at 85, 85-97 (providing brief
intellectual history of the literature); C.M. Hann, Introduction: The Emrbeddnessof Property, in
PROPERTYRELATIONS, supra note 2, at 1, 23-34 (same). As an alternative antithesis to the

model of human society, an early manifestationof a focus on
competition-of-all-against-all
mutual aid and cooperation as a possible path for contemporary societies was PETRKROPOTKIN,
MUTUALAID:A FACTOROFEVOLUTION
(Extending Horizons Books 1955) (1902).
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modality operate will be important whether one seeks to engage in
institutional design that takes into consideration the presence of social
production as a potential source of welfare, or whether one is concerned
with building a business model that harnesses the power of social
production-be it for profit, like IBM's relationshipwith the GNU/Linux
development community, or nonprofit, like NASA's relationshipwith the
contributorsto SETI@home.For now, however, all we need is to recognize
that a broad set of social practices can be sustainable and efficient
substitutesfor markets,firms, and bureaucracies.
The policy implications of recognizing the relative importance of
sharing-based solutions to economic problems are significant. As we
manage the transition to a networked information economy, we face
diverse questions regarding how best to regulate different areas of this
economy: How should we regulate wireless communications systems?
How should we regulate music distribution? Should we regulate the
design of computers to assure that they are not used to access cultural
products without authorization? Usually these policy debates, to the
extent they are concerned with efficiency and welfare, assume that the
role of policy is to optimize the institutionalconditions of attachingprices
to marginal actions so as to permit the price system to be the dominant
modality of production. This may or may not be wise, but whether it is or
is not can only be examined thoughtfully once we have a full picture of
the alternatives. If we believe that there are only two alternatives-the
price system and some form of hierarchy-we have a very different
policy-choice space than if we believe that there is a third modality of
production open to us, social production, that may under certain
conditions be more efficient.
Radio and communicationstechnologies have reached a point where
our policy focus is changing. The FederalCommunicationsCommission is
creating an institutional framework to facilitate markets in shareable
goods-unlicensed wireless devices and systems-that co-producewireless
transportcapacity. Originally,using such devices was prohibitedin orderto
make the world safe for large-grainedsystems, like broadcast towers or
cellular networks,that deliver wireless services based on eitherthe terms of
a governmentlicense or marketsin "spectrum."The music copyrightdebate
around peer-to-peer file sharing can also be explained in terms of the
change in the type of goods used in distribution,from large-scale capital
goods to mid-grainedshareablegoods. Understoodin these terms, solving
this problemby squelchingpeer-to-peersharingbecomes implausible,both
descriptively and prescriptively. Yet current policy analysis largely
disregards how institutional changes will affect existing or emerging
practices of sharingthat may compete with, or substitutefor, market-based
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production. If indeed we live in an economic system made up of pricebased, hierarchy-based,and sharing-basedmodalities of production,if it is
true that optimizing our institutional system for price-based production
underminesproductivityin the sharing modality, and if it is true that our
communications, computation, and information sectors are undergoing
technological changes that improvethe efficiency of social sharing,then we
are making systematicallymistakenpolicy choices not on the peripheriesof
our economies and societies, but at theirvery engines.
COMPUTING
I. CASESTUDIES:CARPOOLING
AND DISTRIBUTED

The two motivating case studies that follow share four characteristics.
First, they involve large-scale sharing practices among individuals who
are either weakly related along other social dimensions or are complete
strangers.Second, they involve sharingof private economic goods, owned
by individuals for their own use. Third, in each case, there exist market
models throughwhich the excess capacity of these private goods could be,
and sometimes is, cleared. Fourth, the output of the sharing practice in
both cases is a rival good-it could be put to uses other than those that the
participantsin the sharingpractice have put it to, and their using it for one
purpose rivals the availability of the particular units shared to pursue
other practices. In these characteristics carpooling and distributed
computing are like peer-to-peer networks, or ad hoc wireless mesh
networks, or like the labor individual programmersput into free software
development. As I noted in the Introduction, carpooling provides a
context to study social exchange as an alternativetransactionalframework
motivated largely by straightforwardinstrumental reasons. Distributed
computing, by contrast, is not readily explained by a simple instrumental
perspective and offers an opportunity to explore effective large-scale
projects that pay close attentionto other forms of motivation.
A. Carpools
Carpoolingis the second-largestcommutertransportationsystem in the
United States. It accounts for one-sixth to one-eighth of work-relatedtrips
(12% to 17%of trips, dependingon the study)-twice as much as all other
modes, except solo driving (75.4%), combined.7 In the United States,
carpooling came to prominenceduringWorld War II, when oil and rubber

7. John Pucher & John L. Renne, Socioeconomics of Urban Travel: Evidence from the 2001
NHTS, TRANSP.Q., Summer 2003, at 49, 53 tbl.3 (2003).
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shortages made car sharing a policy goal.8 It reappeared as a national
priorityduringthe oil crisis of the mid-1970s, but appearsto have been on a
declining trajectorysince 19809-sliding from 19.7% of work-relatedtrips
to between 12% and 16.8% in 2000-2001.10 Despite its contraction,
carpooling remains much more significant than public transit, which
accounts for only 3.7% of work-relatedtrips, in terms of total number of
work-relatedtrips nationally.11Transituse drops even furtherfor non-workrelatedtrips,to 1%or 2%, while carpoolingrises to account for over 50%.12
Because non-work-relatedcarpools often are composed only of family
members, and because I am concerned primarily with nonintimate social
sharingpractices, I focus here on work-relatedcarpools, where a majority
of sharingappearsto occur among non-householdmembers.13
The most importantcharacteristicof carpoolingfrom the perspectiveof
this Essay is that money or explicit bartermay be presentor absent,and that
money, where present, is usually limited to explicit cost sharingratherthan
used as a price. A central concern of this Essay is comparing instances
where prices are the primarysource of informationabout, and incentive for,
resourceallocation to instances where non-price-basedsocial relationsplay
those roles. Taking a coworkerto work, ratherthan anotherperson who is
willing and able to pay more, is an instance of social production,not of
price-basedmarketproduction.This is true whetheror not partof the social
interaction includes sharing the cost of gas and parking-because the
market-definedsocial cost is the unavailability of the seat to the higher
bidder,not the operatingcost of the vehicle.
Carpool-like arrangementswhere seats are sold for a price are rare
relative to non-price-basedcarpools. They include mostly jitneys,14 which
8. Erik Ferguson, The Rise and Fall
TRANSPORTATION
349, 349-51 (1997).

of the American Carpool: 1970-1990,

24

9. Id. at 349-54.
10. Accordingto the 2000 Census,the numberis approximately12%.See Pucher& Renne,
supra note 7, at 50 tbl.1 (reportingdata from U.S. Decennial Census, SupplementalSurvey:
Journeyto Work). Accordingto 2001 National HouseholdTravel Survey (NHTS) data, the
declinewas moremoderate,to 16.8%,for moreclearlycommute-related
trips,definedas tripsin
urbanareasfor distancesshorterthanseventy-fivemiles.See id. at 53 tbl.3.
11. Id.
12. Id.

13. How large a majorityis not entirely clear. John Pucher and John Renne claim that
"[flamilymembersare oftenpassengerson car tripsfor shopping,recreation,church,and school,
while they seldom accompanyeach otherto work."Id. at 52-53. An older study reportedthat
morethan40%of work-relatedcarpoolsincludemembersof the same household.RogerF. Teal,
Carpooling: Who,How and Why,21A TRANSP.RES. (PARTA: GEN.RES.)203, 206 tbl.2 (1987).
14. See Nicole Stelle Garnett, The Road from Welfare to Work:Informal Transportation and

the UrbanPoor, 38 HARV.J. ONLEGIS.173, 203-17 (2001) (discussingjitney operationsin New
York City and Miamiand theirpotentialto furtherhelp poor communitiesif allowedto operate
legally); Isaac K. Takyi, An Evaluation ofJitney Systems in Developing Countries, 44 TRANSP.Q.

163, 170 (1990) (listingtypicalcharacteristics
ofjitney systems).
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may follow predefinedroutes like buses or offer door-to-doorservices, and
"car sharing"services, club-like arrangementsin which members pay on a
per-use basis in addition to the membership fee.15 But price-based car
sharing is the exception, not the rule. The vast majority of carpooling
occurs withoutpricing, though it often includes either explicit barteror cost
sharing. Carpools often involve some exchange-X drives Mondays, Y
drives Tuesdays,16 or Passenger A gets a ridefrom Driver B, Driver B gets
to use the HOV lane.17 Money does not typically mediate this type of
transaction.18The rotationof driving and car-provisioningresponsibilitiesis
one major form of barterin this area,'9but money does not appear to be
used to balance divergent costs or values-the owner of the fuel-efficient
subcompactdoes not compensatethe owner of the comfy gas guzzler with
more money or added driving days. Where money does change hands, it
seems to be structuredlargely as participationin explicit costs, like gas,
tolls, or parkingfees.20
In terms of organization and governance, practically all carpool
arrangementsare decentralized.Carpoolingcan be divided into two stages
of activity: (1) formation and scheduling and (2) behavior of participants
while carpooling. Other than scattered government- and employer-run
voluntary ride-matching programs,21 carpool formation and scheduling
15. See Franz E. Prettenthaler& Karl W. Steininger,From Ownershipto Service Use
ECON.443, 445 (1999). The pricing
Lifestyle:The Potential of Car Sharing,28 ECOLOGICAL
model follows remarkablywell Eitan Berglas's version of efficient pricing of club goods. See
& PROC.)116, 116-21
Eitan Berglas, On the Theoryof Clubs, 66 AM. ECON.REV.(PAPERS
(1976).
16. See Aloise B. Heath,TheSociologyof the Carpool,12 NAT'LREV.360, 360-61 (1962).
17. See MarcelaKogan, Slugs and Body Snatchers,GOV'TEXECUTIVE,
June 1997, at 39
(1997).
18. See Ferguson,supra note 8, at 352 ("Most carpools do not involve any financial
Theacademicliteratureon carpoolingrarelymentionsmoney.
transactions.").
19. See, e.g., 1 F.W. DAVIS, JR. ET AL., U.S. DEP'T OF TRANSP.,INCREASED
57 (1977)
APPROACH
TRANSPORTATION
EFFICIENCY
THEBROKERAGE
THROUGH
RIDESHARING:
(describingthe "generalnorm of reciprocity"by which carpoolersalternatedriving days and
"repaytheirdrivingdays"if illness or holidaydisruptsthe rotationschedule);Heath,supra note
16, at 360-61. Davis's reportpresentsa Departmentof Transportation
surveyof 4500 Knoxville,
Tennessee-areacarpoolersin 1974and 1975.
20. An informalsurveyof 250 ridesharepostingson Craigslistin the SanFranciscoBay Area
revealedthatin 30%of postingsmoneyis not mentioned,andin the vast majorityof postingsthat
do mentionmoney, the requestor offer modulatesthe money as being for costs like "gas"or
"tolls."Only 10%of postingsstatea fixed price for a ride, while only 6% state a price without
its purposeas cost sharing.The majorityof users,whether
modulatingthe priceby characterizing
or not money is asked for or offered,also specify social characteristicsthey desire in potential
carpoolingpartners,such as being"goodcompany"or having"goodtunes."See Ridesharein San
FranciscoBay Area, Craigslist(Nov. 6, 2003) (on file with author)(currentlistings availableat
http://www.craigslist.org/rid/).
21. See CraigN. Oren,GettingCommutersOutof TheirCars: WhatWentWrong?,17 STAN.
ENVTL.
L.J. 141, 174-90,201-02 (1998). Orenprovidesan in-depthanalysisof the EmployeeTrip
Reductionmandate,the most ambitiousfederaleffort to promotecarpoolingto date. It did not
come close to producingthe desiredgains in alternativesto solo drivingand in air pollution
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appearsto be highly decentralized.Carpoolsfor work-relatedtrips are
usuallycomposedof coworkerswho live in roughproximityratherthanof
More generally,household
neighborswho work in rough proximity.22
members, coworkers, and parents whose children have common
needs typically contactpotentialcarpoolingpartnersand
transportation
In highly
a
arrange carpoolwithoutgovernmentor marketinvolvement.23
organized,regularizedsystems-for example,a carpoolin whichmultiple
parentsdrive childrento and from after-schoolactivitiesaccordingto a
writtenrotationschedule-trip schedulingis an integralpart of carpool
formationbutis typicallyconductedby the participants.24
Sporadic,ad hoc
to
two
who
decide
roommates
carpools-for example,
carpoolto workon a
not
or
given morning,
require organized
carpool pickup spots-do
schedulingat all.25
One of the most rarifiedformsof carpoolformationand scheduling,
observedin NorthernVirginiaandthe San FranciscoBay Area,is ad hoc,
or dynamic,carpooling.Ad hoc carpooling-in Californiacalled "casual
solo driverspicking
and in Virginia,"slugging"27-involves
carpooling"26
up strangersat knownmeet pointsto forma carpoolsufficientlylargeto
takeadvantageof high-occupancy
vehicle(HOV)lanes.28The practicehas
beendescribedas follows:
[One driver]now has the systemdown cold. Between7 and
7:15a.m.,she drivesto a slug line in theparkinglot of a closed...
store in her NorthernVirginiasuburb.[She]
home-improvement
waitsherturnbehindothercars.Whenher cargets to the frontof
reduction.Oren concludes that the mandatefell short because it followed the structureof
traditionaltechnology-forcingenvironmentalregulations,failing to accountfor the complexities
inherentin changingindividuals'commutingbehaviorsor for the breadthof factorsaffecting
carpooling.See id. at 143-50;see also RobertoWolflerCalvo et al., A DistributedGeographic
RES.
& OPERATIONS
InformationSystemfor the Daily Car Pooling Problem,31 COMPUTERS
2263 (2004), available at http://www.sciencedirect.com
(search "Search for a Title" for
"Computersand OperationsResearch");D.J. Dailey et al., Seattle Smart Traveler:Dynamic
TECH.) 17 (1999),
Ridematching on the World Wide Web, 7 TRANSP.RES. (PARTC: EMERGING

availableat http://www.its.washington.edu/pubs/transc.pdf
The MicrosoftAccess-basedsystem
describedby Calvoandhis coauthorsoptimizesthe compositionof carpoolgroupsandcarpooling
routesfor employeesof a largeItalianemployerand communicateswith usersvia cell phonetext
messaging,e-mail,andthe Internet.
22. Teal,supranote 13, at 204.
23. See 1 DAVISETAL.,supranote 19, at 56; Heath,supranote 16, at 360-61.
24. See Heath,supranote 16, at 360-61.
25. See Kogan,supranote 17, at 39.
26. A list of casualcarpoolinglocationson a Bay Areawebsitedevotedto casualcarpooling
identifiesboth public transitsites and shoppingmall-typelocations.CasualCarpoolSites East
Bay andSanFrancisco,http://ridenow.org/carpool/#locations
(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
27. The slugging communityis a font of informationabout itself. See Slug-Lines.com,
(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
http://www.slug-lines.com
28. See Kogan,supranote 17, at 39.
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the line, the next slug in line comes up to her window and asks
[her] where she is going. The slug then shouts the destinationto the
others in line and gets in the car if he or she wants to go in that
direction. The next couple of people in line headed in the same
directionclimb aboard,too.29
The Northern Virginia terminology suggests a tension between this
form of carpooling and public transit: The drivers are called "body
snatchers,"the riders, "slugs"(reportedlynamed afterpassengerswho drop
slugs instead of legitimate tokens into a bus's fare box).30 Indeed, a recent
study of the practice in NorthernVirginia documents substitutionbetween
dynamic carpooling and transit use,31 and suggests also that dynamic
carpools depend on public transitas a fallback option for at least one leg in
case the ad hoc carpool fails to form in both directions.32Body snatchers
can also find slugs, however, at non-transitpickup spots, which may be
marked as dedicated carpool pickup stands, or unmarked-for example,
street corners and parking lots-and may be designated by a centralized
authorityor by custom.33 While individualdrivers and passengers may see
each other on more than one occasion, body snatchers and slugs are
typically strangers, and participants of the same functional type are
fungible.34
Dynamic carpooling appearsto be a highly egalitarian activity: Body
snatchers seem to take slugs regardless of gender, race, or occupation in
order to fulfill their quotas and gain access to HOV lanes.35One set of
regularities, however, underscores an obstacle that dynamic carpooling
must overcome, and offers a surprising hypothesis about impersonal
social cooperation. In a deviation from gender-neutralpickup practices,
solo women will not usually enter a car with two men already in it.
"Unrelated"slugs on a line, however, will match up, whether male or
female, irrespective of the gender of the driver.36This underscoresthe fact
that personal security fears may be a serious obstacle to carpooling with
strangers.37The matching practices suggest that security is improved by
29. Id. at 42.
30. Seeid.
31. FrankSpielberg& PhillipShapiro,MatingHabitsof Slugs:DynamicCarpoolFormation
in the 1-95/I-395 Corridor of Northern Virginia, in TRANSP.RESEARCH
BD., TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH
RECORDNO. 1711, at 31, 33 (2000).

32. Id.
33. Id.;see also CasualCarpoolSites EastBay andSanFrancisco,supranote 26.
34. Spielberg& Shapiro,supranote 31, at 33.
35. Id. The articlereportsresultsof a surveyof morethan3000 driversandpassengersusing
an HOV lane to commutefrom NorthernVirginiato Washington,D.C. Of 28,000 commuters
usingHOVlanesduringtheirmorningcommute,the surveycounted3100 slugs.Id. at 34-35.
36. Id.
37. The Californiadescriptionof the issue is as follows:
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combining more than one rider with each solo driver, where the riders
themselves are not preorganized in groups. Each pair-driver plus each
rider, and both riders vis-a-vis the driver-provides each individual with
some security against an aggressive stranger.The importanceof strength
in numbers and lack of personal relationship is indicated by the fact that
solo women will join two men in a car if the woman and man were both in
line and no relationshipbetween the two men is indicated.38Carpoolerson
this model seem to assume a prevalence and distribution of aggressive
proclivities in the population that places a low probability on two
randomly associated individuals cooperating aggressively. Given such a
model of the prevalence and distribution of aggressive tendencies,
fully impersonal cooperation can then be seen as safer than partially
impersonal cooperation, where some subset of participants have a
preexisting relationship. Another aspect of the same problem is "solved"
by etiquette, as described in the "etiquette"page of the NorthernVirginiaoriented website:
The line does not leave a woman standing alone.... Either a
man forfeits his place in line so that he is left standing,or the ride is
declined until another slug arrives. Or, it is acceptable to ask the
driverif he will take more slugs in orderto clear the line. Whatever
the situation,the intent is not to leave a woman standing alone on
the street,especially at night.39
As the referenceto the etiquetteindicates, though decentralized,ad hoc
carpooling is not entirely unregulated; social norms seem to play an
importantrole in the process. A list of such rules is found on the Northern
Virginia site, and includes interestinginsights. Slugs do not talk-at least,
not unless the driverinitiates.40 This appearsto be the rule in the Bay Area
as well.41 No money, gifts, or tokens of appreciation are offered or
requested.No smoking or eating by driver or slug. No going out of lineeither for slugs to push ahead, or drivers to "snatch"slugs before the line,

As far as anyoneseems to know, over the historyof East Bay casualcarpooling,
therehave been no untowardincidents.The "three-per-car"
requirementhas helped.A
little cautionand common sense also have helped. Passengerscan always decline a
ride. For example, female passengershave been known to decline rides in two-seat
cars.Theysimplylet anotherpassengergo first,andwait for a largervehicle.
WhatAre CasualCarPools?,http://ridenow.org/carpool/what.htm
(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
38. See Spielberg& Shapiro,supranote 31, at 35.
39. Etiquetteand Rules, http://www.slug-lines.com/Slugging/Etiquette.asp
(last visited Sept.
29, 2004) (emphasisomitted).
40. Id.
41. WhatAre CasualCarPools?,supranote 37.
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except that drivers can call out to a particularfriend they see in line. The
slug does not adjustthe radio stationor the heat.42
Dynamic carpooling is an entirely impersonal,ad hoc practice with no
perceptible socially stable set of participants.Yet participantsdo not use
market mechanisms to clear seats. They rely instead on pure short-term
mutual interestwith no price (seats in exchange for eligibility for the HOV
lane), combined with social norms and practices,to get body snatchersand
slugs together.43Behavioral controls may be somewhat more formal, but
these are rules of etiquettethat are largely underthe control of the driver.44
The decentralizationof governance is paralleled in the normal case of
carpools, where key behavioral decisions-driver rotation, seating
42. EtiquetteandRules,supranote 39.
43. Dynamiccarpoolscannotquitebe presentedas "proof"'
that social provisioningis more
efficient or desirable,becausethereis ambiguityas to the legal statusof a similararrangement
that would instead operate on, for example, a spot-auction model. At least in some
jurisdictions,such a practicecould requirelicensing as a taxicabor otherwiseas a vehicle for
hire. But in the NorthernVirginiacorridor,the ambiguityis limited. The Alexandria,Virginia
Code, for example,covers only taxicabsandvehicles for hire thatare"maintainedfor ... hire."
ALEXANDRIA, VA., CODE OF ORDINANCES ? 9-12-1(7),

(14)

(2004),

available

at

(follow "AlexandriaCode of
http://www.municode.com/resources/code_list.asp?statelD=46
Ordinances"link). While not impossible, it is highly unlikely that a vehicle used even a few
days a week for one or two tripswhere money changeshandsout of an entireweekly schedule
would be defined as "maintainedfor hire."Slightly more ambiguously,the relevantordinance
in ArlingtonCounty,Virginiastatesthata "[t]axicabor othermotorvehicle performingtaxicab
service means any motorvehicle having a seatingcapacityof not more thansix (6) passengers
and not operatingon a regularroute or between fixed terminalsused in the transportationof
VA., CODE? 25-2 (2003),
COUNTY,
passengers for hire or for compensation."ARLINGTON
available at http://www.municode.com/resources/code_list.asp?stateID=46
(follow "Arlington
CountyCode of Ordinances"link) (emphasisomitted).This definitionwould seem to include
carpoolingfor compensation,unless the sporadicuse for carpoolingwould not designatethe
vehiclein generalas a taxicab,but ratheras fallingunderthe categoryof an "othermotorvehicle
performingtaxicabservices.""Taxicabservice,"in turn,"meansandincludesthe operationof any
motor vehicle upon any street or highway, on call or on demand, accepting or soliciting
passengersindiscriminatelyfor transportationfor hire between such points along streets or
Id. (emphasis
highwaysas may be directedby the passengeror passengersso being transported."
omitted).The requirementsof indiscriminateacceptanceof solicitation,and the structureof the
contractas one where the passengerdirectsthe destinationand route, would seem to exclude
carpooling,even dynamiccarpooling.The San Franciscoordinance,on the otherhand, sweeps
more broadlyand probablywould capturedynamiccarpoolingin its scope. S.F., CAL.,POLICE
CODE art. 16, div. I,

?

1076(a) (2000), available at http://www.sfgov.org/site/government

index.asp#codes("A 'motorvehicle for hire' is herebydefinedto mean and includeevery type,
kindandclass of privatelyownedmotor-propelled
vehicle for hire over which
passenger-carrying
the City andCountyof SanFranciscomay exercisejurisdiction.").
44. See Kogan,supranote 17, at 43. Koganreportsthat
etiquetterules insidethe car areprettymuchup to the driver."Certaindriverswill not
talk,"says one federallawyer."Otherswon't shutup. You areundertheircontrol;you
arebumminga ride.Certainpeoplewill tell driversto changethe radiostation,which I
thinkis bold."
Id. The Departmentof Transportation
study of Knoxville-areacommutersposits a generalrule:
for
The fewer and more intimatethe participantsin a carpool,the less formalthe arrangements
carpoolbehavior.See 1 DAVISETAL.,supra note 19, at 57. But it is not entirelyclear what is
meantby "formal,"or whatthe sourceof the formalrulesis.
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arrangements,smoking prohibitions,waiting policy in case of tardinessappear largely informal: Participants follow loose norms or ad hoc
decisions ratherthan explicitly articulatedrules.45
While on its face carpooling seems to be primarily an instrumental
exchange relationship,surveys show that carpoolersreporta wide range of
motivations for carpooling and that there is a wide variation between
carpoolersand solo driversin attitudestowardthe costs and benefits of the
practice.Carpoolersreportreasons for carpoolingboth instrumental(to take
advantageof HOV lanes,46to reduce individualdrivingburdens,47to reduce
costs of automobile use and maintenance48)and noninstrumental(to have
company,49 to be socially and environmentallyresponsible, to teach their
children sociability50).A review of the existing research suggests that
carpooling behavior does not vary by socioeconomic or demographic
characteristics,51but does correlate with beliefs that carpooling is good
45. See 1 DAVISETAL.,supra note 19, at 56. When asked how they established rules for their

carpools,studyparticipants
indicatedthat they had briefly discussed[the issues] on the phone or at work before
formingthe pool, or when they were initially riding together.There appearsto be
considerablereluctanceto meet formally and discuss what will and will not be
appropriatein a carpool.... When there are only two or three carpoolers,the riders
frequentlyindicatetherearenot set rulesamong"friends."
1 id.
46. See, e.g., Joy Dahlgren, High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes. Not Always More Effective than
General Purpose Lanes, 32 TRANSP.RES. (PARTA: POL'Y& PRAC.)99, 100 (1998); Spielberg &
Shapiro, supra note 31, at 33; Lior Jacob Strahilevitz, How Changes in Property Regimes
Influence Social Norms: Commodifying California 's Carpool Lanes, 75 IND. L.J. 1231, 1238-40

(2000);Kogan,supranote 17.
47. See, e.g., Heath,supranote 16, at 361 ("A carpool,afterall, has only one raisond'dtre:to
driveas seldomas is necessaryto get yourown childto schoolandbackeveryday.").
48. See 1 DAVIS ET AL., supra note 19, at 56 (reporting that surveyed carpoolers cited the

price of gas and the price of parkingas two of the top threereasonsthey carpooled);Ferguson,
supranote 8, at 359 ("[F]allingrealmarginalfuel costs 'explain'a thirdof the observeddeclinein
Americancarpoolingbetween 1970 and 1990 ... ."). Consistentwith the importanceof cost
savings, carpoolingpropensityappearsto increase with commutingdistance. See David T.
Hartgen & Kevin C. Bullard, WhatHas Happened to Carpooling: Trends in North Carolina, 1980
RECORDNO. 1390, at 50, 58
to 1990, in TRANSP.RESEARCH
RESEARCH
BD., TRANSPORTATION

(1993); Teal, supranote 13, at 209. In areaswhereHOVs are excusedfrompayingtolls during
rush hour, see, e.g., Golden Gate Bridge: FasTrak& Tolls, http://www.goldengatebridge.org/
fastraktolls/(last visited Sept.29, 2004), carpoolingoffers additionalcost savings.See also Teal,
supra note 13, at 207-08 (finding that commuting cost burden correlates strongly with
carpooling); Edward P. Weber et al., Understanding Urban Commuters: How Are Non-SOV
Commuters Differentfrom SOV Commuters?, TRANSP.Q., Spring 2000, at 105, 110-11.
49. See 1 DAVISETAL., supra note 19, at 56.
50. See Patricia A. Adler & Peter Adler, The Carpool: A Socializing Adjunct to the

EducationalExperience,57 SOC.EDUC.200, 208-09 (1984) (assertingthat carpoolingis one of
the first regularcontactsa child has with adultsand childrenoutsidethe immediatefamily and
arguingthatthe carpoolacts as an extremelyimportantsocializingarenafor children).
51. The 2001 NHTS suggests a minor income effect: Carpoolingis slightly less prevalent
among householdswith annualincome less than $20,000 and has little if any correlationwith
income above $20,000. See Pucher& Renne,supra note 7, at 59 tbl.8. Income,education,and
genderseem to have little effect on carpoolingpractices.See Ferguson,supra note 8, at 363-67.
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because of all these desiderata52and with a discount on concerns-freedom
to choose your time and route,to be in peace, etc.-typical of solo drivers.53
Whether these attitudinal differences are a reason for carpooling or a
coherence-seeking realignment of the carpoolers' preferences to fit their
practices is not obvious.54 What mattersfor our purposes, however, is that
people report these desideratato be importantto them and to be reasons
they give to themselves as to why they carpool.
To conclude, carpoolingis a deeply decentralizedsystem, controlledby
millions of individualdecisions ratherthan by governments,marketactors,
or other institutional players. It is organized largely without the use of
prices or bureaucraticinstructionsto clear seats and is usually interpreted
and explicitly describedby its participantsas a social act, even when money
does change handsto shareexplicit costs.
B. DistributedComputing
The phenomenon of "distributedcomputing"reflects an economically
driven technical trend in computation, coupled with a social innovation.
The first thing to understandis the idea of parallel computing.Imagine that
I have a computationalproblem that can be solved by performing 100
mathematicaloperations. I could solve it in one second using a computer
that could perform 100 operations in one second, or I could solve it by
dividing the operationsto be performedinto two batches of 50 operations
and running them simultaneously on two computers, each capable of
performing 50 operations per second. If the cost of improving the
computationspeed of a single processor increases superlinearly(that is, it
costs more than twice as much to build a computer capable of 100
operations per second than a computer capable of 50 operations per
second), then I can achieve the same result at lower cost by lashing together
two cheaper processors than I can achieve by building a faster processor.

This does not mean that carpoolingis entirelydivorcedfrom economic considerations.Many
commutersreportthattrip-costreductionis a significantconsideration,see supranote 48, andtrip
and fuel cost and vehicle availabilitydo show some correlationto commutingbehavior,see
Ferguson,supranote 8, at 371; Teal,supranote 13, at 207.
52. See AbrahamD. Horowitz& JagdishN. Sheth,Ride Sharingto Work:An Attitudinal
RESEARCH
RECORDNO. 637, at 1 (1977)
BD., TRANSPORTATION
Analysis, in TRANSP.RESEARCH

(concludingthatonly attitudinalfactors-in contrastto socioeconomicanddemographicfactorsare significantin explaining the carpoolingbehavior of 822 surveyed commuters);Norbert
Oppenheim,Carpooling:ProblemsandPotentials,33 TRAFFIC
Q. 253, 259 (1979).
53. See Horowitz& Sheth,supranote 52, at 5 fig.5; Weberet al., supranote 48, at 110-11;
see also PaulA.M. Van Langeet al., A Social DilemmaAnalysisof CommutingPreferences:The
Roles of Social ValueOrientationand Trust,28 J. APPLIED
796 (1998).
SOC.PSYCHOL.
54. See Dan Simon,A ThirdViewof the BlackBox: CognitiveCoherencein Legal Decision
Making,71 U. CHI.L. REV.511(2004).
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Parallel computing, of course, is not costless. One must break up the
problem into well-designed pieces that can run simultaneously,ratherthan
having one processor wait for the other to finish, and there is overhead in
managing the information input and output flows to and from the
processors, both to each other and to the system memory. The tradeoff
thereforebecomes slightly more complex, but is fundamentallyunchanged.
Parallel computing will achieve similar results to a single processor at
lower cost if the total amountof overheadlost to parallelizationis less than
the cost differential for building the added computationcapacity into one
computer.This simplified explanationdescribes more or less why, by the
end of the twentiethcentury,most supercomputerswere made of thousands
of simple processors lashed together and why parallelizationbecame an
importantfield of computerscience.
Parallelization in supercomputing set the stage for the next step:
Internet-baseddistributedcomputing. As Michael Shirts and Vijay Pande
noted in 2000, the number of processors that Internet-baseddistributed
computing could in principle harness dwarfs the largest supercomputers.55
Supercomputerscan lash together thousandsof processors at a cost of tens
of millions of dollars. But connected to the Internetthere are millions of
computers,and one can lash togetherhundredsof thousandsof processors,
ratherthan thousands, using their spare cycles, if one can overcome the
quite substantialdesign difficulties involved in structuringproblems so that
they can efficiently be solved by very large numbers of processors with
highly variable availability and orders of magnitude slower
communications than those possible among processors located in arrays
designed for, and dedicated to working together in, a single physical
machine.56Once the problem is defined, however, it can be approachedby
designing new algorithmsthat trade off processing for communicationand
focusing on algorithms that restructurethe description of solutions to
problems so as to assume much looser constraints on the number of
processorsand much tighterconstraintson communicationsthan those used

55. MichaelShirts& Vijay S. Pande,ScreenSaversof the WorldUnite!,290 SCIENCE
1903,
1903 (2000).
56. The overarchingambition of connecting all the computationand storage resources
connectedto the networkin a capacitygrid is also known as "gridcomputing."See, e.g., Ian
Foster et al., TheAnatomyof the Grid. EnablingScalable VirtualOrganizations,15 INT'LJ.
HIGH PERFORMANCE
COMPUTINGAPPLICATIONS3 (2001); Leon Erlanger, Distributed

Computing:An Introduction,EXTREMETECH,
Apr. 4, 2002, http://www.extremetech.com/
BrianHayes, CollectiveWisdom,AM.SCIENTIST,
article2/0,1558,11769,00.asp;
Mar.-Apr.1998,
at 118, 118, available at http://www.americanscientist.org/template/AssetDetail/assetid/20836;
Ian Foster, What is the Grid? A Three Point Checklist (July 20, 2002), http://wwwfp.mcs.anl.gov/~foster/Articles/WhatlsTheGrid.pdf.
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in mainstreamsupercomputers.57
While designing an algorithmto achieve
such scaling is difficult, it is not impossible, and the organizerof a project
obviously has the incentive to develop such algorithmsin order to benefit
from the potential to mobilize distributedcomputing to solve his or her
problems.58
SETI@home is the paradigmaticInternet-baseddistributedcomputing
project. It harnesses idle processor cycles of about 4,500,000 users around
the world. The users download a small screen saver. When the users are not
using their computers,the screen saver starts up, downloads problems for
calculation-in the case of SETI@home, radio astronomy signals to be
analyzed for regularities as part of the search for extraterrestrial
intelligence-and calculates the problems it has downloaded. Once the
programcalculates a solution it automaticallysends its results to the main
site. The cycle continues for as long as, and every time that, the screen
saver is activated, indicating that the computer is idle from its user's
perspective. Using this approach, SETI@home became the fastest
"supercomputer"in the world, capable of performing,as of the summerof
2003, calculations at a speed sixty percent faster than the NEC Earth
Simulator,formally the fastest supercomputerin the world, four times as
fast as the next fastest supercomputer,and seven times faster than the
following three fastest supercomputers,59 including the fastest
57. See, e.g., MichaelR. Shirts& Vijay S. Pande,Mathematical
Analysisof CoupledParallel
4983 (2001) (explaininghow to use a statistical
Simulations,86 PHYSICAL
REV.LETTERS
algorithmto scale the speedof proteinfoldingdeduciblefroma computersimulationlinearlywith
the numberof processorsadded);StefanM. Larsonet al., Folding@Homeand Genome@Home:
Using DistributedComputingTo Tackle Previously IntractableProblems in Computational
Biology, http://folding.stanford.edu/papers/HorizonReview.pdf
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004); see
also D. Laforenza,GridProgramming:SomeIndicationsWhereWeAre Heading,28 PARALLEL
COMPUTING
1733 (2002) (reviewingcontemporary
of the designchallengesposed
understanding
by suchheterogenousanddistributedcomputingsystems).
58. The primaryoddityfroma rationalchoiceperspectiveis thatscientistswouldnot develop
the algorithmunless they thoughtthat users would contributetheirprocessingcycles shouldthe
algorithmbe developed.In theory,given thatthereis no easy storyto tell aboutwhy contributors
would volunteertheir excess capacity, scientists should not develop these algorithms.Note,
however,thatthereis nothingirrationalaboutthe scientists'beliefs thatled themto designthese
systems.It is perfectlycoherentfor an agentto have a belief thatothersare like the agentandto
hold the belief thatconditionaluponthe agent'sbehavingin a trustingreciprocalway, otherswill
behavesimilarly.Given thatthe scientistswho developthese algorithmshave no need to believe
that any particularindividualagentwill cooperate,but only thatthereis some set of otherswho
wouldbehaveas the scientistwouldandcooperate,buildingthe projectis not only permissiblefor
a rationalagentbutrepresentsa high likelihoodof findingcooperators.
59. SETI@homestatistics showed a speed of over 54 teraflops per second. The more
traditionalsupercomputers,which consist of computationclusters from processorsunder the
ownershipor control of a single firm or organization,achieved 35.9 teraflops (NEC Earth
Simulator),13.9 teraflops(HP ASCI-Q at Los Alamos National Laboratories),7.6 teraflops
(LinuxNetwork),and 7.3 teraflops(IBM ASCI at LawrenceLivermoreLaboratories).See Top
500 Supercomputer
(last
Sites, Top 500 List for June 2003, http://www.top500.org/list/2003/06
visited Sept. 29, 2004). These numbersand relationshipsoffer, of necessity,a snapshot.As this
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supercomputerthat IBM had built at that point.60 The simple fact of the
existence and success of SETI@home and similar projects, coupled with
the fact that only a tiny fraction of the world's processors participatein
similar projects,61suggests that there is, and will continue to be in the
foreseeable future, a significant amount of idle computation resources
extant in the world.62
Anotherof the largest and best known distributedcomputingprojectsis
Folding@home, a site run out of Stanford University and dedicated to
simulating protein folding. As of late November 2003, a snapshot of its
usage statistics reveals that it had amassed contributionsof over 572,000
processors, of which about twenty percent were active at a given moment,
contributedby 272,000 users, some of whom were self-organizedinto over
28,000 teams.63 The contributionswere concentratedlargely in the United
States and WesternEurope.64
SETI@home and Folding@home provide a good basis for describing
the fairly common characteristics of such projects. First, these are
noncommercial projects, engaged in pursuits understood widely as
scientific, for the general good, seeking to harness contributions of
individuals who wish to contribute to such larger-than-themselvesgoals.
Like SETI@home, projects like Folding@home, Fightaids@home (a
ScrippsInstituteprojectthat uses computationalbiology to screen candidate
drugs for treating HIV based on their shape and chemical characteristics;
candidates so identified can then be further tested in laboratories), and
Essaywas going to press,IBMannouncedthatit hadjust surpassedthe NEC EarthSimulatorby a
Sets
nose, deliveringa 36-teraflops-per-second
computer.John Markoff,I.B.M.Supercomputer
WorldRecordfor Speed, N.Y. TIMES,Sept. 29, 2004, at C4. At that point, SETI@homewas
averagingbetween 64 and 69 teraflopsper second. See SETI@home,CurrentTotal Statistics,
http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu/totals.html
(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
60. See supra note 59. Comparethe resultsat Top 500 Supercomputer
Sites, supranote 59,
with the 54 teraflopsper second calculatedby SETI@homewhen this Essay was draftedin late
2003.
61. There is no hard technologicalblock to, for example, using microwave ovens for
computationon this model.It is morea questionof connectivityandengineering.But as we move
to a more highly interconnectedenvironmentof pervasivecomputing,the numberof connected
computersper personin the industrializedworldwill be very large.Manyof these almostnever
requiretheircomputationcapacity.The embeddedcomputerof a microwaveoven, for example,
has sparecapacitywheneverthe oven is not being used. Assumingan averagetwentyminutesa
day of actualcooking,thatis likely aroundninety-eightpercentof the time.
62. The developersof SETI@homearenow also providingthe developmentanddeployment
of a platformfor a potentiallynext-generationimprovement-a cross-projectcommonplatform
called BOINC,the BerkeleyOpen Infrastructure
for NetworkComputing,that will allow many
projectsand many users to be matcheddynamicallyas needs and capacitieschangeratherthan
havingeveryuserdedicatehis or hercomputerto helpingone projector anotheranddownloading
project-specificsoftwarefor eachproject.
63. For daily statistics,see Folding@home,Folding@homeStats,http://folding.stanford.edu/
stats.html(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
64. See Folding@home,Folding@homeMaps, http://www.stanford.edu/group/pandegroup/
(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
folding/maps.html
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Genome@home(a Stanford-basedproject dedicatedto modeling new
artificialgenes that can createartificialproteins)appealto broadotheror
regardingconcerns.Othersites, like those dedicatedto cryptography
have
a
narrower
or perhapshobbyist,
math,
appeal,butarealso "altruistic,"
in theirbasic motivationalappeal.The absenceof moneyis, in any event,
typical of the large majorityof active distributedcomputingprojects.65
Fewerthanone-fifthof theseprojectsmentionmoneyat all. Mostof those
thatdo mentionmoneyreferto a shareof a generallyavailableprize for
solvinga scientificor mathematical
challengeandmix an appealto hobby
andaltruismwiththe promiseof money.Onlytwo of almostsixtyprojects
activein November2003 werebuilton a pay-per-contribution
basis.66
In the SETI@homeinternalsurvey,67the project found that users
respond to the question, "What is your main reason for running
with a strongemphasison "goodof humanity"(58%)or
SETI@home?"
"keepmy computerproductive"(17%).A little morethan5%of answers
suggesteda searchfor fameor explicitrecognition,like gettingone's name
on the site's top-hundred
list. While far from scientific,the SETIsurvey
offerssome textureas to the motivationalself-descriptions
of participants,
albeit within a choreographedquestionnaire,and certainlyreflects the
assumptionsof those runningthe site aboutthe kind of motivationsfor
which they designtheirsites. Similarly,the stateddesignassumptionsof
the organizersof Folding@homeand Genome@home
reflecta belief that
userscontributetheircycles becausethey are motivatedby lay interestin
the projects,a desire not to waste computingresources,or an amateur
interestin eithercomputersor the scienceinvolved.68
65. The aggregatedescriptionsare based on observationsmade in November2003 of fiftyseven projectslinkedto a site dedicatedto collectinglinks to all distributedprocessingprojects.
See Intemet-BasedDistributedComputingProjects,http://www.aspenleaf.com/distributed/distribprojects.html(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
66. These sites, G6mez PerformanceNetworks,whose frontend is http://www.gomez.com/
and whose peer-networkback end is https://www.peer.gomez.com/index.aspx,
and Capacity
CalibrationNetwork, http://agent.capcal.com/agentfaq.asp,
differ functionallyfrom distributed
computingprojects.The servicethey offer is runningnetworktrafficanalysisby placingqueries
from topologicallydiverse locations. They requiretheir users' topological diversity,not their
processing power. Therefore,not all PCs are equal in their eyes. The specificity of the
which generatesthe need to rejectmanyputativecontributors,likely contributesto
requirements,
the difficultyof attractingvolunteers,in additionto the divergentsocial meaningsof calls to "help
organizationssolve theirbusinessproblems"as comparedto "helpfightAIDS."Moneythensteps
in as a reasonablywell-understoodmotivationalsource for a project ill suited to mobilize
contributorssocially. Becauseneitherprojectis tryingto aggregateas manyusersas possible,or
crunch as many numbersas possible, overall "success"of these projects is not qualitatively
comparableto SETI@homeor similarprojects.
67. SETI@home, SETI@home Poll Results, http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu/polls.html
(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
68. Larsonet al., supra note 57, at 6. They do not explainhow lay interestis differentthan
amateurinterest,but one suspects that these stand in for differentlevels of engagementand
hobbyistenthusiasm.
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The assumptions about the motivations of contributorsare translated
into both the client interfacedesign and the websites supportingthe project.
Interfaces are explicitly designed to provide participantswith feedback
about their own contributions,informationabout the scientific context and
output of their contributions, and a platform for both competitive and
mutually supportive social interaction.The SETI client shows users how
their own processing component is going, as well as offering a graphic
representationof the data processed, which is aesthetically pleasing but
relatively opaque as an explanation of the science or the results.
Folding@homeoffers a visualizationof the actual calculationperformedon
the computeras a screen saver, providing an intuitive, if still analytically
opaque,visualizationof the work done.
Climateprediction.net,a project focused on simulating climate change,
takes a different approach.Each user downloads a complete simulation, so
that the world simulatedon his or her computeris a complete single model
of what happens if CO2 levels double from pre-industriallevels while a
variety of other parameters are tweaked. The screen saver allows
participantsto see how the world they are simulating changes. The site
offers people the ability to compare"their"world to those of othersand to a
baseline simulation, providing greater opportunity for individual
participationin readingthe results.
Most of the distributedcomputingprojectsprovide, on the serverside, a
series of utilities and statistics intended to allow contributorsto attach
meaning to their contributionsin a variety of ways. The projects appearto
be eclectic in their implicit social and psychological theories of the
motivations for sharing. Sites describe the scientific purpose of the models
and the specific scientific output, including posting articles that have used
the calculations.69In these components, the project organizers seem to
assume some degree of taste for generalized altruism and the pursuit of
69. See, e.g., Laurence Loewe, Evolution@home:Experiences with Work Units That
Span More than 7 Orders of Magnitude in Computational Complexity (May 2124, 2002), http://www.evolutionary-research.
org/Science/Papers/2002/Loewe2002-EaHworkunits.pdf;
Climateprediction.net,Climate Science Explained, http://www.climateprediction.net/science/
index.php (last visited Sept. 29, 2004); Climateprediction.net,Publications Related to
(last visited
Climateprediction.net,http://www.climateprediction.net/science/publications.php
(last
Sept.29, 2004); Eon,A Brief ScientificOverview,http://eon.chem.washington.edu/brief.php
visited Sept. 29, 2004); Eon, RelatedArticles, http://eon.chem.washington.edu/papers.php
(last
visited Sept. 29, 2004); Evolution@home,Scientific Backgroundof the Simulator-Models,
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004);
http://www.evolutionary-research.org/Science/index.html
Folding@home,Recent Research Papers, http://www.stanford.edu/group/pandegroup/folding/
papers.html (last visited Sept. 29, 2004); Folding@home, Scientific Background,
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004);
http://www.stanford.edu/group/pandegroup/folding/science.html
(multiple links under
Genome@home, http://www.stanford.edu/group/pandegroup/genome/
"ScientificBackground")
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004); SETI@home,CurrentProgressSummary,
(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
http://setiathome.berkeley.edu/processpage/
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meaning in contributingto a common goal. They also implement a variety
of mechanisms to reinforce the sense of purpose, so there are aggregate
statistics about total computationsperformed.7"But the sites also seem to
assume a healthy dose of agonistic giving, as well. For example, most of the
sites allow individuals to track their own contributions,to see their effect
accumulating,but some also provide "user of the month" type rankings,
noting who contributedthe most cycles and similarstatistics.71
An interesting characteristicof quite a few of these projects is the
ability to create "teams" of users, who in turn compete to see who has
provided more cycles or work units. SETI@home in particulartaps into
ready-madenationalismsby offering country-level statistics.72Some of the
team names on Folding@home also suggest other out-of-projectbonding
measures, such as national or ethnic bonds (Overclockers Australia or
Alliance Francophone), technical minority status (Linux or
MacAddict4Life),organizationalaffiliation (the University of Tennessee or
the University of Alabama), and shared cultural reference points (The
Knights Who Say Ni!).73 In addition, the sites offer platforms for simple
connectedness and mutual companionship by offering user forums to
discuss the science and the social participationinvolved.74
It is possible that these sites are shooting in the dark as far as
motivatingsharingis concerned,but it is also possible thatthey have tapped
into a valuable insight, which is that people behave for all sorts of different
reasons, includingall sorts of differentreasonsto act generously, and that at
least in this domain adding reasons to participate-some agonistic, some
altruistic, some reciprocity seeking-does not have a crowding-outeffect.

70. See, e.g., Climateprediction.net,
OverallStats,http://cpdn.comlab.
Climateprediction.net
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004); Evolution@home,High Scores of the
ox.ac.uk/user/totstats.php
Evolutionary-Research Supercomputing Adventure, http://www.evolutionary-research.org/
Scores/index.html(last visited Sept. 29, 2004); Folding@home,supra note 63; SETI@home,
supranote 59.
71. See, e.g., Eon, Current Eon Statistics, http://eon.chem.washington.edu/groups/
stats_main.php(last visited Sept. 29, 2004); Evolution@home,supra note 70; Folding@home,
DonorStatistics,http://vspx27.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/main.py?qtype=userstats
(lastvisited Sept.29,
2004); SETI@home,Top Users,http://setiathome.berkeley.edu/stats/users.html
(last visited Sept.
29, 2004).
72. SETI@home,Countries,http://setiathome.berkeley.edu/stats/countries.html
(last visited
Sept.29, 2004).
73. Folding@home, Team Statistics, http://vspx27.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/main.py?qtype=
teamstats(lastvisited Sept.29, 2004).
74. See, e.g., Climateprediction.net,
InteractiveUser Area,http://www.climateprediction.net/
user/index.php (last visited Sept. 29, 2004); Folding@home, Folding-community.org,
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004); SETI@home,
http:!/forum.folding-community.org/homepage.php
OtherMessage Boards and Chat Rooms, http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edulother_bbs.html
(last
visited Sept.29, 2004).
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Further research on the presence and pattern of crowding out between
differentsharingpatternswould be useful in the design of such projects.75
AND SHAREABLE
GOODS
II. LUMPINESS,GRANULARITY,

These case studies are intendedto motivate the analysis. They show us
that there are large-scale sharingphenomenain the world that successfully
provision material desiderata through social sharing practices. These
practices involve the sharing of private goods-automobiles and personal
computers-as inputs. They involve rival outputs-seats in cars going from
point a to point b, or computerprocessorcycles devoted to problema rather
than to problem b. They exist alongside marketmechanisms for delivering
substitutablefunctionality.And they work well; in some cases, better than
marketmechanisms. This Part and the next will seek to answer, within the
frameworkof economics, why this happens,why it is sustainable,and when
it is efficient. This Part is dedicatedto describing a class of characteristics
that, in combination, define a situation where it is likely that individuals
will overinvest in capacity-generatinggoods, like PCs and automobiles,that
will then have excess capacity, widely distributedin small quanta among
large numbersof individuals in a society. The next Part will explain why
this excess capacity may better be distributedby social sharing than by
secondary markets (or administrativeallocation). While the goods I call
here "shareablegoods" could be understoodas a subclass of "club goods"76
or "common pool resources,"77the additionalspecification more precisely
75. On crowdingout betweenmoneyandnonmonetaryrewards,see infraSectionIII.B.
76. See MANCUROLSON,THE LOGICOF COLLECTIVE
ACTION(1965); Berglas, supra note
15, at 116-21; James M. Buchanan, An Economic Theory of Clubs, 32 ECONOMICA1, 1-14
(1965). A description of the current state of the theory is available in RICHARDCORNES& TODD
PUBLICGOODS,ANDCLUBGOODS(2d ed. 1996).
SANDLER,THETHEORYOFEXTERNALITIES,

77. An earlyand broadclaim in the name of cormnonsin resourcesfor communicationand
as well as humancommunitybuilding-like roads, canals, or social gathering
transportation,
places-is Carol Rose, The Comedy of the Commons: Custom, Commerce, and Inherently Public
Property, 53 U. CHI. L. REV. 711 (1986). Rose's observations on commons in waterways and

highwayshad farmoreradicalimplicationsin the long termthanthe directionthatthe bulkof the
literaturetook over the course of the 1990s, because she focused on cases where commons
supersededareasthat had previouslybeen privateproperty--liketurnpikesor privateproperty
over which publicpathswere laterrecognized.As such, it suggestedthattherewere areaswhere
commonswere strictlysuperiorto privateproperty;thatthese commonsexistedat the very heart
of our commercialsystem; and that many of the most importantof these commons,like the
highwaysand waterways,were not limitedcommonpropertyregimesbut were in fact open for
anyoneto use undervery generalusage rules. Condensingaroundthe work of ElinorOstrom,a
different,narrowerand less threateningliteraturedevelopedover the courseof the 1990s. It was
concernedwith showingthattherewere places wherenonpropertyregimes,or more accurately,
commonpropertyregimes,were sustainableand stable over long periodsof time. This line of
literaturewas less threateningthan Rose's originalclaims because it invertedall three radical
implicationsof her claims.Commonpropertyregimeswere shownto be stable,not claimedto be
more efficient. They were studied on the peripheriesof the main economies, and could be
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isolates individually owned goods that have excess capacity and are
available for sharing.
The basic intuition is simple. There are goods that are "lumpy,"by
which I mean that given a state of technology, they can only be provisioned
in certaindiscretebundles that offer discontinuousamountsof functionality
or capacity. In order to have any computation, for example, a consumer
must buy a computerprocessor,which in turn only comes in certainspeeds
or capacities. Lumpy goods can, in turn, be fine, mid-, or large grained. A
large-grainedgood is one that is so expensive that it can only be used by
aggregatingdemandfor it. Industrialcapital equipment,like steam engines,
is of this type. Fine-grained goods are of a granularity that allows
consumers to buy precisely as much of the goods as has the amount of
capacitythey require,such as a donutor a cup of coffee. Mid-grainedgoods
are small enough for an individualto justify buying for her own use, given
their price and her willingness and ability to pay for the functionality she
plans to use. If enough individualsin society buy and use such mid-grained
lumpy goods, that society will have a large amountof excess capacity "out
there," in the hands of individuals. The problem of how to harness that
excess capacity and use it to provision the requirementsof others is the
problem that Part III deals with. If you are comfortable with this simple
intuitive explanation of what mid-grainedlumpy goods are and why they
would generate excess capacity, you may wish to skip most of the
remainderof this Part and go directly to its conclusion in Section D. What
follows here is a more or less careful working out of lumpiness and
granularity,and the conditions under which we should expect there to be
substantialexcess capacity in the hands of individualowners of goods that
makes large-scale sharingpracticesfeasible.

understoodas stableholdovers,ratherthanas strictlymore efficientalternativesthat superseded
preexistingprivatepropertyregimes.And they were, in fact, a propertyregime,except that the
outer boundaryof the propertyincludedmany participants,among whom proprietaryinterests
were divided throughgovernancemechanismsratherthan throughpropertyand contract.The
THECOMMONS:THE
condensation point of this literature was ELINOROSTROM,GOVERNING
EVOLUTIONOF INSTITUTIONS
FOR COLLECTIVE
ACTION (1992); another seminal study was
JAMESM. ACHESON,THELOBSTERGANGSOFMAINE(1988). A brief intellectual history of the

studyof commonresourcepools andcommonpropertyregimescan be foundin CharlotteHess &
ElinorOstrom,Artifacts,Facilities,andContent:Informationas a Common-PoolResource(Nov.
9-11, 2001), availableat http://www.law.duke.edu/pd/papers/ostromhes.pdf.
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A few assumptionsand terms run throughoutthis Part.78Resources or
goods have a usable lifetime-which can be of any length-once put in
service. Owning a resource is not intrinsicallyutility generating.Use of the
resourceover its lifetime is what generatesvalue to the agent. The welfareproducinguse that a resource enables is its "functionality."Agents value a
resource or good at the utility that use of its functionality is expected to
generate over the lifetime of the resource. The degree to which the
functionality of a resource can be used is its "capacity."A good has a
lifetime capacity, which is the total amount of functionality it can deliver
over its usable life. This may or may not be separatefrom, and greaterthan,
the good's usable capacity, which is the capacity it can deliver within the
time frame necessary for use of the functionality to generate the welfare
sought by users. Capacityis technologically given. People purchase,make,
or otherwise invest in puttinginto operationunits of goods or resourcesthat
are not themselves the utility sought, but ratherare resourcepackages that
have the capacity to produce functionalities.I begin with two special cases
that are easily graspedand then generalize.
A. RenewableResources
Renewable resources are resources that can deliver their functionality
within a given time frame and are then capable of delivering that
functionalityagain at a later time. A perfectly renewablegood is capable of
delivering exactly the same amountof functionalityover time, irrespective
of whether its functionalitywas used in full at a prior moment in time. Its
expected lifetime is unaffected by use. An imperfectly renewable good
either delivers some, but not all, of the amountof its functionalitywith each
successive use, or loses expected lifetime with each use. A nonrenewable
good is one that can deliver its functionalityonly once.
"Spectrum"is a perfectly renewable good. Dining tables, computer
processors, and automobiles are slightly less perfectly renewable, but still
almost perfectly renewable. Rubber bands, soccer balls, and lithium ion
batteries are imperfectly renewable. Apples and matches are strictly
nonrenewable. Renewability is equivalent to nonrivalry along the time
dimension.A perfectly renewablegood is like a nonrivalgood as among all

78. Partof the reasonfor the fairlyelementarydefinitionsof these termsis thatthe piece is
intendedto be readableacrossdisciplines.For economists,"functionality"
and "capacity"should
be treatedas interchangeable
words. Shareablegoods can be thoughtof as capitalgoods with a
certaincapacity."Granularity"
describesa certaincoarsenessof partitioningof thesegoods."Midgrained"shareablegoods describea technologicallydeterminedpackage size that results in a
marketin which the goods are sold as consumptiongoods bundledwith capitalgoods of some
capacity.
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and only those uses that can be timed to occur asynchronicallywithout loss
of value. Perfectly renewablegoods are, in this sense, impurepublic goods,
where the limitationon their use by marginalusers is their requirementthat
time pass before they can deliver additionalunits of desired functionality.79
An individual will decide whether to put a unit of a good into service
by comparing the value of its functionality over time, discounted, to its
price. Imagine a good that expires after a year in service, irrespective of
how it is used. The individualplans to use the functionalityonce a week,
for an hour, a use that the individual values at v and which the individual
cannotreplicateexcept by owning a unit of the good. The individualwill be
willing to pay up to 52v for a unit of the good (ignoring discount). Where,
as in this case, an individual's demand for functionality is variable over
time and the functionality can be delivered by a renewable good, the
individual has an overcapacity to deliver the functionality. This
overcapacity is precisely the extent of the divergence between the time
necessary for renewal of the good's capacity to provide the functionality
and the time lapse between instances where the individual demands the
capacity. In the example, assuming the good is perfectly and immediately
renewable, the individual owns an overcapacity of 8684v, reflecting the
availability of the unit to be used by someone other than the owner for 24
hours a day for six days, 23 hours the seventh day, for 52 weeks, which is
the life of the unit (assuming for simplicity that others value the use as
much as the individual).
Intuitively, take a renewable resource like a lithium ion battery.
Sometimes, the owner of a camcorderor camerawill need more power than
a full batterycan offer, and will need it again as soon as it has recharged.In
that setting, the good provides less functionalitythan desired by its owner,
because the time for its renewal is greater than the time demanded for
additional capacity. The degree to which this will be common, the lost
utility from not having power, and the price of a second batteryrelative to
the owner's budget will determine whether the owner will put a second,
backupunit in service. Sometimes, the owner will be able to let the battery
lie in the device for weeks, not needing power at all because of a lack of
opportunitiesto shoot videos or photos. During that period, the batteryhas
excess capacity: If held by another,it could have delivered its power, and
been renewed, before its owner required it again--multiple times. With
batteries,our experiencemay resist this example because we know thatthey

79. Anotherway of thinkingaboutthemis thatthey are club goods with a zero maintenance
cost, as to which congestionis measuredas the likely divergence,for a referenceagent,between
the desiredtime for deliveryof the functionalityand the actualtime at which functionalityis
availablegiventhe sequencingor queuingalgorithmusedto synchronizeuse of the resource.
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are not infinitely rechargeable.With computerprocessing cycles, that is less
the case.
B. RapidlyDecaying Resources
A resource is rapidly decaying when the rate at which it decays is
greaterthan the rate at which one user can consume its capacity. Once a
user decides that the capacity he can in fact extractbefore the good decays
is high enough to justify putting a unit into operation,the functionalityis
overprovisionedas to that individual,and excess capacity is created for the
short lifetime of the resource.Unless that capacity is used by others-who
may borrowor buy it-it will be wasted.80
A single trip in a car (unlike the car itself, which is highly, but not
perfectly, renewable) is a rapidly decaying good. Once the owner of a car
decides to travel from home to work, the good "four seats going from A to
B on Tuesday morning"has been created and will last only for the length
of the trip. Carpooling is in this instance a practice of sharing a rapidly
decaying good. (In this, carpooling is different from lending a car to a
friend for the weekend or for a trip to the grocery shop, which uses the
car's renewability, not the rapidly decaying characterof a trip the owner
is about to undertake.) This category likely covers the observations of
some behavioral ecologists, who claim that sharing is particularly
common in large-packagefoods-for example, the observationthat in the
same community, hunters will share widely the meat from a large sea
turtle, but will net no more of finer-grainedfoods, like small lagoon fish,
than they need within the household, and then will not share the fish in the
broadercommunity that would normally share in the turtles.81

80. Interestingly,Lockebases his praisefor moneypreciselyin termsof its capacityto store
the valueof a rapidlydecayinggood in the sense described,therebygivingthe provisioningagent
the value of his labor,while avoidingthe predicamentthata laborertakes fromthe commonand
then wastes what he took. JOHNLOCKE,The Second Treatise of Government, in Two TREATISES

OFGOVERNMENT
265, 292-96, 299-302 (PeterLasletted., CambridgeUniv. Press 1988)(1690).
81. See Rebecca L. Bliege Bird & Douglas W. Bird, Delayed Reciprocityand Tolerated
ANTHROPOLOGY
49, 49Theft: The Behavioral Ecology ofFood-Sharing Strategies, 38 CURRENT

78 (1997). Whilethe factmay explainthe originsof the sharingpractices,it does not explaintheir
continuedpersistence,given that "mosthouseholdseither owned or had access to at least one
freezer."Id. at 62. It is importantto note also that the bulk of anthropologicalstudy of sharing
andmayrelateto abundantgoods, as in
practicesis not limitedto goodswith these characteristics,
the case of potlatchsocieties,as well as to scarceanduniquegoods thatdo not rapidlydecayand
in the sense I describehere,like the objectsof kularings.Forone of the most
arenot "shareable"
importantrecentcontributionsto this literature,as well as an intellectualmap of its origins,see
GODELIER,
supra note 6.
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C. Lumpinessin General
The two special cases of renewable resources and rapidly decaying
resources can be generalizedto describe "lumpy"resourcesof mid-grained
granularity. A lumpy resource is one that delivers utility in discrete
packages, ratherthan continuously. Physically, any resource is "lumpy,"
including rice or even water (at the molecular level). So "lumpiness"is
intendedas a concept in economics, not physics. It describes a relationship
between technically attainablepackage size and extant demandby agents. It
refersto a divergencebetween the package size (of each unit or of any costeffective aggregationof units) and the extant demand of individual agents
for the functionalityproducedby the good. One might thereforethink of the
"lumpiness"of a resource as reflecting the capacity of a single unit of a
resourceto provide its functionalityand the probabilitythat that amountof
utility or functionality supplied by any physically obtainable number of
discrete units of the resource in a time frame will diverge from the amount
of functionalitydemandedby an agent in that time frame.
An agent will invest in owning a unit82of a lumpy resourceif the utility
the agent achieves over the lifetime of the resourceis greaterthan the price
of the unit for its lifetime. The fact that a resourcecan producemore utility
over its lifetime than the agent needs over that lifetime is irrelevantto his
decision whetherto invest in a unit or not. That decision is made purely by
comparingthe value over lifetime, expressed as the capacity to produce a
functionality flow, with the cost of a unit (bracketing, for now, the
possibility of a secondarymarketor sharingsystem).
In order to give lumpiness some persistence, both supply and demand
of the functionality must be in discrete units. If we were to define the
agent's demandas capableof fulfillmentincrementally,for example, so that
by provisioning a unit of a resource that offers ninety percent of what the
agent requires she could fulfill ninety percent of her demand, the analysis
would collapse back into smooth demand and supply curves. The
assumptionmust be, then, that, like functionalitysupply, demandcomes in
discrete units. Fulfillment of ninety percent of the requirement is no
fulfillment at all. Intuitively,an automobilewithout a gas tank or missing a
wheel cannot get one to work, even if the rest of the car is there. Agents,

82. Forsimplicityof exposition,I will treata collectionof smallbut discreteunitsthatcannot
be aggregatedinto precisely the amountof functionalitydesired as a single lumpy unit that
deliversfunctionalityin an excess amountequalto the divergencecausedby the last incremental
unit. This does not changethe analysis,but simply obviatesthe need to talk aboutunits thatare
small grainedbut still lumpy in the sense that no combinationof obtainableunits will deliver
preciselythe amountof functionalitydesired.
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then, will not provision units capable of providingless than some threshold
of demandedfunctionality.
The discrete unit of demand, however, remains the single agent. It is
possible for agents to aggregate their demand in order to co-provision a
very large-grainedlumpy good, that is, one whose functionalityis multiple
times greaterthan the requirementsof any agent, so that it can serve the
demandof multiple agents. The obvious example of this is where the labor
marketprovisions the power of a steam engine or other large machine to a
number of workers on an assembly line, or where farmers' cooperatives
provision harvesters.But I am concernedhere with finer-grainedgoods that
do not require aggregating the demand of multiple agents to provision a
single unit.
Because demand is discrete, units that underproduce functionality
below some requiredthreshold (automobiles without wheels or gas tanks)
will not be provisioned.Units that will be put into operationare thereforea
subset of those that are lumpy in the general sense defined earlier. That
subset consists of those units whose capacity equals or exceeds the
thresholdfunctionalitydemandedby the agent who put them into service, in
that time frame. The total social capacity for provisioning the functionality
in a given time frame will be the sum of capacity capable of being
provisionedby all units of the resourceput into operationin that time frame
by the agents who have provisionedunits. The excess capacity of the units
in operationat a given time relative to the requirementsof their owners is
the "slack" of this resource set. Note that "slack" here refers not to the
claim that there will necessarily be overcapacity at an aggregate social
level, but ratherthat there will be some capacity that would be unused if
only the owners of units used the capacity generated by the units they
owned. Recall that we assume for now no transfersof excess capacity. The
amount of excess capacity will be the sum of all capacity of units in
operationat a given time, less the amountrequiredby all owners of units in
that time frame discounted for each owner by the probabilitythat the unit
she placed in operationwill produceeither exactly as much capacity as she
will requireor less (in which case the owner of the unit would captureall
the capacityproducedby the unit she owns).
If units have a technically predefinedcapacity and agents have variable
demandfor the functionality,then the largerthe numberof agents who put
units into operation,the higher the probabilitythat some of the agents will
own resources that have slack as to their needs and the higher the
probability that the universe of agents who own units will have excess
capacity among them. The probabilitythat each agent requires exactly as
much capacity as his or her unit can supply in the relevant time frame
becomes very small as the number of agents who own units increases.
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Because of lumpiness, then, the total set of resources or goods that have
these characteristicswill usually exhibit slack capacity. This slack will exist
unless the excess capacity is somehow transferredto fulfill the demand of
nonowners. Because of the relationship of the increase in the likely
available slack to the numberof unit owners in society, the extent to which
a good will be mid-grainedand shareablein the sense I describehere, rather
than large grained,like a steam turbine,will depend on the extant wealth in
a society and its distribution-that is, how many people are able, as
well as willing, to pay its price. A PC is a shareablegood in North America
and Europe, but may be a large-grained capital good in an Indian or
Brazilianvillage.
The intuitive response, at least for economists, to such endemic
"overcapacity"of functionality is to create a secondary market in excess
capacity. For large-grainedlumpy goods, like steam engines or hotels, this
could take the form of a labor marketor a hotel room market,respectively,
where the excess capacity (from the perspective of an individual agent) is
not excess capacity at all, because the demandis aggregatedso as to match
it to the capacity and smooth out the lumpiness. For mid-grainedgoods, the
answer would be a secondary market in capacity so as, once again, to
smooth out the lumpiness by aggregatingand disaggregatingdemand,thus
reducing the incongruence between functionality provisioned and
functionalitydemandedon a per-unit and per-ownerbasis. Yard sales and
eBay are the relevantintuitiveexamples of such secondarymarkets.PartIII
will considerthe reasonswhy we might nonetheless see the sharingsystems
that we in fact observe.
Before I outline the comparativeadvantagesof secondarymarketsand
sharing systems, however, we must consider the dynamic effect of any
system that transfersexcess capacity from owners to nonowners.The more
efficient the sharingor secondarymarketfor excess capacity is, the less of
an impetus there will be for marginalusers to put new units of the goods
into service, because they will be able to acquire functionality from the
secondary market or sharing system. As fewer new units come on the
marketand older units are retired,total social capacity declines. When this
happens, the difference between the ready availability of capacity from
owning a unit and the constrainedavailability of capacity from the excess
capacity market or sharing system will grow. The increasing difference
between owning a unit and acquiringsomeone else's excess capacity will,
in turn, increase the attractivenessof putting an additionalunit into service
for the marginaluser, therebyalso increasingthe amountof excess capacity
available.
If there were a perfect secondary market in capacity, the deadweight
loss created by the overcapacity would be eliminated. Enough units that
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would generate enough capacity to satisfy demandfor the imnctionality
would be purchased, but no more, and their excess capacity would be
reallocated to individuals who valued some functionality, but not enough
to purchase an additional unit. Consider the following simple numerical
example. Imagine that the marginal cost of a unit is the equivalent of the
value of a degree of functionality designated as 4f but that because of the
technical lumpiness, each unit generates a functionality flow of 6f
Imagine further that the demand for the functionality in society is as
follows: Five individuals demand a functionality flow of 5f five demand
4f, five demand 3f, and five demand 2f Total social demand for the
functionality would be 70f If there were no secondary market or sharing
system, total social demand for capacity-generating units would be 10
units (demanded by the ten individuals whose demand equals or exceeds
the cost of a unit, 4f). Total social supply of functionality from these units
would be 60f, but only 45f would be consumed by unit owners, and 15f
would be wasted, while individuals who demand 25f would remain
unserved. With a perfect secondary market, 12 units would be put into
operation, generating a total social capacity of 72f, and all users who
value functionality would be served, with the total social capacity
exceeding demand by 2f Now, imagine that technology was such that
each unit generated functionality of 10OfSome of those who bought units
under the first assumption would refrain from doing so, acquiring units
instead from the secondary market, and only 7 units would be put in
operation. The basic point is obvious. Even if units are lumpy, if
functionality can be transferredcostlessly and perfectly from unit owners
to nonowners, there will be no overcapacity.
Markets,however, are not perfect. Neither is social exchange. In Part
III, I describe in detail how transactioncosts in general and information
shortfalls in particularcan be integratedinto the analysis. The overarching
intuition is this: Secondary markets and social sharing systems are
alternativetransactionalframeworksfor transferringthe excess capacity of
units that are in service at a given time. They differ in the transactioncosts
associated with their use, and in particularthey differ in the quality of
informationthey generate. Which one more efficiently passes through its
excess capacity to nonowners will determinewhich will be more efficient
as a system for managing resources that have these technological
characteristics.
D. Shareable Goods: Conclusion
Goods that meet the focused definitions I offer for shareablegoods are
not rare phenomena in our daily lives. Automobiles come with standard
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packages of seats, and PCs come with processors and storage disks well
beyond what most users will require. There are many other such goods.
Books (ratherthan their content) are an excellent example. In orderto read
a book one can borrow it from a libraryor buy it. Once purchased,the book
has much more capacity to deliver its primary functionalitycommunicating its content-than a single nonobsessive individual can
consume. This overcapacity is the source of the secondhandbook market
(market provisioning), the public library (state provisioning), and the
widespread practice of lending books to friends (social provisioning).
Houses and apartments are a ubiquitous, though muted, instance of
shareablegoods.83Rooms are sometimes disposed of throughmarkets,as in
the case of bed and breakfasts, and sometimes through social exchange
systems, as when guests come to stay overnight or are invited to use one's
bathroom(itself a nested shareablegood). The complex systems of market
and social provisioningof renewabletissue like blood and sperm,or rapidly
decaying overprovisionedtissue like ova, can also be understoodin terms
of these forms of tissue having the characteristicsof shareable goods,
capable of being provisioned and exchanged either through markets or
through social systems. Finally, toys are shareablegoods, and provide the
first and central mode of culturaltransmissionof the values of sharingthe
excess capacities of one's possessions. Anyone who sits in a New York
City playgroundcan only marvel at the paradoxicalphenomenon of Wall
Street traders admonishing their children to "share nicely," and will
appreciateour deep cultural commitment to sharing some of our private,
rival possessions as a mode of social provisioning.
COSTSANDMOTIVATIONS
III. SHARINGANDMARKETS:TRANSACTION

Market-basedsystems84(both the price system and firms), the state,
and social relations provide different transactional frameworks through

83. See RobertC. Ellickson,The Household:The Law, Economics,and Sociology of an
UnderexaminedInstitution(Sept. 16, 2003), availableat http://www.people.hbs.edu/gbaker/oes/
papers/HouseholdHarvMIT.pdf.
84. A methodological(or perhapsmetaphorical)
note is due. One oftenhearspeoplespeaking
of "a marketin reputation"
or "a marketin whichpeople competefor esteem."It is importantto
recognize that such statementsare metaphors.Marketsas actualinstitutionalforms are a very
particularinformationprocess, generatinginformationin a very particularform--prices. Other
modalitiesof allowing unorganizedindividualsto decide on their actions withouthierarchical
coordination,even if they are fuillydistributedand atomistic in style, but that rely on other
Themetaphoris
institutionalformsandsocialpractices,arenot "markets,"
exceptmetaphorically.
a bad one if it leads us to ignorethe fact thaton any given questionof institutionaldesign,there
may be differentanswersdependingon whetherwe thinkthat the most effective system would
utilizepricesor, forexample,esteem.
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which individuals can act.85 Each has different setup costs. Each has
different marginal transaction costs. Each also, independently but
cumulatively, has a different reward structure.The combined effect of the
motivational effects and the transaction costs of each system will
determine, for any given good or use, whether it will most efficiently be
provisioned through the price system, a firm, a bureaucracy,or a social
sharing and exchange system. This Part sets to one side the possibility of
state provisioning and focuses on comparing social relations to marketbased systems. I first work throughthe transactioncosts analysis, then the
question of motivation, and finally combine them, with a particularfocus
on goods that have the characteristicsof contemporarycomputation and
communicationsdevices.
A. TransactionCosts
1. Choosing a TransactionalFramework
An agent considering whether or not to allow others to use his or her
resourcesmust go througha decision patternas describedin Figure 1. Each
decision can be understoodas a cost-benefit analysis that compareseach of
the modalities of the use and exchange of resources-market, state, and
social relations-in terms of (1) the transaction costs, under given
technological and legal conditions, in the act of complete or partial
exclusion and (2) the comparative opportunity costs of inclusion and
exclusion. Because I am concerned here with the decisions of agents with
regard to privately owned goods and resources, I will ignore state-based
options for disposition, although the shape of the comparativeanalysis is
similar. The tree illustrates that the basic decision of whether or not to
transact based on a comparison of the transaction costs and the likely
benefits of transacting involves not one choice between two options
(transact/nottransact)but a series of choices among a variety of actions,
ranging from no exclusion to perfect exclusion with no transaction, and
85. Note thatthis tripartitetypologyis similarto butnot the same as the tripartitedescription
of organizationsone finds in the discussionof nonprofits.See supranote 4. The differenceis that
investorfirmnns,
nonprofits,and governmentagencies are all organizationalforms of action. My
focus here is more general,and appliesto individualdomainsof action.Nonprofitsof the type
HenryHansmanncalls "commercial"can work throughmarkets,such as by selling services in
competitionwith for-profits.See Hansmann,supra note 4, at 840-41. For-profitfirms can use
social relations,by leveragingthe social capital of their employees. See NAN LIN, SOCIAL
AND ACTION 19-28 (2001); James S. Coleman,
CAPITAL:A THEORYOF SOCIALSTRUCTURE
ORGS. &
Social Capital in the Creation of Human Capital, 94 AM. J. SOC. (SUPPLEMENT:

S95, S108 (1988) (describinghow employers and employees in the printing
INSTITUTIONS)
industryused the social capital embeddedin the MonotypeClub as an employmentreferral
service).
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including a variety of alternativesfor partial exclusion. Different options
for exclusion and different strategies for inclusion will entail different
transactioncosts.
FIGURE1. DECISIONTO EXCLUDE

Agent/ resource

No exclusion
(woodlandsin upstateNew York)

Exclusion

Perfectexclusion
(single-occupancy
vehiclecommuters)

Partialexclusion

Selective

Social
(carpooling,distributed
computing,dinnerparties)

Nonselective
(firstcome,firstserved,
e.g., Internetrouters,peerto-peerclients,bodysnatchersandslugs)

Market
computing:
(jitneys,priceddistributed
selectsamong
anypricedtransaction
thosewillingandableto payandthose
notwillingor able)

The first choice point is between some form of exclusion and no
exclusion.
No exclusion. Simply leaving the resource open to anyone's use-no
fences, no guards,no contracts,etc.-is likely to be the lowest-transactioncost option. However, it is likely to be the highest-cost alternativein terms
of congestion costs-opportunity costs incurredby the owner whenever her
failure to exclude anyone from the good causes her not to have her unit of
the good available for her own use. Congestion costs may be high or low,
depending on the nature of the good and the pattern of demand for it.
Privately owned woodlands in New Hampshireor upstate New York may
be sufficiently abundant,use by hikers and hunterssufficiently sparse, and
fencing sufficiently costly that de facto open-access policies may be most
efficient for individual landowners to adopt. Otherwise, the owner will
choose some form of exclusion.
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The second choice is between perfect exclusion and partialexclusion.
Perfect exclusion. Under perfect exclusion, the owner allows no one
else to use his goods. The direct transactioncosts of perfect exclusion are
likely higher than those of no exclusion, but may be higher or lower than
those of partial exclusion. Sometimes, perfect exclusion may be cheaper
than partial exclusion-as when one need only build a strong fence to
exclude all but must also have a guard at the gate to admit and exclude
differentpeople. Othertimes, however, perfect exclusion may be harderto
achieve thanpartialexclusion, if every discrete act of exclusion requiresan
independent investment-as when a hunter in a hunter-gatherersociety
needs to fend off each new claimant to the spoils of the hunt. This latter
characteristicunderliesthe claims of the toleratedtheft model in behavioral
ecology. This model suggests that sometimes hunters or foragers permit
others to share in their catch, without a common social framework of
sharing and gift giving and without expectation of reciprocity or the
acquisition of social status. Instead, there is "toleratedtheft," in the sense
that others take from the good with no expectation of retaliation or of
reciprocation.This occurs, within that frameworkof analysis, when the cost
of perfect exclusion is higher than the gains from perfect exclusion.86This
descriptivephenomenonis also recognized-though not interpretedthrough
the prism of methodological individualism-as "demand sharing" by
anthropologistswho study sharing practices from a culturalperspective.87
This form of sharingbecomes a form of partialsharing,ratherthanof "open
access," because the owner will not tolerate everyone, only those within a
group that is sufficiently large to prevent outsiders from accessing the
sharedgood.
Whetheror not perfect exclusion is more expensive to implementthan
partialexclusion, it is clear that one of the costs of perfect exclusion is the
opportunitycost of partial inclusion. In the case of shareablegoods of the
type we discuss here, which have an overcapacityrelative to the individual
owner's needs, the owner has an opportunityto benefit if she can get any
positive utility from allowing access to the excess capacity. This is so
whether the utility takes the form of economic returns in a secondary
market,cost avoidance by permittingopen access, social and psychological
returnsin social sharingarrangements,or the simple pleasureof fulfilling a
taste for altruism.

86. See Bird & Bird,supra note 81; N.C. BlurtonJones,A Selfish Originfor HumanFood
1 (1984); David Sloan Wilson,
& SOCIOBIOLOGY
Sharing: Tolerated Theft, 5 ETHOLOGY
Model Revisited,39 CURRENT
Hunting,Sharing,and MultilevelSelection: The Tolerated-Theft
ANTHROPOLOGY
73 (1998); Bruce Winterhalder,A Marginal Model of ToleratedTheft, 17
ETHOLOGY
& SOCIOBIOLOGY
37 (1996).

87. See Carrier,supranote 6.
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Partial exclusion. This represents a cluster of strategies that are the
most interestingfrom our perspective. These entail permittingsome set of
others who are not the owner to use the resource, but nonetheless limiting
the set of permittedusers to some numberless thananyone who wants it.
Nonselective partial exclusion. This option refers to the simplest
approachto partialexclusion. Under this category, the selection criterionis
unrelated to the characteristics or choices of the owner or the users
permittedto use the good. Instead, the total amount shared is set by the
capacity of the good, the demand of the owner-which together determine
the amount of unused and available capacity-and some nonspecific
selection criterion."Firstcome, first served"is a simple example of such a
sharing algorithm. The Northern Virginia corridor practice of body
snatchers and slugs is a form of nonselective partial exclusion on a firstcome-first-served basis. Similarly, the Internet Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) manages the capacity of routers on a nonselective, partial
exclusion basis. This protocol calls for every routerto forwardall packets
that arrive at it on a first-come-first-servedbasis and manages congestion
by droppinglater packets if they arrivewhen it is overloaded.The dropped
packets cause the senders' machines to back off, slow down, and try other
routes. Other, more elaborate algorithms can be defined, but will still be
nonselective as long as they do not rely on characteristicsthat are specific
to individualswho are seeking permission to use the excess capacity. That
the individuals need not be determinedon a case-by-case basis is likely to
lower the transactioncosts involved in instantiatingthe partialpermission
framework. The primary cost of nonselective partial exclusion is the
opportunitycost of the gains from selective exclusion.
Selective exclusion-market selection. This is the secondary market
option. The owner of the unit that produceswelfare-enhancingfunctionality
allows those who pay marketprices to gain access to the functionalityand
excludes those who do not pay. This option is typified by the costs
commonly associated with markettransactions.These include defining the
propertyand use rights, specifying the uses permittedand contractingfor
them, metering the functionality used, and monitoring and enforcing
compliance. We have long understoodtransactioncosts to be sufficiently
nontrivialto affect the choice of how the economy organizes access to and
use of resources.88

Selective exclusion-social selection. Under this option, the owner
excludes many putative users of the functionalityand only permits use by

386 (1937); R.H. Coase, The
88. See R.H. Coase, TheNature of the Firm, 4 ECONOMICA
Problem of Social Cost, 3 J.L. & ECON. 1 (1960). This is, after all, the point for which Ronald

Coasewas awardedthe Nobel Prizein Economics.
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those who meet the owner's social criteria. This obviously includes the
lobster gangs in Maine that James Acheson describedin the early common
propertyregime literature89and the socially selective swimming pools and
It also includes wide
golf clubs often analyzed in the club goods literature.90
ranges of normal human experience: sharing the refrigeratorwith one's
household members and invited guests but not with others, inviting an
acquaintancebut not a strangerto share one's usufruct in the table at the
caf6, etc. Once one begins to define the various forms of temporary or
stable proprietary-typeinterests we have in the things in the world around
us, and to couple them with the pervasive social sharingpracticeswe usesome of which may be purely redistributive, some reciprocal, some
voluntary, some obligation based within a given set of social
understandings-one sees that social sharingis ubiquitousin everydaylife.
Like markets, social exchange systems entail transactioncosts. These
may include the definition of social norms, the definition and policing of
social group boundaries-who is in and who is out-and the monitoring
and enforcementof the terms of social sharing,which has been the subject
of much empiricalliteratureon the willingness of individualsto incur costs
to enforce reciprocityand compliance with other social expectations.91Just
as we have pervasive, longstandinginvestments in enabling markets-like
building and maintaining a legal system, a fiscal system, and physical
marketplaces-so too do we have standing investments in social sharing,
ranging from widespread cultural schooling in socially acceptable and
desirablebehavior(like teaching childrento sharetheir toys in the sandbox)
to the gossips who shame individualsinto compliance.
2. The GeneralShape of Transaction-Costs-BasedChoice Among
Frameworks
It is now fairly simple to outline the shape of (though not necessarily to
perform)comparativetransactioncosts analysis of the choice among these
various strategiesfor disposing of the excess capacity of shareablegoods.
When all forms of exclusion are more costly than permittingeveryone
to use the resource, owners will simply allow others to use the goods or
resourcesthey own. When the costs of eitherpermittingeveryone to use the
89. See ACHESON,supra note 77.
90. See supra note 76.
91. See ERNST FEHR & KLAUS M. SCHMIDT, THEORIES OF FAIRNESS AND RECIPROCITY:

EVIDENCEAND ECONOMICAPPLICATIONS
(Inst. for Empirical Research in Econ., Univ. of

Zurich,WorkingPaperNo. 75, 2001); FREY& MEIER,supra note 2; KAHAN,supra note 2;
Samuel Bowles & Herbert Gintis, Social Capital and Community Governance, 112 ECON.J. F419
(2002); Ernst Fehr & Armin Falk, Psychological Foundations of Incentives, 2002 EUR. ECON.
REV. 687 (2002).
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resource or good or of sharingit are greaterthan the cost of simple perfect
exclusion, owners will simply exclude everyone from the good. Given that
"the cost" includes opportunitycosts caused by congestion, and that for
perfectly private-rival and nonrenewable-goods, "congestion" means
loss of the full value of the good to its owner, this condition would be
fulfilled for perfectly private goods that are more valuable than the cost of
exclusion. This also includes the Coasean insight that where entitlements
are initially inefficiently defined, but the cost of implementing selective
market exclusion to find the more efficient allocation is greater than the
cost, including opportunitycost, of perfect exclusion-that is, of retaining
entitlements where they began-perfect exclusion will be chosen and
entitlements will remain where initially assigned. But it also maps the
limitation of that insight that characterizesthe social norms literature.The
fact that the market-basedtransactionalframeworkmay be too costly to
transact around inefficiently delineated entitlements does not necessarily
mean the same is true of social relations-basedtransactionalframeworks.
Social norms may shift around the entitlements if transactingaround the
entitlementsthroughthe social system is less costly than doing so through
the market, in which case the inefficiency need not be solved by state or
judicial interventionto reallocatethe entitlements.92
When the costs, including the opportunitycost, of refusing to exclude
anyone, or refusing to permit anyone to use the good, are greaterthan the
costs of one or the other form of selective exclusion, selective exclusion
will occur. When the costs of marketselection are greaterthan the costs of
social selection, social sharing will occur, and when the costs of social
sharingare greaterthan the costs of marketselection, marketselection will
occur.93 As Henry Smith has shown, this tradeoff and choice need not be
singularfor an entire resource.Different uses of the same physical resource
may be subjectto property-basedmarketarrangementsand commons-based
social arrangements,mixed in what he called semicommons.94
Evaluating competing approaches toward harnessing the excess
capacity exhibited by shareable goods requires a comparison of perfect
exclusion and partial exclusion, and then of nonselective and selective
(marketor social) partialexclusion. That is, we should seek to answer why
and when it may be more costly for people not to share at all, and then to
92. Indeed,this has been a core claim of the social normsliteraturefor almosttwentyyears.
See Robert C. Ellickson, Of Coase and Cattle.: Dispute Resolution Among Neighbors in Shasta
County, 38 STAN.L. REV. 623 (1986).
93. See Henry E. Smith, Exclusion Versus Governance: Two Strategies for Delineating
Property Rights, 31 J. LEGALSTUD. S453 (2002) (describing the prevalence of commons-based

systemsandproperty-based
systemsas a functionof comparativetransactioncosts of each).
94. Henry E. Smith, Semicommon Property Rights and Scattering in the Open Fields, 29 J.
LEGALSTUD. 131 (2000).
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answer why and when it may be more or less costly to exclude on some
nonselective model, as opposed to sharing socially or participatingin a
secondarymarketfor excess capacity.
First, recall that there is some subset of agents who own shareable
goods who only use up part of the capacity of their goods and do not
require or cannot absorb more of it. Giving that excess capacity away is
costless to them, except for the transaction costs. This means that they
should prefer to have their excess capacity used rather than be idle
wheneverthere is any positive utility to them from its use, minus the cost of
sharingor reselling it. If the costs of perfect exclusion are equal to the costs
of partial exclusion, then the owners of shareable goods will choose to
exclude only partiallywhenever there is any positive utility to sharing.It is
trivial that if we assume that the cost of perfect exclusion is always higher
than the cost of partialexclusion, whether selective or not, then the owner
will permitsome use of her good as long as the disutility from sharingis no
greaterthan the difference in exclusion costs. And where the costs of partial
exclusion are higher than the costs of perfect exclusion, the owner will
shareor resell her excess capacity when the utility from sharingor reselling
will exceed the difference in cost between partial exclusion and perfect
exclusion.
Second, we have fairly extensive studies of the costs of the two forms
of selective exclusion. The transactioncosts literatureanalyzes the sources
and types of transactioncosts.95 The cluster of literaturesconcerned with
various nonmarket mechanisms-social trust and reciprocity,96common
property regimes,97 gift and exchange anthropology98-offers us insight
into the sources and scope of "transactioncosts" associated with social
selective exclusion. I assume that selective partial exclusion will always
have higher informationcosts than nonselective partial exclusion because
the formerwill always requiremore informationabout specific transactions
in order to implement the selection criterion, whereas any nonselective

95. See, e.g., R.H. COASE,THE FIRM,THEMARKET,AND THELAW 6 (1988) (defining the
relevant costs as "'search and information costs, bargaining and decision costs, policing and
enforcement costs'" (quoting Carl J. Dahlman, The Problem ofExternality, 22 J.L. & ECON.141,
148 (1979))); Robert C. Ellickson, The Case for Coase and Against "Coaseanism," 99 YALEL.J.
611, 614-16 (1989) (offering a functional taxonomy of transaction costs, including get-together
costs, decision and execution costs, and information costs). Guido Calabresi and Douglas
Melamed explicitly point out that exclusion costs are a part of negotiation costs-leaving unstated
but obvious that enforcing the prebargaining entitlements is crucial to defining what is to be
gained and transferredin the transaction itself. Guido Calabresi & A. Douglas Melamed, Property
Rules, Liability Rules, and Inalienability: One View of the Cathedral, 85 HARV. L. REV. 1089,
1095 (1971).
96. See supra note 91.
97. See supra note 77.
98. See supra note 6.
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algorithmthat can be applied mechanically will requirea minimal amount
of information-that a transactionis sought. Selective partialexclusion will
therefore only outperform nonselective partial exclusion when the
selectivity provides some positive return as compared to nonselective
partialexclusion. This is trivial in the case of marketsbecause the selection
criterionis willingness and ability to pay, and payment must be more than
the cost of distinguishingthose willing to pay more from those willing to
pay less. Similarly, in the social exclusion model, the social rewards of
selectivity must exceed the added cost of selection. Bestowing a benefit on
loved ones is probably the most common benefit for social selectivity, as
we prefer our family and friends to strangerswhen we decide to whom we
will lend our car or book.
Imagine a small swimming pool in a backyard. The cost of perfect
exclusion is the cost of building a fence at the perimeter (given a
background investment in legal enforcement of and respect for property
rights). This is nontrivial but not high. This cost is higher than the direct
cost of permitting free access by not putting up a fence. But given
congestion costs, displacement,dirt, risk of liability, and so on, the option
of open access is probablymore costly than the option of perfect exclusion.
The cost of partialexclusion includes (1) the cost of perfect exclusion plus
(2) the cost of selective admission. It is, then, greater than the cost of
perfect exclusion. Selective admission will nonetheless be grantedwhen its
returnis higher than the added cost. Admittingfriends and family members
is relatively low cost. It is easy to identify and differentiatethose who have
permission from those who do not, and doing so requires little or no
additionalmonitoring,contracting,or enforcementcosts because it relies on
a preexisting set of social relations that exist independentlyof the decision
to admit to the swimming pool. The rewards are social-psychological in
nature, and perhaps reciprocal for in-kind exchanges. Admitting strangers
who are willing to pay is more expensive. It requires identification,
contracting, collection, and enforcement. Rewards are, obviously,
monetary.Given the small size of the pool and its likely rapid congestion,
there is a low ceiling on the monetary rewards obtainable from marketbased admission. While thoroughlyculture-and class-specific, the example
offers an intuitive sense of the shape of the analysis involved.
A similar framework can be mapped onto our motivating problems:
carpooling and Internet-baseddistributed computing. In both cases, the
marginal cost of perfect exclusion for any given time frame is negligible.
Both types of goods have built-in exclusion mechanisms as part of the
lumpy "unit,"be they door locks or an operating system that requires a
user's initiation to run programs on the processor. Both could suffer
substantialcongestion costs, as well as degradation,if given over to open
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sharing. Both are therefore only likely to be shared, if at all, on a partial
exclusion basis. In both cases the primaryperceived cost of nonselective
partial exclusion is security, be it picking up hitchhikerson a first-comefirst-servedbasis or allowing anyone who wishes to run any programhe or
she wishes on one's computer.
Otherwise, the comparative costs of selective versus nonselective
partialexclusion are more ambiguous.Which of the two approacheswill fill
three or four empty seats in a commutercar more efficiently? Will a habit
of picking up at one or two meeting points decrease the marginal
coordination cost such that it will be lower than stopping for the first
hitchhiker,and will it be sufficiently low cost to outperforma stable set of
commuting relationships, as is the case with slugging? Which approach,
selective or nonselective partialexclusion, will requiregreaterintervention
on the partof the computer'sowner to assure that the resourceis sharedup
to, but not beyond, the excess capacity? For example, in the case of WiFi
access points-currently the most popular standardfor wireless Internet
access-the owner of the gateway (the device that connects the home
wireless networkto the cable or DSL modem) can easily set the gateway to
full sharing, enabling any user to connect automatically. Selectively
admitting only some users requires the owner either to select a password
and provide it to all whom the owner wishes to admit, and those others to
change their configurationsto meet this one access point, or to get unique
identifying numbers of each admitted user and exclude others. For WiFi
access points, then, perfect exclusion, open sharing,and selective exclusion
are all feasible. Indeed, we observe commercial WiFi hotspots and
password-protected WiFi gateways shared with friends, but also an
increasingly dense network of openly shared access points in major cities
like New York and San Francisco,99suggesting that many owners decline to
incur the costs of selective exclusion. For automobiles and for personal
computers,perfect exclusion is a simple and cheap choice, open sharing is
not a strongcontender,and partialexclusion is possible both nonselectively
(picking up any hitchhikeror slug on a first-come-first-servedbasis, sharing
storage with other participantsin a peer-to-peer file sharing network like
KaZaa) and selectively, through means either market or social (taxis and
carpools, project-specific CPU-cycle sales like G6mez Performance
Networks and donationslike SETI@homeor Folding@home).

99. See, for example,the far-from-complete
databaselists for New YorkCity, The Wireless
Node DatabaseProject,http://www.nodedb.com/unitedstates/ny/newyork
(last visited Sept. 29,
2004); and San Francisco, The Wireless Node Database Project, http://www.nodedb.com/
unitedstates/ca/san_francisco
(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
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3. TransactionCosts Analysis of Marketsand Sharing
Both markets and social exchange are forms of selective exclusion.
They share many of the basic costs of physical exclusion, dictated by the
technology related to the resource in question and its use. The primary
systematic differences between the transactioncosts of these two forms of
selective exclusion are related to information and enforcement costs.
Different transactional frameworks perform differently in terms of the
information they allow participants to gain about what resources are
available, how they function, how desirable their function is, etc. Markets
use a combinationof the price system and managerialhierarchicalreporting
and command flows to manage informationabout the universe of potential
actions on resources in the world. Social frameworksuse social cues that
are usually less formal and less focused on crisply delineating the
alternativecourses of action open to participantsin these frameworks.In
this Subsection, I focus on the implications of this difference in the
crispness and formality of informationflows within markets and firms, on
the one hand, and social relations,on the other.
The other main transactioncost difference between marketsand social
sharing systems is enforcementcosts. Assuming the informationhas been
generated in each system, markets rely more heavily (though not
exclusively) on formal enforcement,while social relations rely on informal
enforcement mechanisms studied in the literature on social norms and
reciprocity.Which will be more costly depends on how costly punishing is
in the social system relative to the enforcement process for property and
contractclaims in the particularmarket,how well developed the marketor
legal system is relative to the relevant social system, and so on. These are
largely empiricalquestionsthat I will not furtherpursuehere.
a. Crispness
A market transaction, in order to be efficient, must be clearly
demarcatedas to what it includes so that it can be priced efficiently. That
price must then be paid in equally crisply delineated currency. Even if a
transaction may initially be declared to involve sale of "an amount
reasonably requiredto produce the required output" for a price "ranging
from x to y," at some point what was provided and what is owed must be
crystallized and fixed for a formal exchange. The crispness is a functional
requirementof the price system, which derives from the precision and
formality of the medium of exchange-currency-and the ambition to
provide refined representations of the comparative value of marginal
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decisions through denomination in the exchange medium that represents
these incrementalvalue differences.
Social exchange, on the otherhand, does not requirethe same degree of
crispness.As MauriceGodelierput it, "[T]hemarkof the gift between close
friends and relatives . .. is not the absence of obligations, it is the absence
of 'calculation."'•00There are, obviously, elaborateand formally ritualistic
systems of social exchange, in societies both ancient and modem. There are
common property regimes that monitor and record calls on the common
pool very crisply. These tend to resemble marketsand market-basedfirms
as the crispness increases.101But in many of the common propertyregimes
one finds mechanisms for bounding or fairly allocating access to the
common pool that more coarsely delineate the entitlements,behaviors, and
consequences.102 In modern market society, where money is a formal
medium of precise exchange and where social relations are more fluid than
in traditionalsocieties, social exchange is certainly a fuzzier medium of
exchange. In many cultures,generosity is understoodas imposing a debt of
obligation, but neither the precise amount of value given nor the precise
natureof the debt to be repaid or its date of repaymentneed necessarily be
specified.103 Actions enter into a cloud of good will or membership,out of
which each agent can understandhimself as being entitled to a certain flow
of dependencies or benefits in exchange for continued cooperative
behavior. This flow may be an ongoing relationshipbetween two people,
sharingamong members of a small group like a family or circle of friends,
and more broadly, the general level of generosity among strangers that
makes for a decent society.
100. GODELIER,
supra note 6, at 5.

101. A classic extremecase of a systemdescribedas a "commons"arrangement
thatseemed
to be more of a marketin scrip thana commonpropertyregime was the case of waterscrip in
Alicante,Spain.As Ostromdescribedthatirrigationsystem,wateravailabilitywas dividedup into
incrementsof fractionsof minutesof open irrigationgates, representedby paperscrip,for which
therewas a highlyliquidmarket,facilitatedby bothauctionsandtwo-partyexchanges,andwhich
was usedas collateralandas an otherwisefungiblemediumof exchange.See OSTROM,
supranote
77, at 78-82.
102. Acheson's classic study of the lobstergangs of Maine,ACHESON,
supra note 77, for
example, describesa much coarserand more collectivist system of entitlementsthan those of
Alicante. There,harborgangs' entitlementswere collective to a fishing area broadlydefined.
Internaldivision was usufructbased, leaving substantialroom for internal allocation on a
combination of unilateral action-each fisherman could "grab" within limits-and social
standing--older,more respected fishermenhad better locations somewhat reserved to them
without grabbing.Similarly,the time-divisiontechniquesused in Swiss pasturesthat Ostrom
describeshave a coarseroutlinethan the Alicantescrip system or even the other,more closely
policed Spanishirrigationsystemsshe describes.See OSTROM,
supranote 77, at 61-65.
103. See, e.g., Joseph Henrich et al., In Search of Homo Economicus: Behavioral
Experiments in 15 Small-Scale Societies, 91 AM. ECON. REV. (PAPERS& PROC.) 73 (2001)

(suggestingthat this type of indebtednessis responsiblefor an unusuallyhigh rejectionrate of
offers in a wide-rangingdictatorgame experiment,in those cultureswhere receivinggifts was
most clearlyassociatedwith unpredictable
indebtedness).
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The point is that social exchange does not requireprecise terms like, "I
will lend you my car and help you move these five boxes on Monday, and
in exchange you will feed my fish next July,"while marketswould require
terms like, "I will move five boxes on Tuesday for $100 and six boxes for
$120." This does not mean that social systems are cost free-far from it.
They requiretremendousinvestment,acculturation,and maintenance,every
bit as much as markets or states do. Once functional, however, social
exchanges require less crispness at the margin. Both social and market
exchange systems entail large fixed costs-the setting up of legal
institutions and enforcement systems for markets and the setting up of
social networks, norms, and institutions for social exchange. Once these
initial costs have been invested, however, market transactions
systematically require a greater degree of precise information about the
content of actions, goods, and obligations, and greater precision of
monitoring and enforcement on a per-transaction basis than do social
exchange systems.
Because the difference in cost is at the margin per transaction, it
increases linearly with the number of discrete transactions necessary to
obtain a sufficient quantumof functionalityflow to achieve the goals of a
person relying on functionality flows from the owners of units. In other
words, imagine that in order to run one computationone needs the excess
capacity of only one computer, and the difference in transaction costs
between using market-basedclearanceand social exchange is one dollar. If,
instead, in order to run one computation the person seeking to use the
excess capacity of others needs to pool the excess processing power of two
idle computers,then the cost difference is two dollarsper computation,and
so forth. This patternsuggests that when slack capacity is located in small
quanta distributed among many owners, it becomes increasingly more
costly to harness that excess capacity throughmarketsthan through social
exchange systems. Each additionalprocessor,wireless node, or similarunit
added through a social transaction framework requires less information
exchange than it would have had that same node been added through a
market-basedsystem, because the social transactionneed not exchange the
crisp informationrequiredfor efficient pricing and contracting.Given that
the interest of each individual owner to buy as little excess capacity as
technically feasible places a downwardpressureon the expected amountof
each unit's excess capacity, many shareablegoods are likely to have this
characteristic-widespread distribution of excess capacity in smallish
dollops. This is precisely the domain in which shareablegoods become very
interesting as objects of social sharing, ratherthan market exchange-the
domain of carpooling,distributedcomputing,file sharing,and ad hoc mesh
wireless networks.
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b. RenderingRequirementsand Lossiness
Both markets and state-basedproductionhave renderingrequirements
that are "lossy" in comparisonto social productionand exchange systems.
That is, they lose informationin the translation-from the way the world is
perceived by the agents most immediately affected by it and most capable
of acting, to the language in which the decision must be renderedgiven the
requirementsof the decision mechanismused to directthe action.
Each modality of productionhas its own ways of encoding, storing, and
transmitting information from those observing the conditions and
opportunitiesfor action to those calculating the comparativeattractiveness
of possible actions and deciding what action should be taken-be they
centralized or distributed,be it from the eyes to the brain or from the
sentries to the general. This takes the form of prices in the market, of
reportsto managementin firms, or of administrativereportsin the state. In
these cases, the actual richness of the world is transposed into formally
structured modalities of representation whose logic is defined by the
internal requirementsof representationand processing in the system into
which the informationis fed-be it price in the market,managerialdecision
in the firm, or administrativedecision in the state.
By contrast, information about social relations relies not on formal
structurebut on tacit, learned, and culturallyreproducedcapacities to read
and interpretsocial settings. This may well present problems of clarity,
comparability,and formal computabilityof problems, but it allows more
"analog," storytelling-like modalities of communicating informationwith
great subtlety and nuance. Social communicationsare more textured than
the more formal systems of organizing information in market and state
production.The texturecan come from direct express communicationabout
details, as opposed to translationinto prices or formal categories, or from
narrativesthat tap into culturallyaccessible reasons for action ("help fight
AIDS," "find extraterrestriallife"). It can also come from observation of
others or of the context of action understoodthrough a common cultural
filter that allows the observerto treatthe actions or observed facts aboutthe
world as legible and intelligible cues about context, reasons for action, and
desirabilityof action. Texture also comes from practice and from the tacit
learning or informationacquisition that occurs as part of practice in and
adaptationto the social and materialenvironment.
The tradeoffbetween formal clarity and computabilityon the one hand
and texture on the other suggests that social systems will be relatively
weaker in organizingactions for which there are clear, computable,but fine
differences between alternative courses of action. Conversely, social
systems will be particularlyvaluable as information-processingsystems
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where the context, precise nature of the alternativepossible actions, and
range of possible outcomes are persistently vague or difficult to specify
formally.104 To the extent that informationabout productionopportunities,
cooperative actions, and motivationalinputs can be representedeffectively
through social communications systems, the result would offer a more
complete statementof the factors relevant to agents' decisions than would
information available in systems-like the state and the market-that
requireformalizationof the data so that they can be representedadequately
for the particularprocess of computationnecessary to a decision in those
systems.105 This is particularly important under conditions of persistent
uncertainty(where uncertaintycannot be eliminatedat an acceptable cost).
104. The value of nonmarketsystemsin the presenceof high uncertaintyis not originalhere.
KennethArrowmentionsit, see KennethJ. Arrow,Gifts and Exchanges,1 PHIL.& PUB.AFF.
343, 351-57 (1972) [hereinafterArrow, Gifts and Exchanges],as an explanationfor Richard
Titmuss's finding that market-basedblood is more tainted than donatedblood. For a more
debate,see infraSectionIII.B.Arrowalso mentionsit
completediscussionof the Titmuss-Arrow
as a reasonthatnonprofithospitalsmay be betterthanfor-profithospitals.See KennethJ. Arrow,
Uncertaintyand the WelfareEconomicsof MedicalCare,53 AM.ECON.REV.941 (1963). Henry
Hansmanndevelopedthis latterpositioninto a full-blowntheoryof the comparativeadvantageof
nonprofits:
[N]onprofitfirmscommonlyarisewherecustomersare in a peculiarlypoorpositionto
determine,with reasonablecost or effort,the qualityor the quantityof the servicesthey
receivefroma firm.As a consequence,assigningownershipto anyoneotherthanthese
customerswould createboth the incentiveand the opportunityfor the customersto be
severelyexploited.Yet at the same time, the customersare so situatedthatthe costs to
themof exercisingeffectivecontrolover the firmareunacceptablylargerelativeto the
value of their transactionswith the firm. The solution is to create a firm without
owners---or,moreaccurately,to createa firmwhose managershold it in trustfor their
customers.In essence, the nonprofitform abandonsany benefitsof full ownershipin
favorof stricterfiduciaryconstraintson management.
HENRYHANSMANN,THEOWNERSHIP
OF ENTERPRISE
228 (1996). These claims about nonprofit

and nonmarketdonationand uncertaintydiffer from my own focus in one crucialway. Both
Arrow and Hansmannlocate the "fix" that nonprofitsor nonmarketactors provide in the
or "customers."In the case of nonprofits,
alignmentof incentivesof the agentsand "principals"
the nondistribution
constraintmeans that no class of "owner"-patrons
governsthe firm and can
capturethe gains from exploitingthe ill-informedclass of patrons,and hence there is no class
whose interestsareseverelymisalignedwiththe potentiallyexploitableclass. In the case of Arrow
andblood donation,withoutpaymentfor taintedblood, the donativemotivationto help othersno
blood to provideit. My own focus here is not on
longerdrivesthe personwith disease-carrying
the alignmentof incentiveswhen operatingthrougha market(thoughnothingin my approach
denies this effect), but on the idea that embeddingan uncertaintransactionin social exchange
introducessocial signals into the transaction,thereby reducinguncertaintyand information
asymmetry.It is not only aligningincentivesthatis at stake,but also freeingthe transactionfrom
the stricturesof price-mediatedinformationexchange,which improvesthe qualityof actionin the
face of uncertainty.
105. Note that,to the extentthata nonprofitis runlike a firmandinteractswith its "patrons"
It is when nonmarket
as a firmwould, it wouldnot have this uncertainty-reduction
characteristic.
behavioroccurs throughsocial interactionsamong individualparticipantsthat socially legible
informationcan be communicated.A market-based
actorwho can communicatesocially (a "chic"
nightclub)will reduceuncertainty(as to whetherto go into this club or that,or whetherto go to a
or throughmarket
club or stay at home),while a nonmarketactorcommunicating
bureaucratically
pricingwill not.
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Presumably,there will be ranges where decisions could be improved by
formal representation and computation, ranges where these will
systematically fail to representall factors relevant to an agent, and ranges
where any two or three of the systems could render the decisions clearly
enough for a decision-easy cases-where their comparative advantage
must be found elsewhere.
c. DecentralizedSystemsand Information
Finally, the phenomenon I focus on in this Essay is systematically
decentralized.Shareablegoods are privategoods controlledby their private
owners, sharedin broad social patternsamong more or less weakly related
individuals-much as idealized markets (and some actual markets, like
eBay) might work. In this, they are different from many, though not all,
real-world market-based production processes, which tend to be more
centralizedin firms, and from state bureaucracies.
The "centralized/distributed"
distinctionas I use it here is not binary.It
is a range propertyof systems of human action in context. It describes the
distance between the occurrenceof an opportunityfor human action in an
environment and the authority for directing whether and how the agent
confronted with the opportunitywill act on it. "Distance" describes any
parameterthat separates the authority from the capacity to identify the
presence of, and act on, the opportunity-organizational and institutional
characteristics, geographic distance, technical constraints of information
and authorizationflow, etc. The more a system is organized centrally, the
more room there is for information loss between the actual state of the
world as perceived by those agents closest to the opportunityfor action and
the state of the world as perceivedby agents with authorityto decide that an
action should be undertaken,and vice versa. Any system, whethera marketbased firm, a state-based bureaucracy,or a social organization like the
Catholic Church,can be centralized.So too can there be distributedmodels
of productionin each, though in the case of the state, the formal constraints
of accountability and legal authority constrain true devolution of state
power to individualagents who act on the state's behalf.
Decentralized systems trade information for control. The more
uncertaintythere is about the best courses of action for any given agent or
group of agents, the more valuable is informationrelative to the value of
control. This is the basic claim in favor of ideal marketsin comparisonto
command-and-controlsystems. To the extent that shareable goods are
sharedin practicesthat are closer to the distributedend of the spectrum,we
have additional reason to think that sharing in social production systems
loses less information:Distributedsystems in general lose less information.
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To the extent they "compete" not with decentralized market actors
functioning through ideal markets but with more centralized firms,
particularly in regulated industries like telecommunications and the
copyright- and patent-dependentindustries so prevalent in the networked
information environment, they can provide substantial information
efficiencies. This overarchingclaim about sharing systems captureswithin
it the many empiricalclaims about local knowledge, active monitoringand
enforcement, etc. that have been made on behalf of common property
regimes and community-productionsystems in the literature that has
described and explained the sustainabilityand, indeed, efficiency, of these
non-market-basedorganizationalforms.106
B. Motivation
Institutionalanalysis based on transactioncosts normally stops hereidentifying and comparing transaction costs across institutional settings.
There is, however, another, independent dimension to understanding
sharing:motivation. The organizers of distributedcomputing projects, for
example, explicitly focus on how to motivate contributions.107Practitioners
of free software development, o8 as well as the academics who study
them,109 similarly spend a good bit of energy studying motivations. One
question is the source and form of nonmonetaryrewards.The other is the
question of crowding out-that is, whether the presence of market-based,
monetary rewards for an action undermines or improves nonmonetary
motivationsfor that action.
The theoretical and empirical debate over whether monetary
motivations and some set of social-psychological motivations crowd each
other out emerged initially in the debates of the early 1970s over bloodcollection policy. Until the early 1970s, the vast majorityof blood donors in
the United States were compensatedin cash or indirectly,via some type of
blood exchange or insurancesystem."' In a major work, RichardTitmuss
106. See OSTROM,
supranote 77; Bowles & Gintis,supranote 91.
107. See supratext accompanyingnotes 68-76.
Mar. 2, 1998,
108. See Eric S. Raymond,The Cathedraland the Bazaar, FIRSTMONDAY,
Eric S. Raymond, Homesteading the
http://www.firstmonday.dk/issues/issue3_3/raymond/;
FIRST
Oct. 5, 1998,http://www.firstmonday.dk/issues/issue3_
MONDAY,
Noosphere,
0/raymond/.
109. See, e.g., Josh Lerner& Jean Tirole, Some SimpleEconomicsof Open Source, 50 J.
INDUS.ECON.197 (2002). Eric von Hippel in particularhas provided both theoreticaland
empiricalsupportfor the importanceof the use value gainedby users in a user-driveninnovation
environment,both in softwareand elsewhere.See, e.g., Eric von Hippel, Innovationby User
Communities:Learningfrom Open-SourceSoftware,MIT SLOANMGMT.REV.,Summer2001,
at 82.
110. See RICHARD M. TITMUSS, THE GIFT RELATIONSHIP:FROM HUMAN BLOOD TO SOCIAL
POLICY 94 (1971); see also DOUGLAS STARR, BLOOD: AN EPIC HISTORY OF MEDICINE AND
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comparedthe U.S. and Britishblood-supplysystems,the formerlargely
commercialat the time, organizedby a mix of private for-profitand
nonprofitactors,the latterentirelyvoluntaryandorganizedby the National
HealthService.Titmussfoundthatthe Britishsystemhad higher-quality
blood, as measuredby the likelihoodof recipientscontractinghepatitis
from transfusions;"'less blood waste; and fewer blood shortagesat
hospitals.Titmussalso attackedthe U.S. systemas inequitable,arguingthat
the rich exploited the poor and desperateby buying their blood. He
concludedthatan altruisticblood-procurement
systemis bothmoreethical
andmoreefficientthana marketsystem,andrecommended
thatthe market
be keptoutof blooddonationto protecttherightto give.'12
Titmuss'sargumentcame underimmediateattackfrom economists.
Most relevantfor our purposeshere, KennethArrow agreed that the
differencesin blood quality indicatedthat the U.S. blood system was
flawed,butrejectedTitmuss'scentraltheoreticalclaimthatmarketsreduce
donativeactivity."3Arrow reportedthe alternativehypothesisheld by
or moral
"economiststypically,"thatif somepeoplerespondto exhortation
incentives(donors)while othersrespondto pricesand marketincentives
(sellers),these two groupslikely behaveindependently-neitherresponds
to the other's incentives.114Thus the decision to allow or ban markets
shouldhave no effect on donativebehavior-thoughremovinga market
couldin factremoveincentivesof the "badblood"suppliersto give blood,
therebyimprovingthe overall qualityof the blood supply."5Titmuss's
workhadnot establishedhis hypothesisanalytically,Arrowargued,andits
COMMERCE
174-75(1998) (explainingthatfees for blood donorswereapproximately
twenty-five
dollarsperpintin the late 1940s).
111. In the United Kingdom,this rate was less than 1%,and in one study was as low as
0.16%.TITMUSS,
supranote 110, at 154-55.In the UnitedStates,the ratemay have been as high
as 3.6%.Id. at 145-46.
112. Id. at 245-46. At least one contemporaryhistoriancasts some doubt on Titmuss's
analysis:
In retrospect,Titmuss'scritiquewas unfair.His thesis largely ignoredthe American
Red Cross,whichaccountedfor about40 percentof the bloodcollectedin America....
Insteadhe focusedon the boomingplasmaindustryandthe risingnumberof for-profit
blood banks. What he criticized was not the complex reality of America's blood
resource,buta caricature.... Titmuss'sbookhit a publicnerve.
STARR,
supranote 110, at 225.
113. Arrow,GiftsandExchanges,supranote 104, at 361.
114. Id. at 349-50.
115. Id. at 351-55. This was similarto RobertSolow's critique.Solow took issue with much
of Titmuss'sempiricalworkandascribedthe UnitedKingdom'sadvantageoverthe UnitedStates
in partto the "thetightlittle island['s]... traditionof civic-mindedness."
RobertM. Solow,Blood
and Thunder,80 YALEL.J. 1696, 1705 (1971) (reviewingTITMUSS,
supra note 110). Because
hepatitishad to be self-reported-no hepatitistest existed at the time-Solow found the lower
quality of blood in the U.S. system to be largely unsurprising:Comparedto voluntaryblood
donors,blood sellers(1) are morelikely to have hepatitisand (2) face incentivesto concealtheir
illness.Id. at 1702-05.
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proof or refutationwould lie in empirical study. 16 Theoretical differences
aside, the U.S. blood-supplysystem did in fact transitionto an all-volunteer
system of social donation in the 1970s.17 In surveys since, blood donors
have reportedthat they "enjoy helping"others, experience a sense of moral
obligation or responsibility,or exhibit characteristicsof reciprocatorsafter
they or theirrelatives received blood. 18
A number of scholars, primarily in psychology and economics, have
The
attemptedto resolve this question both empiricallyand theoretically.119
most systematic work within economics is that of Bruno Frey and various
collaborators.120 Frey imports a model of motivations from psychologyl21
and combines it with both analytic modeling and empirical evidence to
show that the introductionof money, or prices, for an activity may in fact
lower the level of that activity. He calls this "the crowding-outeffect."
A simple statementof this model is that individualshave intrinsicand
extrinsic motivations. Extrinsic motivations are imposed on individuals

116. Arrow,GiftsandExchanges,supranote 104, at 351.
THEDEVELOPMENT
L. CALLERO,
BLOOD:
& PETER
GIVING
117. See JANEALLYNPILIAVIN
OFANALTRUISTIC
2 (1991) (explainingthatthe Departmentof Health,Educationand
IDENTITY
Welfareannounceda policy stronglydiscouragingblood sales in 1973 and that a subsequent
regulationrequiringdifferentiallabelingof bloodfromvoluntaryandpaiddonorsalso contributed
to the "virtual elimination of commercial whole-blood banks");Kieran Healy, Embedded
Altruism.:Blood CollectionRegimesand the EuropeanUnion's Donor Population,105 AM. J.
Soc. 1633, 1637 (2000); Am. Ass'n of Blood Banks, All About Blood: FAQ,
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004). Since
http://www.aabb.org/All_About_Blood/FAQs/aabb_faqs.htm
the 1970stherehas been essentiallyno commercialcollectionof whole blood in the UnitedStates,
and insurance-based
individualresponsibilitysystemsarebecomingrarer.See STARR,
supranote
110, at 216-27. In 2001, eightmillionvolunteersdonatedfifteenmillionunitsof whole blood and
red blood cells in the United States.See Am. Ass'n of Blood Banks,supra. These donorslikely
& CALLERO,supra,
representmorethanfive percentof the age-eligiblepopulation,see PILIAVIN
at 2, andapproximatelyfortypercentof Americanshave given blood at some point in theirlives,
see id. at 24. Europeancountriesalso appearto collect whole blood exclusively from voluntary
donors,following an official EuropeanUnion policy announcedin 1989. Healy,supra, at 1638.
Survey researchshows that blood donors are common in some Europeancountries,such as
France,where forty-fourpercentof age-eligibleresidentshave given blood, and much rarerin
others, such as Luxembourg,where only fourteenpercentof age-eligibleresidentsare donors.
See id.
118. See PILIAVIN
& CALLERO,
supranote 117, at 35-36 (describingmotivationsof first-time
donors);id. at 181-90(describingsocialnormsarounddonation).
119. See BrunoS. Frey& RetoJegen,MotivationCrowdingTheory,15 J. ECON.SURVS.589
(2001) (surveyingthe literature).
120. See BRUNO
S. FREY,INSPIRING
ECONOMICS
52-72 (2001) [hereinafterFREY,INSPIRING
BRUNOS. FREY,NOTJUSTFORMONEY
ECONOMICS];
(1997) [hereinafterFREY,NOTJUSTFOR
MONEY].
121. He tracesthe originof the line of psychologyliteraturehe follows to EdwardL. Deci,
& SOC.
Effects of ExternallyMediatedRewardson IntrinsicMotivation,18 J. PERSONALITY
PSYCHOL.
105 (1971). FREY,NOTJUSTFORMONEY,
supranote 120, at 13-14.Ironically,then,at
least one answerto Arrow'scritiqueof the lack of a theoreticalcausalmechanismfor crowding
out alreadyexisted,but in anotherfield. The line of literatureis crystallizedin EDWARD
L. DECI
& RICHARD M. RYAN, INTRINSIC MOTIVATION AND SELF-DETERMINATION IN HUMAN
BEHAVIOR
(1985).
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from the outside, taking the form either of offers of money for, or prices
imposed on, behavior, or of threats of punishmentor promises of reward
from a manageror a judge for complying with, or failing to comply with,
specifically prescribedbehavior.Intrinsicmotivationsare reasons for action
that come from within the person, such as pleasure or personal
satisfaction.122 Extrinsic motivations are said to "crowd out" intrinsic
motivations because they (a) impair self-determination-that is, a person
feels pressured by an external force, and therefore feels overjustified in
maintainingher intrinsicmotivationratherthan complying with the will of
the source of the extrinsic reward;or (b) impairself-esteem-they cause an
individualto feel that his internalmotivationis rejected,not valued, leading
him to reduce his self-esteem and thus to reduce effort.123 It is not selfevident in Frey's own renditionwhy offering to pay money for an activity
that an agent is free to forgo impairsself-determinationor self-esteem in the
same way as imposing a penalty or price on the agent's failureto act, which
the agent cannot avoid, but the intuition is not difficult to explain. It
depends on a culturallycontingentnotion of what one "ought"to do if one
is a well-adjusted human being and member of a decent society. Being
offered money to do somethingyou know you "ought"to do, and that selfrespectingmembersof society do, implies that the offeror believes that you
are not a well-adjustedhuman being or an equally respectablemember of
society. An alternativecausal explanationis formalizedby RolandBenabou
and Jean Tirole: The person receiving the monetary incentives infers that
the person offering her the compensationdoes not trust her to do the right
thing, or to do it well of her own accord, and her self-confidence and
intrinsic motivation to succeed are reduced to the extent that she believes
that the offeror-a manager or parent, for example-is better situated to
judge her abilities.124
A substantial empirical literature-including field and laboratory
experiments,econometrics, and surveys-has tested the hypotheses of this
model of human motivation and found substantial evidence that, under
some circumstances,adding money for an activity previously undertaken
without price compensation reduces, rather than increases, the level of
activity.125 The work has covered contexts as diverse as employees

122. See FREY,INSPIRING
ECONOMICS,
supra note 120, at 55; FREY,NOT JUSTFORMONEY,

supranote 120, at 13-14.
123. See Frey & Jegen, supra note 119, at 594.
2124. ROLANDBANABOU& JEANTIROLE,SELF-CONFIDENCE
AND SOCIALINTERACTIONS

3, 7-10 (Nat'l Bureauof Econ.Research,WorkingPaperNo. 7585, 2000).
125. See Frey& Jegen,supranote 119.
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supplying labor126 or sharing their knowledge with team members,127
communities accepting locally undesirable land uses (NIMBY behavior
increases, ratherthan decreases, with the addition of incentives in place of
commonweal arguments),128 or adults picking up children from day care
centers (parentscome later, ratherthan earlier,when a price is imposed on
coming late).129 The results of this work strongly suggest that some
displacement, or crowding out, can be identified across various domains
between monetary rewards and nonmonetarymotivations. This does not
mean that offering monetaryincentives does not increase extrinsic rewards.
It does, and where extrinsic rewards dominate, this will increase the
rewarded activity as usually predicted in economics. But the effect on
intrinsic motivation at least sometimes operates in the opposite direction.
Where intrinsic motivation is an important factor, because pricing and
contractingare difficult to achieve or because the paymentis relatively low,
the aggregateeffect may be negative. Inducingtransfersof tacit knowledge
from employees to the teams they work with is a good example of the
former type of condition,130 while low payments for otherwise volunteerbased activities are an example of the latter.131
Frey's psychologically based extrinsic-/intrinsic-motivationdistinction
is helpful, and the empirical evidence is powerful. The psychological
constructdoes not, however, seem fully to account for motivation in social
sharing frameworks. As Frey himself implies, recognition by friends is
plainly a form of extrinsic motivation,132 while the attainmentof wealth is
not purely functionaland extrinsic but, as Veblen explained long ago, plays
a role in providing social recognition,133 which in turnis likely quite central
to people's sense of intrinsic satisfaction. In the social capital literature,
social interactions are very often understood in functional rather than
symbolic and psychological terms-their value lies in providing future

126. See TrumanF. Bewley, A DepressedLaborMarketas Explainedby Participants,85
& PROC.)250, 252 (1995) (providingsurvey data about managers'
AM. ECON.REV.(PAPERS
beliefs aboutthe effectsof incentivecontracts).
127. See Margit Osterloh & Bruno S. Frey, Motivation, Knowledge Transfer, and
OrganizationalForms, 11 ORG.SCI.538, 546-47 (2000).
128. See BrunoS. Frey& Felix Oberholzer-Gee,TheCostof Price Incentives:An Empirical
Analysisof MotivationCrowding-Out,87 AM.ECON.REV.746 (1997); HowardKunreuther&
DouglasEasterling,Are Risk-BenefitTradeoffsPossible in SitingHazardousFacilities?, 80 AM.
ECON.REV. (PAPERS& PROC.)252, 252-86 (1990).

129. See Uri Gneezy & Aldo Rustichini,A Fine Is a Price, 29 J. LEGALSTUD.1 (2000)
(findingthat introducinga fine for tardypickup increased,ratherthan decreased,tardinessby
parents).
130. See Osterloh& Frey,supranote 127.
131. See Frey& Jegen,supranote 119, at 601-02.
132. See FREY,NOTJUSTFORMONEY,supra note 120, at 14.
133. THORSTEIN
VEBLEN,THE THEORYOF THE LEISURECLASS 52-75 (Modem Library

2001) (1899) (explainingconspicuousconsumption).
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access to information,resources,and opportunitiesfor action.134This
social-functionalthesis of why people might behave sociablyand share
does not requirea psychologicalexplanation,butmightstill havea similar
relationshipwith money, where paid cooperativebehaviordemandsless
nonmonetaryreciprocationthan uncompensatedcooperation.Such an
wouldequallywell explainempiricalfindingsthatpayments
interpretation
crowdout reciprocating
The socialcapitalliterature,in any
cooperation.135
event, seems to assumethatwhat can be attainedthroughsocial position
and relationsis not substitutable,
at least not perfectly,with what can be
bought.Thatis whatmakessocial relationsa formof capitaldistinctfrom
financialcapital.
For purposesof my analysishere it is not necessaryto pin down
preciselythe correctand most completetheoryof motivationor the full
extentand dimensionsof crowdingout. All thatis requiredto outlinethe
frameworkfor analysisis the recognitionthatthereis some formof socialpsychologicalmotivationthat is neitherfungiblewith money nor simply
cumulativewith it.136Transactingwithin the price system may either
increaseor decreasethe social-psychological
rewards-be they intrinsicor
extrinsic,functionalor symbolic.137

134. See, e.g., LIN,supranote 85, at 149-50, 149-51 (claimingthat"[t]hereare two ultimate
(or primitive)rewardsfor humanbeings in a social structure:economic standingand social
standing,"and elaboratinga thesis where in both cases these representrelationalstanding,in
termsof capacityto mobilizeresources,some thatcan be mobilizedby money,othersthatcan be
mobilizedby social relations).JamesColemansimilarlyfocuses on the functionalcharacteristics
of social networks,see Coleman,supra note 85, as do othermajorversionsof the social capital
AND CAREERS
GETTINGA JOB:A STUDYOF CONTRACTS
literature, see MARKGRANOVETTER,

(2d ed. 1995); Yoram Ben-Porath,The F-Connection:Families, Friends, and Firms and the
& DEV.REV. 1 (1980); Mark S. Granovetter,The
Organizationof Exchange,6 POPULATION
Strengthof WeakTies,78 AM.J. Soc. 1360 (1973).
135. In particular,studiesthatfocus on the crowdingout of reciprocitysupporta social causal
UNDERMINE
CONTRACTS
theory. See, e.g., ERNSTFEHR& SIMONGACHTER,Do INCENTIVE
VOLUNTARY
COOPERATION?
(Inst. for Empirical Research in Econ., Univ. of Zurich, Working

PaperNo. 34, 2002) (describinglaboratoryexperimentalresultsfor the effects of incentiveson
cooperation).
136. One sees this assumptionin operationin the nonprofitliterature.See WEISBROD,
supra
note 4, at 31-33 (describingthe motivationalprofile of nonprofitentrepreneursand providing
empiricalevidencethatthe nonprofitsectordrawsindividualswith differentmotivationalprofiles
than the for-profitsector);Dennis R. Young, Entrepreneurship
and the Behaviorof Nonprofit
OF NONPROFIT
INSTITUTIONS,
supra
Organizations: Elements of a Theory, in THE ECONOMICS

note 4, at 161 (describingthe nonprofitsector precisely in terms of motivationalprofiles of
nonprofitentrepreneurs).
137. Crowding out may not, however, be an importanteffect in the relationshipof
governmentprovisioningto volunteer donation. Susan Rose-Ackermanhas shown that the
relationshipis ambiguousandthatgovernmentprovisioningmay not crowdout privatedonation,
but merely change its focus and shape. See Susan Rose-Ackerman,Do GovernmentGrantsto
OF NONPROFIT
INSTITUTIONS,
supra
Charity Reduce Private Donations?, in THE ECONOMICS

note 4, at 313; see also BurtonA. Abrams& MarkD. Schmitz, The CrowdingOut Effect of
OFNONPROFIT
Governmental Transfers on Private Charitable Contributions, in THEECONOMICS
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The intuitionis simple. Leaving a fifty-dollarbill on the table after one
has finished a pleasant dinner at a friend's house would not increase the
host's social and psychological gains from the evening. Most likely it
would so diminish them that one would never again be invited. A bottle of
wine or bouquet would, to the contrary,improve the social gains. And if
dinner is not intuitively obvious, think of sex. The point is simple. Moneyoriented motivations are different from socially oriented motivations.
Sometimes they align. Sometimesthey collide. Which of the two will be the
case is historically and culturally contingent. The presence of money in
sports or entertainment reduced the social-psychological gains from
performancein Victorian England, at least for members of the middle and
upper classes. This is reflected in the longstanding insistence on the
amateur status of the Olympics, or the dubious status of actors in that
society. This has changed dramaticallyover a century later, when athletes'
and popular entertainers' social standing is practically measured by the
millions of dollarstheirperformancescan command.
The relative relationshipsof money and social-psychological rewards
depend on cultureand context. Similaractions may have differentmeanings
in differentsocial or culturalcontexts. While I have elsewhere offered more
detailed descriptions,138one example illustrates how these components
interact. Consider three lawyers contemplating whether to write a paper
presenting their opinions. One is a practicing attorney. The second is a
judge. The third is an academic. For the first, money and honor are often,
though not always, positively correlated. Being able to command a very
high hourly fee for writing the requestedpaper is one mode of expressing
one's standing in the profession. And yet, there are modes of acquiring
esteem-like writing the paper as a report for a bar committee-that not
only are not improvedby the presence of money, but are in fact undermined
by it. This latter effect is sharpest for the judge. If a judge is approached
with an offer of money for writing an opinion, not only is this not a markof
honor, it is a subversion of the social role and would render corruptthe
writing of the opinion. The intrinsicrewardsfor the judge from writing the
opinion when matched by a payment for the product would be guilt and
shame, and the offer therefore an expression of disrespect. Finally, if the
same paper is requested of the academic, the effect of the money falls
somewhere in between the judge and the practitioner.To a high degree, like
the judge, the academic who writes for money is renderedsuspect in her
communityof scholarship.A paper clearly fundedby a party,the results of

INSTITUTIONS,
supranote 4, at 304, 311 (findingsomewhatambiguouslya partialdisplacementof
by publicfunding).
privatecontributions
138. See Benkler,supranote 3.
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which support the party's regulatory or litigation position, is practically
worthless as an academic work. But in a mirrorimage of the practitioner,
there are some forms of money that add to an academic's socialpsychological rewards, peer-reviewed grants and prizes most prominent
among them. Pursuing them reinforces rather than undermines the
academic's social-psychologicalrewards.
A comparisonof market and social systems for organizing production
by utilizing shareablegoods in terms of motivation,then, will reveal money
(or any other expression of market exchange value) and socialpsychological rewards as alternativesources of motivation. The pursuit of
one sometimes complements, but sometimes undermines,the value of the
action as measured in terms of the other. The relationship of the two is
culturally and historically contingent. Capturingthe potential for human
action that could be motivated by the exchange of love, status, and
esteem,139 a personal sense of worth in relations with others, is the strong
suit of social production(and sometimes, depending on time and context,
the state-as in "Uncle Sam Wants You!"). Social production rewards
action either solely in these forms or, if it adds money, organizes its flow in
such a way that it at least does not conflict with and underminethe quantum
of self-confidence, love, esteem, or social networkingvalue obtainedby the
agent from acting.
C. Motivationand Information
To compare the attractivenessof market and social exchange systems,
then, we should compare (1) the transactioncosts of using one or the other
system of exchange and (2) the likely reward flows to individuals from
participatingin one or the other of the two systems. The two considerations
are independent of each other. If one is concerned with welfare
optimization, then what needs to be optimized is the combined effect of
both. Comparingthem is a context-specific, empiricalexercise that depends
on the characteristicsof the good, the use, and the extant social and market
practices and institutions in the society for which the two are compared.
The answers may be differentfor apples than for oranges,140for economists
than for Melanesian islanders.141These questions provide rich grounds for
139. See Richard H. McAdams, The Origin, Development, and Regulation of Norms, 96

MICH.L. REV.338 (1997).
140. The latterhave lowertransactioncosts for sharingbecauseof theirmorphology.
141. Melanesianislandershave appearedas all but the personificationof gift economiesever
since Bronislaw Malinowski's Argonauts of the Western Pacific. MALINOWSKI,
supra note 6.

Economists,by contrast,have been the subjectof claimsthatthey systematicallybehaveless prosociallythanstudentsof otherdisciplines.See JohnR. Carter& MichaelD. Irons,Are Economists
Different, and if So, Why?, J. ECON.PERSP.,Spring 1991, at 171; BjdrnFrank& GiintherG.
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empirical observations about sharing and secondary-marketpractices, but
they do not give us an approximategeneral intuitionaboutthe modalitythat
exchange of excess capacity generatedby shareablegoods will take, except
in one instance of central importance: when excess capacity is widely
distributedin small quanta.
When the state of technology results in excess capacity being widely
distributed in small dollops, social sharing will outperform secondary
markets. This is so because of both transactioncosts and motivation. The
difference between the transactioncosts of a secondarymarketand those of
a sharing system increases linearly with the number of transactions
necessary to collect a usable amount of functionality. The smaller the
amount of excess capacity held by each unit owner relative to the total
amountrequiredfor the functionality,the higher the numberof transactions
necessary to achieve the functionality,and the largerthe gap in transaction
costs between market-basedclearance and social sharing.Furthermore,the
smaller the amountof excess capacity each unit owner owns relative to the
total required, the smaller the payment that each owner can get. It is
precisely where payments are low that their introductionis likely to have
only a minor positive effect on contributions,and therefore to leave the
crowding-out effect to dominate the overall level of participation.Fewer
owners will be willing to sell their excess capacity cheaply than to give it
away for free, and the transactioncosts of selling will be higher than those
of sharing.
Recognizing that social sharingcan under some circumstancesbe more
efficient than market-basedmodels of production has substantial policy
implications.At a broad policy level, we could focus on one of two goals.
The first goal is relevantwhen we can say with some degree of confidence
that a particularproblem is particularlyamenableto solution within one or
another of the systems of production. It focuses on providing stronger
institutionalguides toward funneling the behavior into that system-either
a market or a social production system, respectively. The second, more
widely applicable goal, until we have learned more about the contours of
social productionand exchange, is to study changes in law and policy so as

Schulze, Does Economics Make Citizens Corrupt?, 43 J. ECON. BEHAV.& ORG. 101 (2000);
Robert H. Frank et al., Do Economists Make Bad Citizens?, J. ECON.PERSP.,Winter 1996, at 187;
Bruno S. Frey et al., Economics Indoctrination or Selection? Some Empirical Results, 24 J. ECON.
EDUC.271 (1993); Gerald Marwell & Ruth E. Ames, Economists Free Ride, Does Anyone Else?
Experiments on the Provision of Public Goods IV, 15 J. PUB. ECON. 295 (1981); Anthony M.
Yezer et al., Does Studying Economics Discourage Cooperation? Watch What We Do, Not What

WeSay or How WePlay, J. ECON.PERSP.,
Winter1996, at 177. This observationmay, however,
reflect a selectionbias-that is, it is more likely that selfish people self-selectinto the discipline
thanthatexposureto the disciplinecausesselfishness.See FREY& MEIER,
supranote 2, at 14-16,
31 tbl.6.
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to avoid tipping the production system toward one or another of these
competing systems-in particular,in favor of the one with which we are
more familiar, the market-before we have good reason to think that the
preferredsystem is the betterone.
The basic point is that for any given resource that exists in an
institutional-culturalspace at a moment in history, there will be different
costs to move from no transactionsto either a secondarymarketsystem or a
social exchange system. These costs partly depend on the technological
characteristicsof the good. Some things may have very small quanta of
excess capacity, so that aggregationinto a usable amountof capacity would
generate many transactions with many individuals. The high transaction
costs of marketscould rule out efficiency-seeking policy throughsecondary
markets.Partly, however, the costs depend on social practices and cultural
values of the people in the relevant society. For example, if market
institutionsare prevalentand people are culturallyattunedto making every
penny they can, then moving to a secondary market will (1) incur lower
fixed transactioncosts for institutionbuilding and repurposing,(2) require
fewer attitudinal and social practice adjustments, and (3) hit the right
motivational pitch to which people in this society are attuned. And vice
versa-in a society where sharing or other nonmarketcooperation among
non-kin is widespreadand where social institutionsand attitudesare more
readily available to support a sharing system for impersonal interactions,
the transitioncosts from perfect exclusion to social sharing will be lower
than the transition costs from the same perfect exclusion to secondary
markets.
When we are faced with policy proposals for institutionalchanges that
affect practices involved in productionand exchange, we should consider
their effects not only on marketproduction,but also on social production.
To the extent that policy is properly concerned with increasingproduction
of a given desideratum,it should be drivenby an analysis of how the policy
change will affect total productionin both systems (or all three, including
state-basedproduction),not only on how it will affect one of them.
IV. SHARING AS A MODALITY OF PRODUCTION

Up to this point this Essay has been focused on sharing of material
goods that appearto be "traditional"economic goods-rival and privatebut that are nonetheless amenable to sharing. We can now integratethese
observationswith work done in a numberof related areas of study, as well
as with my own earlierwork on online peer production,to consider sharing
at a broader level of abstractionas an alternative modality of economic
production. In this Part, I will attempt to outline what "sharing"as a
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modality of economic productionmight mean and how we could think of
locating its role in the economy. The last Part will be devoted to outlining
how recognizing sharing as an importantform of production can affect
some contemporarypolicy debates.
The claim is that sharing is a pervasive modality of economic
production.By "economic production,"I mean the provisioning of goods
and services that people value. By "pervasive,"I mean that it is an approach
to organizing economic production integral to many daily contextswhetherwe think of it or not.
Under certain technological circumstances, practically feasible
opportunities for action are distributed in such a pattern that they are
amenable to execution by a class of approachesto organizing production
that rely on sharing.These are typified by (1) radicaldecentralizationof the
capacity to contributeto effective action and the authorityto decide on the
contributionand (2) reliance on social information flows, organizational
approaches,and motivation structures,ratherthan on prices or commands,
to motivate and directproductivecontributions.
Most practices of production-social or market based-are already
embedded in a given technological context. They present no visible
"problem"to solve or policy choice to make. We do not need to focus
consciously on improving the conditions under which friends lend each
other a hand to move boxes, make dinner, or take kids to school, and we
feel no need to reconsider the appropriateness of the production of
automobilesby market-basedfirms. However, in moments when a field of
action is undergoing a technological transition that changes the
opportunitiesfor sharing as a modality of production,understandingthat
sharing is a modality of production becomes more important, as does
understandinghow it functions as such. This is so, as we are seeing today,
when prior technologies have already set up market- or state-based
production systems that have law and policymaking systems already
designed to fit their requirements.While the old arrangementsmay have
once been the most efficient, or may even have been absolutely necessary
for the incumbent production systems, their extension under new
technological conditions may undermine,ratherthan improve, the capacity
of a society to produce and provision the goods, resources, or
functionalitiesthat are the object of policy analysis. Today this is true of
wireless communications regulation, or "spectrummanagement,"as it is
usually called; it is true of the regulation of information,knowledge, and
culturalproduction,or "intellectualproperty,"as it is usually now called;
and it may be true of policies for computationand wired communications
networks, as distributed computing and the emerging peer-to-peer
architecturesare suggesting. I will considerthese policy areas in PartV.
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A. SharingIs a Commonand UnderappreciatedModalityof Production
There is a curious congruence between the anthropologistsof the gift
and mainstreameconomists today. Both treat the gift literatureas being
about the periphery,about societies starklydifferentfrom modem capitalist
ones. As Godelierputs it,
What a contrastbetween these types of society, these social and
mental universes, and today's capitalist society where the majority
of social relations are impersonal (involving the individual as
citizen and the state, for instance), and where the exchange of
things and services is conductedfor the most part in an anonymous
marketplace,leaving little room for an economy and a moral code
based on gift-giving. 42
And yet, sharingis everywhere aroundus in the advanced economies. The
past two decades or so have seen an increasing focus in a number of
literatureson production processes that rely heavily on social relations,
ratherthan on price-basedsignals or governmentalpolicies. These include,
initially, the literatureon social norms'43 and social capital, or trust.144Both
literatures, however, are statements of the institutional role that social
mechanisms play in enabling market exchange and production.145 More
142. GODELIER,
supranote 6, at 106-07(internalquotationmarksomitted).
143. In the legal literature, ROBERT C. ELLICKSON,ORDER WITHOUTLAW: How
NEIGHBORSSETTLEDISPUTES(1991) is the locus classicus for showing how social norms can

substitutefor law. For a bibliographyof the social normsliteratureoutsideof law, see McAdams,

THE
supra note 139, at 339 nn.1-2. Early contributions were EDNA ULLMANN-MARGALIT,
EMERGENCE
OF NORMS (1977); James S. Coleman, Norms as Social Capital, in ECONOMIC

IMPERIALISM
133 (Peter Bernholz & GerardRadnitzkyeds., 1987); and Sally Engle Merry,

Rethinking Gossip and Scandal, in 1 TOWARDA GENERALTHEORYOF SOCIALCONTROL:
FUNDAMENTALS
271 (Donald Black ed., 1984).

144. SamuelBowles andHerbertGintistraceto KennethArrowthe argumentthatsocial trust
compensatesformarketfailuresin enablingcooperation."Inthe absenceof trust... opportunities
for mutuallybeneficialco-operationwouldhave to be foregone."KennethJ. Arrow,Political and

Economic Evaluation of Social Effects and Externalities, in FRONTIERSOF QUANTITATIVE

ECONOMICS
3, 22 (Michael D. Intriligatored., 1971). "[N]ormsof social behavior,including
ethicalandmoralcodes .... [maybe] reactionsof societyto compensateformarketfailures."Id.
145. The ranchersof Shasta County in Ellickson's classic study were producingnorms
socially. They were not producingbeef in responseto social motivationsor signals, in the way
that, for example, the participantsin SETI@homeproduce computationsocially, or the
programmerswho coauthor free software projects do. They were provisioninggovernance
throughsocial mechanisms.The governanceissues they tackledwerethe conflictsthatarosefrom
theirmarket-based
behavior.Theproblemthathas been the focus of economicclaimsaboutsocial
capital is that trust relations provide an importantsocial context for markets,in lowering
transactioncosts and improvingproductionin marketsystems.But they are in the first instance
understoodas meansof smoothingthe operationsof a marketproductionand exchangesystem.
These are to be distinguishedfrom the political claims about the relationshipbetween social
D. PUTNAM,
capitaland democracy,which were centralto RobertPutnam'streatment.ROBERT
BOWLING ALONE: THE COLLAPSEAND REVIVAL OF AMERICAN COMMUNITY (2000).
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direct observationsof social productionand exchange systems are provided
by the literatureon social provisioning of public goods-like the literature
on social norm enforcement as a dimension of policing criminality146 and
that on common propertyregimes.147 The former is limited by its focus on
the provisioning of public goods. The latter is usually limited by its focus
on discretely identifiabletypes of resources-common pool resources-that
must be managed as among a group of claimants while retaining a
proprietaryouter boundary toward nonmembers.148 The broadest set of
claims similarto those I make here comes from Samuel Bowles and Herbert
Gintis, who describe "communitygovernance"as a complementarysystem
for solving problems, some of which take the form of productionproblems,
some the form of public-goods provisioning.149 Their claim is that
communities can have advantages: The prevalence of repeat interactions
improves incentives to cooperate, the ability to acquire informationabout
past and present and to predict likely future behavior of other participants
reduces risk of defection or failure, and the organizationalspaces provide a
platformfor practicingthe empiricallytested fact that many people have a
taste for enforcing against antisocial behavior. Along these dimensions,
they claim that community governance systems exist alongside, and
complement,marketsand states where their relative advantagesmake them
betterthanmarketsand states at solving governanceproblems.50
My own aim is to generalize this claim, such that we understand
"communitygovernance"aimed at productionas a special case of social
sharing, one that gains robustness because it involves tightly connected
social groups. But social sharing is a broader phenomenon, one that
includes cooperative enterprisesthat can be pursuedby weakly connected
participantsor even by total strangersand yet function as a sustainableand
substantialmodality of economic production.Indeed, in the context of the
digitally networkedenvironment,it is this type of sharing and cooperative

146. See, e.g., Robert C. Ellickson, ControllingChronicMisconductin City Spaces: Of
Panhandlers,SkidRows, and Public-SpaceZoning, 105 YALEL.J. 1165, 1194-201(1996); Dan
M. Kahan,BetweenEconomicsand Sociology: TheNew Path of Deterrence,95 MICH.L. REV.
2477 (1997).
147. See supranote 77; see also CarolM. Rose, LeftBrain,RightBrain and Historyin the
New Law and Economicsof Property,79 OR.L. REV.479 (2000); CarolM. Rose, TheSeveral
Futuresof Property:Of Cyberspaceand Folk Tales,EmissionTradesand Ecosystems,83 MINN.
L. REV.129 (1998).
148. See OSTROM,
supra note 77, at 91-92 (listing clearlydefinedboundariesas crucialto
success). Plainly,however,the provisioningof a dam in Ostrom'sdescriptionof the Philippine
zanjeiras,id. at 82-88, organizedaroundclaimsto the resultingwaterflow, none of whichis price
basedor legal fiatbased,describesa richlydetailedsocialproductionsystem.
149. See Bowles & Gintis,supranote 91.
150. See id.
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productionamong strangersand weakly connected participantsthat holds
the greatesteconomic promise.
The most visible set of practicesthat typify this broaderclaim is what I
have called commons-based peer production-large-scale cooperative
efforts in which the thing shared among the participantsis their creative
effort.15' Most prominent among these is free software. A sharing-based
approachto software development, free software or open source software
depends on many individuals contributingto a common project out of a
variety of motivations and then sharing their respective contributions
without any one entity or person assertinga right of exclusion to either the
contributedcomponents or the resulting whole. In order to avoid the joint
product being appropriatedby any single party, participantsusually retain
copyrightsin their contributionsbut license them to anyone-participant or
stranger-on a model thatjoins a universallicense to use the materialswith
constraintsthat make its reappropriationby either the contributoror a third
party difficult, if not impossible. While there have been many arguments
about how widely the provisions that prevent appropriationshould be used,
the practical adoption patternshave been dominatedby forms of licensing
thatpreventreappropriationof the contributionsor the joint product.152
Free software has played an importantrole in the recognition of peer
productionbecause software is a functionalgood with measurablequalities.
It can be more or less authoritativelytested, quantitatively, against its
market-based competitors. And in many instances free software has
prevailed. Over sixty percent of web server software, in particular for
critical e-commerce sites, runs on the Apache web server-free software.'53
More than half of all back-office e-mail functions are run by one free
software programor another.154These are mission-criticalapplications for
151. See Benkler,supra note 3; James Boyle, The Second EnclosureMovementand the
Constructionof thePublicDomain,LAW& CONTEMP.
PROBS.,Winter/Spring
2003, at 33, 44-49.
152. JoshLerner& JeanTirole,TheScope of OpenSourceLicensing,21 J.L.ECON.& ORG.
(forthcomingSpring2005) (manuscriptat 37 tbl.1) (identifyingroughlyeighty-fivepercentof the
licenses in active projects on SourceForge,the biggest site for clearance of free software
developmentprojects, as having "restrictive"or "very restrictive"licenses-that is, largely
speaking,as beingcopylefted).
153. Netcraft,Web Server SurveyArchives,http://news.netcraft.com/archives/web_server
survey.html(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
154. E-mail serversurveys are less commonand regularizedthan web serversurveys.For
much of the 1990s, the dominante-mail serverwas Sendmail,see GLYNMOODY,
REBEL
CODE
243 (2001), whichwas distributedmostlyundera BerkeleySoftwareDesign (BSD) license andis
currentlyavailableunderthatlicense to all but those who intendto be commercialredistributors
of the software when unaccompanied by its source code, see Sendmail License,
ftp://ftp.sendmail.org/pub/sendmail/license
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004). In the past few years,
Sendmailhas lost marketshare, partly to other free software projects and partly to a new
proprietarye-mail server,iMail, which seems to have risen in usage to around19%of market
share. Compare Credentia, E-Mail Server Survey Results for April 2003,
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004) (notingiMail's 8.4%
http://www.credentia.cc/surveys/smtp/200304/
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the organizations that adopt them, applications that most organizations
would not jeopardize to save a few thousand dollars in licensing fees.
Google, Amazon, and CNN.com, for example, are not running their web
servers on the GNU/Linux operating system'55 in order to save licensing
fees at the risk of a higher failure rate for their core businesses. The
measurableefficacy of free software has made dismissing the phenomenon
harder. The centrality of software to production in the information and
communicationsenvironmenthas made its success impossible to ignore and
importantto preserveand emulate.
While free software is the most visible instance of peer production,
with areas of measurably superior performance,it is not its only locus. I
have described these other phenomena in detail elsewhere,156 but will
encapsulate one example here. Slashdot is a technology-news site
coauthoredby a quarterof a million users.'•7It is far from perfect,but it has
become something of a must-read for anyone seriously interested in
informationand communicationstechnology. The site allows its hundreds
of thousands of users to scour the Internet for news, to identify what is
relevant and what is not, and to post links with commentaryfor others to
read. Users then comment and elaborate,work that itself is peer reviewed
by other users through a system of technologically mediated recording of
quality judgments. The peer reviewers are themselves reviewed by other
users periodically, and may be removed if enough other users find their
judgments lacking. The whole system of posting of stories, commentaryon
stories posted, and recursive peer review of the commentary and of the
quality of the peer reviewers runs on a free software platform. Together

market share in April 2003), with FalkoTimme, Mail Server Survey March 2004,
032004.php (last visited Sept. 29, 2004)
http://www.falkotimme.com/projects/survey_smtp
(notingiMail's 18.75%sharein March2004). At the sametime, however,a free softwareproject
supportedby IBM, Postfix, also rose from 2.53% to 20.55%. CompareCredentia,supra, with
FalkoTimme,supra. Postfix is a particularlyinterestingcase because it was developedas an
alternativeto Sendmailbut also self-consciouslyas a competitorto Qmail.See PostfixOverview,
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004). Qmail, in turn, was
http://www.postfix.org/motivation.html
developedas an alternativeto Sendmail,and for a while was believedto have been developedby
Daniel Bemrnstein
for release as free software.Bernstein,however, has chosen to release the
softwareat no charge,but undertermsthatgive him strongauthorialcontrol.See D.J. Bernstein,
Informationfor Distributors,http://cr.yp.to/qmail/dist.html
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004). Qmail's
use declined dramaticallybetween the two surveys cited above, suggestinga preferencein the
community of adopters for free software over software that is offered at no charge, but
nonethelesscontrolled.
155. Informationaboutthe operatingsystemused by a website can be obtainedby querying
the site. A simple tool is availableat Netcraft,About the NetcraftWeb ServerQuery Form,
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004). The three sites are selected
http://uptime.netcraft.com/up/graph
purely for anecdotalintuitivereasons,with no special claim to being representativeof broader
usage statistics.
156. See Benkler,supranote 3, at 381-400.
157. Slashdot,http://slashdot.org/
(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
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these provide an identifiableinformationgood, co-producedby many users,
in a manner that is efficacious and yet based on social motivations and
structuresof participation,not on prices or hierarchicalcommands. The
users contributeand share in each other's time andjudgments about what is
relevantto this communityof interestand how to evaluate the events of the
day in its fields of coverage. In this case, the "shareablegood" involved is
the time, education, and effort of the users who participate.It is combined
with a public good-existing information-to form what is also itself a
public good-a topical news and commentary source. Other similar
endeavorshave provisioned an encyclopedia coauthoredby a few thousand
volunteers,158 a comprehensivehuman-editeddirectoryof websites, on the
model of the Yahoo! directory but provisioned by over 60,000
volunteers,'59 and many other examples.160
Creativelabor in the context of peer productioncan be harnessedwhen
a project is broken up into discrete modules, whose granularityis varied
and sufficiently fine grained to allow individuals with diverse motivations
to engage in the effort at levels appropriatefor their motivations but still
provide stable contributionsto the whole.161 In this, the modularity and
granularityof the individual effort and time required by a project allow
individualsto segment their own days, weeks, or months such that they can
find "excess capacity"that they can contributeto the common effort. The
relative efficiency of peer productionand markets,as with the case of social
sharing of shareable goods, is analyzed in terms similar to those offered
here--concerning information,transactioncosts, and motivations-but with
changes appropriatefor the case of humancreative labor, which is different
in many ways from the material goods that were the subject of the first
three Partsof this Essay.
These lines of literaturepoint to an emerging understandingof social
productionand exchange. This phenomenonis not limited to public goods,
to exotic out-of-the-way places like surviving medieval Spanish irrigation
regions'62 or the shores of Maine's lobster-fishinggrounds,'63 or even to the
ubiquitousphenomenon of the household.164 Nor, as SETI@home and the
body snatchers and slugs of Northern Virginia suggest, is it necessarily
limited to stable communities of individuals who interactoften and know

158.
159.
160.
161.
162.

(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
Wikipedia:TheFreeEncyclopedia,
http://www.wikipedia.org
(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
OpenDirectoryProject,http://www.dmoz.org
See Benkler,supranote 3.
See id. at 400-43.
See OSTROM,
supranote 77, at 69-81.

163. See ACHESON,supra note 77.
164. See AT THEINTERFACE:
THE HOUSEHOLD
AND BEYOND(David B. Small & Nicola
THEDOMESTICMODE
Tannenbaum eds., 1999); THE HOUSEHOLD
ECONOMY:RECONSIDERING
OFPRODUCTION
(Richard R. Wilk ed., 1989); Ellickson, supra note 83.
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each other or expect to continue to interactpersonally. Social productionof
goods and services, both public and private,is pervasive, though unnoticed.
It sometimes substitutesfor, and sometimes complements,marketand state
productioneverywhere.It is, to be fanciful, the darkmatterof our economic
productionuniverse.
Consider the way in which the following sentences are intuitively
familiar, yet as a practical matter describe the provisioning of goods or
services that have well-defined NAICS categories.165 Their provisioning
throughthe markets is accounted for in the economic census, but they are
commonly provisionedin a form consistent with the definition of sharingon a radicallydistributedmodel, withoutprice or command.
NAICS 624410 [Babysittingservices, child day care]
"John, could you pick up Bobby today when you take Lauren to
soccer? I have a conferencecall I have to make."
"Areyou doing homeworkwith Zoe today, or shall I?"
NAICS 484210 [Trucking used household, office, or institutional
furnitureand equiptment]
"Jane,could you lend a hand moving this table to the dining room?"
"Here,let me hold the elevator door for you, that looks heavy."
NAICS 484122 [Trucking,general freight trucking, long distance, less
than truckload]
"Jack,do you mind if I load my box of books in your trunkso you can
drop it off at my brother'son your way to Boston?"
NAICS 519110 [Trafficreportingservices]
"Oh, don't take 1-95, it's got horribleconstructiontrafficto exit 39."
NAICS 711510 [Newspapercolumnists, independent(freelance)]
"I don't know about Clark, he doesn't move me, I think he should be
more aggressive in criticizing Bush on Iraq."
NAICS 621610 [Home health care services]
"Canyou please get me my medicine? I'm too wiped to get up."
"Wouldyou like a cup of tea?"

165. NAICSstandsforNorthAmericanIndustryClassificationSystem,developedby the U.S.
Census Bureauto describeeconomicactivity.See NAICS Home Page, http://www.census.gov/
(lastvisited Sept.29, 2004).
epcd/www/naics.html
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NAICS 561591 [Touristinformationbureaus]
"Excuseme, how do I get to CarnegieHall?"
NAICS 561320 [Temporaryhelp services]
"I've got a real crunchon the farm,can you come over on Saturdayand
lend a hand?"
"This is crazy, I've got to get this documentout tonight. Could you lend
me a handwith proofing and pulling it all together?"
NAICS 71 [Arts, entertainment,and recreation]
"Did you hear the one about the Buddhist monk, the rabbi, and the
Catholicpriest?"
"Roger,bring out your guitar!"
"Anybodyup for a game of... ?"
The litany of examples reveals a conception of social sharing that
differs from the current foci of the literature along four different
dimensions. First, the examples relate to productionof goods and services,
not only of norms or rules. Social relations provide the very motivations
for, and information relating to, production and exchange, not only the
institutional framework for organizing action that itself is motivated,
informed,and organizedby marketsor managerialcommands.Second, they
relate to all kinds of goods, not only public goods. In particular, the
paradigmcases of free software development, distributedcomputing, and
carpooling involve labor and shareablegoods--each plainly using private
goods as inputs and, in the case of carpooling and distributedcomputing,
producingprivate goods as outputs.Third, at least some of them relate not
only to relations of production within well-defined communities of
individuals who have repeated interactions,but extend to cover baseline
standardsof human decency. These standardsenable passersby to ask one
anotherfor the time or for directions,enable driversto cede the roadto each
other, and enable strangers to collaborate on software projects, on
coauthoring an online encyclopedia, or on running simulations of how
proteins fold. Fourth,they may either complementor substitutefor market
and state production systems, depending on the social construction of
mixed provisioning.
What weight social and sharing-basedproductionhas in the economy is
hard to measure. Our intuitionsabout capillary systems would suggest that
the total volume of boxes or books moved or lifted; instructions given;
news relayed; and meals prepared by family, friends, neighbors, and
minimally decent strangers would be high relative to the amount of
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substitutable activity carried on through market exchanges or state
provisioning.
B. SharingIs Sensitive to TechnologyBecause IndividualEfficacyIs
Subjectto Physical-Capital Constraints
A threshold requirement for social sharing to be a modality of
economic production,as opposed to purely one of social reproduction,is
that sharing-basedaction be effective. Efficacy of individualaction depends
on the physical-capital requirements for action to become materially
effective, which in turn depend on technology. When effective action has
very low physical-capitalrequirements,so that every individualpossesses,
by natural capacity, the physical capital necessary for action, social
production or sharing can be (though may in practice not become)
ubiquitous.Voice cords to participatein a sing-along and muscles to lift a
box are obvious examples. When the capital requirementsare nontrivial,
but the capital good is still widely distributedand available, sharing can
similarly be ubiquitous and effective. This is true whether the shared
resourceor good is the capacity of the capital good itself-as in the case of
shareable goods-or some widely distributedhuman capacity capable of
being made effective through the use of the widely distributed capital
goods-as in the case of the human creativity,judgment, experience, and
labor that are shared in online peer production processes, for which
participantsrely on the widespread availability of connected computersto
participate.
When some larger-scale physical-capital requirement is a threshold
requirement of effective action, however, we should not expect to see
widespread reliance on decentralized sharing as a standardmodality of
production.Industrialmass manufactureof automobiles, steel, and plastic
toys is not the sort of thing likely to be producedon a social sharingbasis,
because of the capital constraints.This is not to say that even for large-scale
capitalprojects,like irrigationsystems and dams, social productionsystems
cannot step into the breach. We have those core examples in the common
propertyregime literature,and we have worker-ownedfirms as examples of
mixed systems. But those systems tend to replicate the characteristicsof
firm, state, or market production-using various combinations of quotas,
scrip systems, formal policing by "professional" officers, quasi-formal
systems for adjudicating disputes, and midlevel management within
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worker-owned firms.'66By comparison, the lobster gangs of Maine167or
fishing groups in Japan,'68whose capitalrequirementsare much lower, tend
to be more social-relations-basedsystems, with less formalized or crisp
measurementof contributionsto and calls on the productionsystem.
It is important to emphasize that technology imposes threshold
constraints on effective sharing, but it cannot unilaterally determine the
level of sharing practiced in a society. At any given level of technically
feasible sharing, societies may differ in their culturalpractices and tastes.
These differences can be expressed in the approachI offered in Part III as
(1) the level of background investment in any one of the alternative
transactional frameworks and (2) the shape of the demand for socialpsychological rewards.Differences in these elements will result in different
levels of sharing in societies that share a technological state but differ in
their cultures of sharing. A change in technology, however, that increases
the supply of opportunitiesfor sharing should, other things being equal,
increase the prevalence of sharing practices. Moreover, if culture is
endogenous, then the taste for sharingwill also change with the increase in
feasible opportunitiesfor sharing.For example, one possible interpretation
of the survey data about preferences of carpoolersl69 is that it is an
indication of coherence-seeking attitudinalchanges toward the benefits of
sociability, time saving, etc. that carpoolers adopt to make their practice
cohere with their beliefs, ratherthan of attitudinalpriors that individuals
hold before participatingin the practice.'17 If this were so, and we believed
that by practicingsharingpeople come to value it more, or come to learn to
trust other participants, then an increase in opportunities to share will
dynamicallyincreasethe taste for sharingas well,"'7which will increasethe
166. See, e.g., HANSMANN,
supra note 104 (describingthe worker-ownedfirm as simply a
species of firm ownership);OSTROM,
supra note 77, at 69-82 (describingthe governance
mechanismsof the complexirrigationsystems).
167. See ACHESON,
supranote 77.
168. See Jean-PhilippePlatteau& Erika Seki, CommunityArrangementsTo Overcome
IN
ANDMARKETS
MarketFailures. Pooling Groupsin Japanese Fisheries, in COMMUNITIES
ECONOMIC
344 (MasahikoAoki & YujiroHayamieds., 2001).
DEVELOPMENT
169. See supranotes 52-53 andaccompanyingtext.
170. See Simon,supranote 54.
171. I have been criticized on this point with the claim that if sharing becomes more
The ubiquityof sharingand giving will drainthese
widespread,perhapsit will be "cheapened":
acts of the statusthey derivefrombeing exceptional,thus effectivelycrowdingitself out. This is
of coursean empiricalprediction,not an analyticobjection,but one that comportsneitherwith
intuitionnorwith evidence.As for intuition,imaginethattakinga friendhome in your car aftera
partyis an uncommonpractice,so that when you take someoneand dropthem off threeblocks
fromhomeyou get greatkudos.Now imaginethatthe practicegrows,andpeople oftentakeeach
otherhome. Whena friendsays, "I have no car,"what happens?(1) You thinkto yourself,"Ah,
everyoneis takingpeople home in theircarsnow, so I won't get kudos,"and then say, "Sorry,I
can't,"andthe friendthinksand says, "Oh,that'sfine";or, (2) you thinkand say the same as in
(1), but the friendthinksto herself,"Whata selfish sociopath,"the expectationof which actually
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amount of sharing practiced. This is a virtuous cycle, at least from the
perspective of anyone who holds that a society that practices trust and
sharing is normatively more attractive than a society where agents treat
each other at arm's length.172
To say that sharing is technology dependentis not to deny that it is a
ubiquitoushuman phenomenon. Sharingis so deeply ingrainedin so many
of our cultures that it would be difficult to argue that with the "right"(or
perhaps "wrong")technological contingencies, it would simply disappear.
My claim is much narrower.It is that the relative economic role of sharing
changes with technology. There are technological conditions that require
more or less capital, in largeror smaller packets, for effective provisioning
of goods, services, and resources valued functionally. As these conditions
change, the relative scope for social sharing practices to play a role in
production changes too. When goods, services, and resources are widely
dispersed,their owners can choose to engage with each otherthroughsocial
sharing instead of through markets or a formal state-based relationship,
because individuals have available to them the resources necessary to
engage in such behaviorwithout recourseto capital marketsor the taxation
power of the state. If technological changes make the resources necessary
for effective action rare or expensive, individuals may wish to interact in
social relations but will only be able to do so ineffectively, or in different
fields of endeavor that do not similarly requirehigh capitalization.Largegrained, expensive physical capital draws behavior into one or the other of
the modalities of productionthat can concentratefinancial capital.Nothing,
however, preventschange from happeningin the opposite direction.Goods,
services, and resources that in the industrial stage of the information
economy requiredlarge-scale, concentratedcapital investmentto provision
are now subject to a changing technological environmentthat can make
sharing a better way of achieving the same results today than can states,
markets,or theirhybrid,regulatedindustries.
Music, for instance, was a relationalgood in the nineteenthcentury.173
It was somethingpeople did in the physical presence of one another:in the
folk way of hearing,repeating,and improvising;in the middle-class way of
buying sheet music and playing for guests or attending public
resultsin (3) yoursayingin the firstplace, "Sure,I'd love to," andif you wantto earnthe kudos,
you go threeblocks out of yourway anddropher off at the frontdoor.Beyondthe intuition,both
analytic models and empirical evidence supportthe propositionthat as kind, sharing, and
reciprocalbehaviorincreasesin society, so does the tendencyto trust others,reciprocate,and
behavepro-socially.See, e.g., KAHAN,
supranote 2, at 2-6.
172. See HelenNissenbaum& YochaiBenkler,CommonsBasedPeerProductionandVirtue
(May26, 2004) (unpublishedmanuscript,on file with author).
173. Eben Moglen, The dotCommunist Manifesto 2-3 (Jan. 2003), available at
http://moglen.law.columbia.edu/publications/dcm.pdf.
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performances;or in the upper-classway of hiring musicians. Market-based
production depended on performance through presence. It provided
opportunitiesfor artiststo live and performlocally. With the introductionof
the phonograph, a particular relationship to played music was made
possible, one that was more passive, relying on the high capital
requirements of recording, copying, and distributing instantiations of
recorded music. What developed was a concentratedindustry, based on
massive investmentsin preferenceformation,which crowded out some, but
not all, of the sharing practices and many of the presence-performancebased markets, though not all of them (like jazz clubs, piano bars, or
wedding bands). Conversely, as computersbecame more music capable and
digital networks became a ubiquitously available distributionnetwork, we
saw the emergence of the present conflict over the regulation of cultural
production-the law of copyright-between the twentieth-century
industrial-modelrecording industryand the emerging amateurdistribution
systems coupled, at least according to supporters,to a reemergence of
decentralized,relation-basedmarketsfor professionalperformanceartists.
C. Decentralized,Loosely CoupledSocial SharingIs an Economically
AttractiveModalityofProduction
The kind of social interaction typified by peer production like free
softwaredevelopment,or by distributedcomputing,has remarkablymarketlike characteristicsthat make it particularlyattractiveas a social modality
of production from the perspective of economic efficiency. The
decentralizationof these processes underlies agents' capacity to retain a
great degree of individual autonomy within the social interaction. This
autonomy-to choose to participate,to select opportunitiesfor action, and
to act when the participantwishes and in the fashion that she chooses-is
centralto the informationaladvantageof peer-productionefforts over firms.
Individualagents can act, by contributinglabor or a unit of excess capacity,
without the need for formalizatioqlof their role or contribution,either for
contracting or for managerial assignment. The modularity--of the
incrementalmaterialcontributionsin shareablegoods or of the work tasks
in peer production-keeps individual actions discrete and fairly fine
grained. This modularityagain allows individualsto make decisions at the
margin for each contribution or cluster of contributions, without
undermining the whole and without incurring high social costs. These
characteristics make the availability of resources-either labor or
materials-relatively fluid. The weakness of the social relations, usually
thought harmful to the sustainability of cooperation in the absence of
property rights or managerial oversight, improves the fluidity of
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deploymentof goods and actions and bolsters the degree of agent autonomy
in the relationship.
This does not mean that individualsdo not get emotionallyand socially
engaged in peer-productionprojects. They do. Nor does it mean that
participantsdo not derive a sense of meaning and connectedness to others
from participation.They do. It does, however, mean that the particular
shape of this form of social production is relatively fluid, leaving
tremendousroom for autonomousindividual action, in concert with others
but not subject to them. The normativeimplicationsof these characteristics
of peer productionand large-scale social sharingbehaviors are ambiguous.
To a communitarian,the fluidity, the capacity to be involved in many
projects at once, to ratchet one's participationup or down on an ad hoc
basis, and to cabin the cooperative enterprise in one small or large
compartmentof one's life would render this mode relatively unattractive.
But to liberals, libertarians,and postmodernists,various characteristicsof
this modalityof productionshould be very congenial-it respects autonomy
and allows for the creation of varied and diverse social relations of
production,relatively free of the structuringeffects of propertyrights and
the distributionof wealth. Irrespectiveof one's position on the normative
attractiveness of peer production as compared to Amish barn raisings,
functionally it allows larger-scaleparticipationby many more people, who
can shift their efforts and contributionsdynamically as need and interest
arise and change. It is, in other words, likely to be more economically
effective and efficient on a largerscale.
The claim, then, is that phenomena I describe here and elsewheresharing of material shareable goods and peer production of software,
information,and culturalgoods more generally-resemble an ideal market
in their social characteristics,but with social cues and motivationsreplacing
prices as a means to generate information and motivate action. These
phenomenarely on relatively impersonal,or loosely coupled, cooperation,
are generally focused on a particularfunctional project, and are based on
quite radically decentralized action. Their impersonality is what allows
them to scale to very large groups, which can nonetheless maintain
effective action, because intimacy, or even substantialfamiliarity,is highly
limited by each individual's time, memory, and emotional capacities. Their
relatively project-specificpatternis what allows for moderatelyimpersonal
exchange to suffice. Increasing the relational scope, which would require
greater dedication from each individual, would make participants more
vulnerableto each other and requiregreaterstability and control over inputs
and outputs. The absence of these stronger,"stickier"bonds makes these
phenomena attractive as a modality of production because they allow
greater flexibility and liquidity in the deployment of resources-whether
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human or material-through these systems, more so than systems that
depend on more centralized organizational infrastructuresor that claim
broaderscope over the participationof participants.
V. SOMECURRENTPOLICYIMPLICATIONS

Whatare the policy implicationsof recognizing sharingas a sustainable
and potentially efficient modality of economic production?Where is there
now a policy battle between market-based,hierarchicalorganizationsand
social production through sharing? I will note here three areas with
substantial implications for how our society produces, records, and
communicatesinformation,knowledge, and culture.
A. WirelessCommunicationsRegulation
Perhapsthe most counterintuitivepolicy shift, yet the one most likely to
represent a fundamentalchange in our approach to provisioning a basic
resource,is in the area of wireless communications.Early in the first decade
and a half of radio, radios were relatively specialized but not sophisticated.
Wireless communicationscapacity, such as existed, was therefore largely
decentralized.Marconioperatedlarge shore-to-shipstations on a monopoly
service model, alongside much small-scale experimentationof the type that
would come to be known as amateurradio. From World War I throughthe
mid-1920s, improvementsin the capacity of expensive transmittersand a
series of strategic moves by the owners of the core patents in radio
transmission-GE, RCA, AT&T, and Westinghouse-led by 1926 to the
emergenceof the industrialmodel of radiocommunicationsthattypified the
twentieth century. Radio came to be dominated by a small number of
professional,commercialnetworks,based on high-capital-costtransmitters,
supportedby a regulatoryframeworktailored to making passive reception
with simple receivers of commercialprogrammingdelivered throughhighpowered transmittersthe primarymodel of radio for most Americans. This
development crowded out the more widely distributed,local infrastructure
of nonmarketbroadcastingthat blossomed in the first half of the 1920s in
the United States.174
174. A condensedversion of this history can be found in Yochai Benkler, Overcoming
Agoraphobia: Building the Commons of the Digitally Networked Environment, 11 HARVJ.L. &

TECH.287, 301-14 (1998). Themostcomprehensivehistoryon whichthis storyis basedis 1 ERIK
IN THEUNITEDSTATES:A TOWERIN BABEL(1966).
BARNOuw, A HISTORYOFBROADCASTING
There are, needless to say, other historiographies of this period, some covered in Benkler, supra,
at 298-301. The most distinctly different story, focusing more on the politics of grass-roots
activism versus corporate corruption of the process and locating the origins of the system in the
MASS
mid-1930s instead of the mid-1920s, is ROBERTW. MCCHESNEY,
TELECOMMUNICATIONS,
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The industrialmodel, which assumes a large-scale capital investmentin
the core of the networkand small-scale investmentsat the edges, optimized
for receiving what is generated at the core, was imprinted on wireless
communications systems both at the level of design and of regulatory
theory. When mobile telephony came along, it replicatedthe same model,
using relatively cheap handsets oriented toward an infrastructure-centric
deployment of towers. The economic analysis of wireless communications
adoptedthe same model, and it spent four decades criticizing the incumbent
approachonly on the basis that it inefficiently regulatedthe legal right to
constructa wireless system by regulatingspectrumuse insteadof creatinga
marketin "spectrumuse" rights.175
By the time that legislatures in the United States and aroundthe world
had begun to accede to the wisdom of the economists' critique, however,
the industrial model had been rendered obsolete by technology.176 In
THEBATTLEFORTHECONTROL
1928-1935
OFU.S. BROADCASTING,
MEDIA,ANDDEMOCRACY:

(1993). While McChesney'shistoryis a grippingand importantone, it is consistent,ratherthan
inconsistent,with the hypothesisthat the U.S. system was "tipped"by 1926. The power of the
networks,which had capturedthe politicalprocessin the 1930s, is rootedin the businesshistory
of the first half of the 1920s. McChesneydescribeshow that earliermoment,when we were
lockedinto the regulated,concentratedcommercial-industry
model,workeditself out over almost
a decade,ratherthandescribinga momentof trueopennessandmissedopportunity.
The stakes of this interpretationfor understandingInternetpolicy today are high. My
version,the versionI ascribeto Barnouw,requiresan immediatefocus on economicandtechnical
structurewhile the technologicaland business organizationof the Internetcommunications
environmentis still open.Time is of the essence,businessstructureandtechnologythe objectives.
McChesney'sversionwould suggestthatpoliticalactionto attainregulatorycontrolof an already
embeddedtechnical-businessstructureis potentiallyeffective. Time is then a little looser, and
behavioralregulationof an otherwiseunattractivebusinessandtechnicalframeworkis a feasible
pathof reform.
175. The locus classicus of the economists' critique is R.H. Coase, The Federal
Communications Commission, 2 J.L. & ECON. 1 (1959). The best-worked-out version of how

these propertyrightswould look remainsArthurS. De Vanyet al., A PropertySystemfor Market
Allocation of the Electromagnetic Spectrum.:A Legal-Economic-Engineering Study, 21 STAN.L.

REV.1499 (1969). Whilethose workswere deeplyrevolutionaryfor theirtime, andcoherentwith
the then-prevailingtechnological-economicconditionsand the state of the radio engineering
had to be "managed"by someone,and thatthatsomeone
discipline,the positionthat"spectrum"
must be eitherthe governmentor an owner of propertyrightsdefined in RF frequencybands,
turnsout, in hindsight,to havebeentechnologicallycontingentratherthangenerallystable.
176. For the full argument,see Benkler, supra note 174; and Yochai Benkler, Some

Economics of Wireless Communications, 16 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 25 (2002). For an excellent

overviewof the intellectualhistoryof this debate,a detailedexplanationof the emergingbusiness
models aroundsharingradios,and a contributionto the institutionaldesign necessaryto make
space for this change, see Kevin Werbach, Supercommons: Toward a Unified Theory of Wireless

Communication,82 TEX. L. REV. 863 (2004). The policy implicationsof computationally
intensiveradiosusing wide bandswere firstraised,to my knowledge,by GeorgeGilder,TheNew
Rule of Wireless,FORBES
ASAP, Mar.29, 1993, at 96s, and by Paul Baran,Visions of the 21st
CenturyCommunications:Is the Shortageof Radio Spectrumfor BroadbandNetworksof the
Futurea Self Made Problem?,KeynoteAddressBefore the EighthAnnualConferenceon Next
GenerationNetworks (Nov. 9, 1994), available at http://www.eff.org/Infrastructure/Wireless
Both statementsfocused on the potential
cellular_radio/false_scarcity_baran_cngn94.transcript.
abundanceof spectrumand how it renders"spectrummanagement"obsolete.Eli Noam was the
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particular, the declining cost of computation and the increasing
sophistication of communicationsprotocols among end-user devices in a
networkmade possible new sharing-basedsolutions to the problem of how
to allow users to communicate without wires. Now, instead of having a
regulation-determinedexclusive right to transmit, which may or may not
itself be subject to market reallocation, it is possible to have a market in
small-scale capital goods-smart radio equipment owned by individuals,
much like automobilesand PCs-which embed in the devices the technical
ability to share capacity and cooperate in the creation of capacity. These
radios can cooperate by relaying each other's messages or by temporarily
"lending"their antennae to neighbors to help them decipher messages of
senderswho are not entitledto exclusive use of the spectrum.'77
Described in terms of this Essay, radio and computer technology has
changed. Where once we had capital goods (radio transmittersand antenna
towers) and consumer goods (radio receivers), now we have shareable
goods (new radio "transceivers").These transceivershave excess capacity
to generate wireless transportcapacity, which, like distributedcomputers
and automobiles, their owners can share in order to produce wireless
communicationssystems.
The reasons that the owners share are relatively straightforwardin this
case. Users want to have wireless connectivity all the time, to be reachable
and immediately available everywhere. But they do not actually want to
communicate every few microseconds. They are therefore willing to
first to point out that, even if one did not buy the idea that computationallyintensive radios
eliminatedscarcity,they still renderedpropertyrightsin spectrumobsolete,andenabledinsteada
fluid, dynamic,real-timemarketin spectrumclearancerights.See Eli M. Noam, Takingthe Next
Step Beyond Spectrum Auctions: Open Spectrum Access, IEEE COMM.MAG., Dec. 1995, at 66;
see also Eli Noam, Spectrum Auctions: Yesterday's Heresy, Today's Orthodoxy, Tomorrow's
Anachronism. Taking the Next Step to Open Spectrum Access, 41 J.L. & ECON. 765, 778-80

(1998) (elaboratingthe author'searlierwork).The argumentthatequipmentmarketsbased on a
spectrumcommonsor free access to frequenciescould replacethe role plannedfor marketsin
spectrumpropertyrights with computationallyintensive equipmentand sophisticatednetwork
sharingprotocols, and would likely be more efficient even assumingthat scarcitypersists, is

presented in Benkler, supra note 174. LAWRENCELESSIG, CODE AND OTHER LAWS OF
CYBERSPACE
LESSIG,THEFUTUREOFIDEAS
(1999) [hereinafter LESSIG,CODE],and LAWRENCE

(2001), developan argumentrelyingon the parallelstructureof innovationin the originalInternet
end-to-enddesign architecture
and of open wirelessnetworksthatoffers a rationalebased on the
innovationdynamic in supportof the economic value of open wireless networks.David P.
Reed, Why Spectrum Is Not Property: The Case for an Entirely New Regime of
and
WirelessCommunications
Policy (Feb.27, 2001), http://www.reed.com/Papers/openspec.html,
David P. Reed, Commentsfor FCC SpectrumPolicy Task Force on SpectrumPolicy (July 8,
2002), http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?nativeor
pdf=pdf&id_document=6513202407
andlimitationsof
Reed,Commentsfor FCC],crystallizedthe technicalunderpinnings
[hereinafter
the idea that spectrumcan be regardedas property.Reed's was the first substantialset of public
commentsin favorof a spectrumcommons.
177. For a reasonablyaccessible descriptionof the various techniques, see Andrea J.
Goldsmith & Stephen B. Wicker, Design Challenges for Energy-Constrained Ad Hoc Wireless
COMM.,Aug. 2002, at 8.
Networks, IEEE WIRELESS
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purchase and keep turnedon equipmentthat makes them always available
and instantaneouslyconnected from wherever they are. Manufacturers,in
turn, develop and adhere to standards that improve capacity and
connectivity. Given that "cooperationgain" is the most promisingsource of
better-than-linearcapacity scaling for distributedwireless systems,178 these
standardsshould gravitatetoward interoperabilityand mutual awareness of
requirements.Whetherthere are technically robustways of "cheating"on a
standardto improve performanceby not cooperatingis debatable,179but it
is doubtfulthat, even if achievable in principle,cheating could be done on a
commercial scale without detection and in compliance with interoperability
standards. Users, then, have incentives to keep systems turned on,
manufacturershave incentives to "share nicely," and defections from
sharing are likely to be reasonably identifiable. What remains for
considerationin the regulatoryprocess is how much, if any, background
regulation of systems is necessary to constrain specifically strategic
defections from cooperative standards, and in what flavors-as
precertificationrules, as liability rules, etc. This is a hardproblemthat will
likely not be solved theoretically, but rather through practical
experimentationwith different regimes in different parts of the alreadyregulatedspectrum.
Cooperative,sharing-basedwireless connectivity can emerge if it is not
illegal for the vendors of wireless equipment to produce and sell the
machines that let people share their capacity and help each other to
communicate.The past few years have seen at first slow, and more recently
quite dramatic,change in the extent to which the FCC and Congress have
recognized this opportunityand begun to make regulatory space for its
development.Indeed, in the past two years alone a majorshift has occurred,
and what have been called "commons-based" approaches to wireless

178. See Benkler,supra note 176, at 44-47 (providingdefinitionand underlyingtechnical
citations).The term"cooperationgain"was developedby David Reed, see Reed, Commentsfor
FCC,supranote 176, to describea conceptsimilarto, but somewhatbroaderthan,whatis known
as "diversitygain"in multi-userinformationtheory.
179. Compare Durga P. Satapathy & Jon M. Peha, Spectrum Sharing Without Licenses.:
49 (Gregory L. Rosston &
ANDTHEINTERNET
Opportunities and Dangers, in INTERCONNECTION

David Watermaneds., 1997) (modelingdefectionin unlicensedwireless systems),with Timothy
J. Shepard, Comments to the FCC Taskforce, http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004), and Timothy J.
nativeorpdf-=pdf&id_document=6513201206
Shepard, Additional Comments, http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?nativeor_.pdf=
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004). Shepard, who was the first
pdf&id_document=6513405081
theoreticalengineerto build a workablemodel of municipal-levelscalablenetworksin a mesh
architecture,explainswhy addingpower-the quintessentialstrategythatwould lead to tragedy
andrequireregulation-is not the only, and indeednot the most desirable,mechanismof dealing
with increasedpowerby antisocialneighbors.See TimothyJasonShepard,DecentralizedChannel
Management in Scalable Multi-Hop Spread Spectrum Packet Radio Networks (1995)
(unpublishedPh.D.dissertation,MIT)(on file with the MITlibrary).
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communications policy have come to be seen as a legitimate, indeed a
central,componentof the FCC's wireless policy.180We are beginning to see
in this space the most prominentexample of a system once entirelyoriented
towardimprovingthe institutionalconditionsof market-basedproductionof
wireless transportcapacity as functionality flows (connectivity minutes)
now shifting to enable the emergence of a marketin shareablegoods (smart
radios) designed to provision transporton a sharingmodel.
B. Information,Knowledge,and CulturalProductionPolicy
Another area of policy where sharing is coming into conflict with
market- or firm-based production that is based on a particularregulatory
environmentis in culturalproduction.'18 The story of music that I told in
Section IV.B is the paradigmaticcase of the pressure that the ubiquity of
networked computers places on our understandingof how information,
knowledge, and culture are produced,of the potential these networks have
for increasing the relative role of sharing systems in that production
process, and of efforts to use law to squelch the technological conditions
and practicesof sharingand the social productionof distribution.
In many senses, it is odd to think of culturalproductionas an area that
ever came to be thought of as "dominated,"in any useful meaning of the
word, by marketproduction.As an analytic matter,music, films, and books
are forms of information,public goods, and could not, even in principle,be
provisioned efficiently by marketsalone.182 As a practicalmatter,we have
always relied heavily on organizationaland institutional forms insulated
from both state and markets to produce information, knowledge, and
culture. That is what the university and academic freedom are centrally
about. That is what underliesthe heavy reliance of the arts on philanthropy
and on a culture of esteem and status as crucial motivating forces. That is
what public schools and libraries are about. Our understanding of
information, knowledge, and culture as "public goods" in the formal
180. See FCC,

SPECTRUM POLICY TASK FORCE REPORT TO THE COMMISSION (2002),

available at http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-228542Al.pdf; Michael K.

Powell, BroadbandMigrationIII: New Directionsin Wireless Policy, Remarksat the Silicon
Flatiron TelecommunicationsProgram,University of Colorado at Boulder (Oct. 30, 2002),
available at http://www.fcc.gov/Speeches/Powell/2002/spmkp212.html.
181. The conflict is brilliantly described and engaged in LAWRENCE
LESSIG,FREECULTURE:
How BIG MEDIA USES TECHNOLOGYAND THE LAW TO LOCK DOWN CULTURE AND CONTROL
CREATIVITY (2004); JESSICA LITMAN, DIGITAL COPYRIGHT(2001); and SIVA VAIDHYANATHAN,
COPYRIGHTS AND COPYWRONGS: THE RISE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND HOW IT
THREATENS CREATIVITY(2001).

182. See Kenneth J. Arrow, Economic Welfare and the Allocation of Resources for Invention,
in NAT'L BUREAU OF ECON. RESEARCH, THE RATE AND DIRECTION OF INVENTIVE ACTIVITY:

ANDSOCIALFACTORS609, 616-17 (1962).
ECONOMIC
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economic sense should have immunizedus from mistakingthe presence of
importantmarket-basedapproachesfor the whole, or even the core, of the
story of informationand culturalproduction.And yet, it does seem that our
perceptionof where informationgenerally, and culturein particular,comes
from came to be dominatedover the second half of the twentiethcenturyby
a vision of Hollywood and the recordingindustry.
The rise of Hollywood and the recordingindustryis a happenstanceof
the twentieth-century economics of film and music recording and
distribution. The relative capital intensity involved in recording,
distribution, and production underlies the industrial structure of these
industries. This structure,in turn, and the political force of its industries,
underlies the steady but inexorable changes in copyright law, from a
relatively brief period of statutoryexclusivity over commercial distribution
at the turn of the twentieth century to a broad, practically perpetualright
over almost any use of copyrighted information, knowledge, or cultural
materialsby the close of that century.
Against the background of the iconic role of movies and recorded
music in framing how we understand our cultural production system,
Napster emerged at the close of the century as the counter-icon of the
technological shift that radically disruptedthat model. In the legal battles
that have followed, the industry has ever more virulently invoked the
powers of the state to squelch the use of this technology and its attendant
social-culturalattitudes.In these battles, the revolutionaryeffect of peer-topeer technologies and of sharing as a modality of production-in the case
of music, distribution, relevance, and accreditation-have been
overshadowed.183

Free software development, and peer production more generally,
combine two featuresthat make them the polar opposite of Hollywood and
the recordingindustry.First, they decentralizethe legal privilege to decide
to act upon information resources in pursuit of information production
projects. One needs no permission to participate in a peer-production
project, to use any particularpiece of software as an input, or to combine it
with any other. Second, the capital costs necessary to obtain, rework, and
communicate the products of one's work to others with whom one is
cooperating in productionare low and are already owned for a variety of
reasons by the participants. Neither capital nor legal rights provide a
condensationpoint for hierarchicalor property-basedrelations.

183. For an overviewof the state of the music and film industriesin the twentiethcentury,
andof the battlessince its closing yearsbetweenthe industrialproducersandthe emergingonline
technologies,

see WILLIAM W. FISHER III, PROMISES TO KEEP: TECHNOLOGY, LAW, AND THE

FUTUREOFENTERTAINMENT
(2004).
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The policy conflict between these modes of productionhas emerged in
two domains. First, and more immediately tractable to policy, is the
question of governmentprocurementpolicy vis-a-vis free software. Led by
Microsoft,184 some software producers who depend on copyright have
fought a battle to persuade governments to eschew free software in their
procurementpolicies, as against an opposite political move to embracefree
software-whether as a method to lower government software costs, a
development policy to allow local programmers to develop skills and
or a strategyto assure a diversity
opportunitiesin free software markets,"85
of sources for mission-critical applications.186 An understanding and
appreciationof the ubiquityand stabilityof social-sharing-basedproduction
is importantas an input into this debate.
More complex is the debate over the industrial structureof cultural
production, in particularmusic and movies. Unlike the peer-production
enterprises I mention here, Napster and its successors, from Gnutella to
KaZaa, are not involved in the creation of music. In what way, then, are
Napster and KaZaa "productive"?In the same sense that the recording
industrydeems its role in stampingCDs, promotingthem on radio stations,
and placing them on distributionchain shelves to be productive. That is,
they produceboth the physical and informationalaspects of the distribution
system collaboratively,on a social sharingbasis. This is what Eben Moglen
has called anarchistdistribution,which he claims has the perfectly plausible
advantagethat it puts the music people want into the hands of those who
want it most, based on the six-degrees-of-separationprinciple.187Jane's
friends and friends of friends are more likely to know exactly what music
would make her happy than are recording executives trying to predict
184. See Dave Newbart,MicrosoftCEO Take[s] LaunchBreak with the Sun-Times,CHI.
June1, 2001, at 57. Accordingto MicrosoftCEOSteveBallmer,
The only thing we have a problemwith is when the governmentfunds open source
work. Governmentfundingshouldbe for work that is availableto everybody.Open
sourceis not availableto commercialcompanies.The way the license is written,if you
use any open sourcesoftwareyou have to makethe rest of your softwareopen source.
If the governmentwantsto put somethingin the publicdomain,it should.Linuxis not
in the public domain.Linux is a cancerthatattachesitself in an intellectualproperty
sense to everythingit touches.That'sthe way thatthe licenseworks.

SUN-TIMES,

Id.

185. See Open Source Initiative, Use of Free Software in Government Agencies,
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004) (giving text of
http://www.opensource.org/docs/bill-EngTrans.php
proposedPeruvianlegislation).
186. See PANELON OPENSOURCESOFTWARE
REPORTTO THE
FORHIGHENDCOMPUTING,
PRESIDENT:DEVELOPINGOPEN SOURCESOFTWARETO ADVANCEHIGH END COMPUTING

(2000), http://www.itrd.gov/pubs/pitac/pres-oss11lsep00.pdf.
187. See Eben Moglen, Freeing the Mind: Free Software and the Death of Proprietary
Culture,Addressat the Universityof MaineLaw School's FourthAnnualTechnologyand Law
Conference(June 29, 2003), available at http://emoglen.law.columbia.edu/publications/mainespeech.html.
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which song to place, on which station, and on which shelf, to expose her to
exactly the music she is most likely to buy in a context where she would
buy it.
So KaZaa produces distribution of music on a sharing modality.
Distributionis indeed a separateeconomic good from music creation, and
yet was centrally tied to the way the productionof music and movies has
been paid for throughoutthe twentieth century. The ties were so close, in
fact, that in displacing industrialdistribution, peer-to-peer distributionis
thought both by its critics and by some of its adherents to be likely to
undermine the very possibility of industrialproduction of music. Now,
there are some artistswho welcomed this development, understandingthat
the model of productionthey were partof was industrial,and believing that
artisticexpression was being constrainedby it.'88But others were perfectly
happy with industrial distribution and the millions of dollars that they
reapedfrom it, or believed that they might one day reap. Certainlythere are
recordingindustryexecutives whose roles have no existence outside of the
industrialorganizationof music productionand distribution.
Needless to say, it is not my purpose here to "solve" the question of
peer-to-peer networks and their effect on the music industry. As free
software has taught us, there is little doubt that social provisioningthrough
sharing can at least partially displace market provisioning. We have no
reason to believe that it could not, in principle, crowd that modality out
entirely-despite the currentambiguity as to whether peer-to-peersharing
indeed crowds out CD sales.'89 Is there a future for sharing-basedmusic
distribution?Is the displacementof industrialdistributionby sharing-based
distributionnecessarily the end of market-basedmusic production?Much
of the actual flow of revenue to artists-from performances and other
sources-is stable even assuming a complete displacement of the CD
marketby peer-to-peerdistribution,suggesting that there will still be room
for musicians to play for their dinner. Perhaps there will be fewer
millionaires. Perhaps fewer mediocre musicians with attractivephysiques
will be sold as "geniuses," and more good musicians will be heard than
otherwise would have and will as a result be able to get paying gigs instead
of waiting tables or "getting a job." In any event, no one seriously claims
that the market in distribution cannot be sustained in a radically

188. See, e.g., CourtneyLove, CourtneyLove Does the Math, SALON,June 14, 2000,
see also Futureof Music Coalition,
http://dir.salon.com/tech/feature/2000/06/14/love/index.html;
The Futureof Music Manifesto,http://www.futureofmusic.org/manifesto
(last visited Sept. 29,
2004).
189. See Felix Oberholzer& KolemanStrumpf,The Effect of File Sharingon RecordSales:
An EmpiricalAnalysis(Mar.2004), availableat http://www.unc.edu/~cigar/papers/FileSharing
March2004.pdf.
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decentralized mode. As long as songs-intrinsically public goods-are
encoded in digital bits that are non-scarce, as long as users have computers
that allow them temporarilyto share their play lists and hard drives with
others, sharingwill be sustainable,indeed likely more efficient, as a means
of distributingmusic.
As for creation, it would be silly to think that music, a cultural form
without which no human society has existed, will cease to be in our world
because we shall abandon the industrial form it took for the blink of a
historical eye that was the twentieth century. Music was not born with the
phonograph,nor will it die with the peer-to-peernetwork. The terms of the
debate, then, are about culturalpolicy, perhapsabout industrialpolicy. Will
we get the kind of music we want in this system, whoever "we" are? Will
American recordingcompanies continue to get the export revenue streams
they currentlyenjoy? Will artistsbe able to live from making music? Some
of these argumentsare serious. Some are but a tempest in a monopoly-rent
teapot. What is clear is that a technological change has renderedobsolete a
particularmode of distributinginformationand culture.Distribution,which
used to be the sole domain of market-basedfirms, can now be producedby
decentralizednetworksof users, sharingwith others instantiationsof music
they deem attractive, using equipment they own and generic network
connections. That is, users combine public goods (songs) with shareable
goods (storage media and bandwidth)to provision the core good that was
the breadand butterof the traditionalindustrialproducersof music.
Policy is concerned now with whether and to what extent it should try
to squelch this new modality of production to preserve the operating
conditions of the old. Understandingthe causes of the challenge suggests
that threepowerful elements will have to be, practicallyspeaking,regulated
away in orderto preserve the old industrialstructure.The newly emerging
modality of production relies on (1) the most fundamental technical
characteristicsof digital communications networks-their flexibility and
adaptability;(2) a technological-economictrendtoward lower-cost, highercapacity processors that has been a stable feature of the computerindustry
for four decades; and (3) the ubiquitous and deeply ingrained cultural
practices and social-psychological mindsets that form the transactional
frameworkfor an enormous amount of productive activity in our society,
on- and off-line: sharing.
The practices of, and taste for, sharing are not epiphenomenalto the
economy. They are not a hip new thing kids are doing, which will pass like
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any fad.'90 They are as much a part of capillary production-"Jack, could
you put the brown box on the high shelf?"-as the incentives of money and
the contractand propertysystems are centralto the arteries-"Allied Vans,
could you move the brown box to the bedroom in California?" It is
breathtakingto imagine that all this would be legislated away in order to
preserve the margins of two industries with total revenues of seventy-six
billion dollars a year'9g-slightly more than Verizon's annual revenue.192
The solution must assume that peer-to-peerfile sharing is here to stay and
that attemptingto stamp out flexible, adaptive, general-purposepersonal
computers and criminalize one of our most basic social-culturalpractices
will, and ought to, fail. Once we understandthat, we can focus our energies
on the range of solutions that have been suggested-from government
funding'93to tip jars and performancesl94-that aim at preserving the
livelihood of artists, not the twentieth-centurybusiness model of industrial
culturalproduction.
C. NetworkDesignfor a Networkof Shareable Goods
Not all policy is legal. As Larry Lessig has taught so many of us so
well, the architecture of "code" is also policy.'95 A large domain of
communicationspolicy operates at the level of network architecture,and
the assumptions engineers make about what practices are socially
sustainableinformtheir design choices. If engineersbelieve that people can
be made to cooperate only throughpricing, then where a network calls for
190. On the centralityof sharingas a modalityof culturalproductionon the Net and its
conflict with the notion of "stealing"music, see JessicaLitman,Sharingand Stealing(Apr. 13,
2004), availableat http://www.law.wayne.edu/litman/papers/sharing&stealing.pdf.

191. See CENSUS BUREAU, 2002 ECONOMICCENSUS, TABLE 1: ADVANCE SUMMARY
STATISTICSFOR THE UNITED STATES (2004), available at http://www.census.gov/econ/

census02/advance/TABLE1.HTM
(providing 2002 data for the motion picture and sound
recordingindustries).
192. See Verizon, Verizon's 2003 InteractiveAnnual Report, http://investor.verizon.com/
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004) (noting2002 revenuesof $67.3
2003annual/financials/finnotes3.shtml
billiondollars).
193. Two state-orientedsolutions, based on taxing devices and remuneratingartists and
labels,are outlinedin FISHER,
supranote 183, at 199-258,andNeil WeinstockNetanel,Imposea
NoncommercialUse Levy To Allow Free Peer-to-PeerFile Sharing, 17 HARV.J.L. & TECH.1
(2003).
194. Artiststhemselvesseem focusedon buildingon a varietyof self-helpmechanismsbased
on theirrelationshipswith fans,rangingfromlive performancesto web-baseddistributionon a tip
Mar. 1994, at
jar model. See the now-classicJohnPerryBarlow,TheEconomyof Ideas, WIRED,
and Love, supra
84, availableat http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/2.03/economy.ideas.html;
note 188. The Futureof MusicCoalition,for example,providesartistswith instructionson how to
implementtip jars. See Futureof Music Coalition,How Can Musiciansand ArtistsCollect Real
(last visited
Money in an "ElectronicTip Jar"?,http://www.futureofmusic.org/tipjars/index.cfm
Sept.29, 2004).
195. LESSIG,CODE,supra note 176.
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cooperation, they will seek to implement a pricing mechanism. If they
believed that social sharing was possible and sustainable,they could build
networks to assume that possibility and to facilitate social sharing. The
actualpractice of Internetdesign has been ambivalenton this question. The
basic Internetprotocol design itself does not make it possible to prioritize
traffic using pricing. It relies exclusively, at the transmission control
protocol layer-that is, at the congestion-control mechanism--on best
efforts and undifferentiatedservice. Predictions that the Internet would
therefore melt down were followed by assiduous development of pricing
schemes for trafficprioritizationat the packet level.196
And yet, per-packetpricing has not been implemented,and the Internet
has not melted down. Users have not adopted any of the more or less
sophisticated pricing schemes proposed over the past decade or more.
Instead, ever more demanding applications for real-time streaming, and
even the most latency-sensitive of applications-like voice-over-Internet
protocol (VoIP)-have begun to be implemented without introducing
pricing. I suggest that this may be occurring because communicating
throughthe Internetsystematically involves using shareablegoods. When
this is so, algorithmsdesigned to let people sharetheir capacity and balance
load among units that have overcapacity offer a better solution than
algorithms designed to enable the millions of transactions necessary to
achieve a comparably efficient network service. Demand for units with
overcapacityincreases capacity over time, and sharing and load balancing
allocate extant capacity in the short term. Let me illustratewith one VoIP
application,which makes clear the possibilities of generalized, impersonal
social exchange as a means of provisioning resources over a priceinsensitive networkmade of shareablegoods.
The application is Skype.197 It is proprietarysoftware provided by the
makers of KaZaa, currently the most popular peer-to-peer music-sharing
platform.198 There are no published performance studies of this network
196. See F.P. Kelly et al., Rate Controlfor CommunicationsNetworks.Shadow Prices,
RES.SOC'Y237 (1998); Jeffrey K.
ProportionalFairness, and Stability,49 J. OPERATIONAL
MacKie-Mason& Hal Varian,EconomicFAQs About the Internet,J. ECON.PERSP.,Summer
1994, at 75 (1994); Scott Shenkeret al., Pricing in ComputerNetworks:Reshapingthe Research
POL'Y183 (1996);AndrewOdlyzko,ParisMetroPricingfor the Internet
Agenda,20 TELECOMM.
(1997), availableat http://www.dtc.umn.edu/~odlyzko/doc/paris.metro.pricing.pdf
197. Skype,http://www.skype.com
(lastvisitedSept.29, 2004).
198. See Peter Biddle et al., The Darknet and the Future of Content Distribution,
http://crypto.stanford.edu/DRM2002/darknet5.doc
(last visited Sept. 29, 2004); Clay Shirky,PCs
arethe DarkMatterof the Internet,http://www.shirky.com/writings/dark_matter.html
(last visited
Sept. 29, 2004). Skype runson a structureddecentralizedpeer-to-peernetworkon the model of
KaZaa.The first majorpeer-to-peernetwork,Napster,relied on a centralizedserver to store
informationaboutwhichpeerhadwhatmusic.Whilepeersthencommunicateddirectlywith each
other and downloadedmusic from one another'scomputersfrom one end of the networkto
another,no peer could communicatedirectlywith anotherwithoutfirst identifyingthe relevant
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relativeto the telephone networkand otherPC-to-PCvoice-telephony-overInternetapplications.As of early 2004, however, while still in beta testing,
the softwarewas downloadedby over ten million users, and used at any one
time by over 300,000. Anecdotally the software seems to function well,
offering voice quality and reliability-again, anecdotally--on par with
cordless phones, if not quite plain old telephone service. What is fascinating
about this application, if it proves capable of scaling technically (leaving
the business model to one side),'99is that it relies on a peer-to-peernetwork.
The capacity used to deliver the service is purely combined from capacitygenerating components that have the characteristicsof shareable goods.
Users put these componentsinto service for reasons other than voice-grade
telephony, but Skype allows them to share their overcapacity so as to coprovision a telephony system. In an always-on, or even mostly-on, universe,
where PCs have large amounts of unused memory and bandwidth and a
client like Skype's runs in the background, taking up proportionally
miniscule amountsof CPU power, bandwidth,and electricity, there will be
little need to provide incentives to avoid shirking. Every user's interest in
being reachableby her friends should provide enough incentive to keep her
client on and connected.Except for the rareindividualswho speak for more
hours than they do not in any given twenty-four-hourperiod, and who are
capable of using their computer to its capacity while at the same time
talking, so that they take resources from the VoIP network without
contributingat least as much back into it of their own excess processing,
caching, and bandwidth capacities, the system capacity should scale well
from the perspectiveof the willingness of participantsto contributeas much
as they take or more.
otherby referenceto a centrallisting. This madethe communicationsprotocolsimple to design
and execute,but the system vulnerableto attackand failure.The particularattackon that server
was legal action, and the failure was a court-orderedclosure. But the weakness was
architectural-therewas a single point of attackthatcould bringthe system down. The response
of the communityof technologydeveloperswas to treatthe legal attacklike any otherfailureand
to design aroundit. The resultwas Gnutella,and a class of approachesto peer-to-peernetwork
design that avoidedcreatinga centerthat would be vulnerableto attackbut that had very high
overhead,because it had no centralclearingpoint detailingwho had what informationstored
where. FastTrack,with its best-knownclients Morpheusand KaZaa, introducedSupernodes,
which addedstructureto the networkof peersbut still was insufficientlycentralizedto sufferthe
statusbased on their
failureof Napster.The softwaredynamicallyassigns to users "Supernode"
availableresources,and instead of every node telling every other node everythingit has and
everythingit wants, every node tells these things to its nearestSupernode,and Supernodestell
each other,keepingnetworktrafficand informationoverheadlow while retainingredundancy,
flexibility in the distributionof the locationof information,load balancingamong nodes with
more or less free capacity,and flexible reroutingaroundpointsof failure.The resultis a system
thatis muchmorepopularthanNapsterwas, butoffersno singlepointof failurefor attack.
199. We can affordto leave the businessmodel aside because Skype is an architectureand
software,not a physicalnetwork.It hence could, in principle,be developedon a free software
modelshouldone companyor anotherfail.
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The policy point of the Skype story is fairly simple. VolP is one of the
most demanding applications, insofar as quality-of-service assurance is
concerned, because we have such remarkablylow tolerance for latency in
voice communications. VoIP has therefore been the primary excuse for
schemes aimed at implementingpricing at the transmissioncontrolprotocol
level so as to manage congestion. Skype suggests that pricing is
unnecessaryif the machinerynecessary for VoIP is sufficiently widespread
and is a shareablegood. PCs and, increasingly, broadbandconnections in
the advanced economies indeed have the core characteristicsof shareable
goods. They are provisioned by individuals for their individual use in
lumpy units that mostly exhibit substantial overcapacity. Given that
requirements for human voice communications are limited by human
capacity to comprehend and engage in real-time communications, but
capacity is generated by demand for a much wider host of applications,
most of them allowing asynchronous use, the lumpiness of these units
should persist. Given also that one needs to have such an overcapacitygeneratinggood or resource to participatein PC-to-PC communicationsin
the first place, demandwill outstripcapacity only in the very unlikely case
that the total demand for capacity by all owners of units systematically
outstripstotal capacity of all units put in place by owners, even though the
units are put in service only if they indeed provide some thresholdcapacity
that equals or exceeds the requirementsof the owner of the unit. This is not
theoretically impossible,200but is probabilisticallyinsignificant. In parallel
to my observationsabout open wireless networks, if the devices necessary
to take advantage of a functionality have the characteristicsof shareable
goods, it is possible that a market in capacity-generating units with
overcapacity, sold on a per-unit basis, coupled with a technical platform
that allows them to share their overcapacity and balance the load among
units, will increase capacity better than an approachthat assumes a fixed
capacityprovisionedthrougha marketin capacity flows.
CONCLUSION

This Essay has two primarygoals. The particulargoal is to identify a
class of resources or goods that are amenableto being sharedwithin social
sharing systems ratherthan allocated throughmarkets.The general goal is
to suggest that the particularobservation,together with a growing body of
literatureon social norms, social capital, common property regimes, and
200. The units meet prior demandexactly-Skype adds exactly so much demandthat it
overwhelmsthe system capacity,but not enough added demandto make enough people buy
enoughnew units with even greaterovercapacityto achieve sufficienttotal capacityin the new
state.
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the emergence of peer production, outlines the contours of social sharing
as a third mode of organizing economic production,alongside marketsand
the state.
I suggest in this Essay that there is a class of material resources or
goods that are lumpy and of medium granularity.These goods exhibit
systematic overcapacity, which is often subject to sharing practices.
Lumpinessis a technologically determinedcharacteristicof these resources.
Granularityis a functionof technology and the extantdemandand wealth in
a society. It describesthe divergencebetween the package size of a unit of a
good capable of producing functionality and the demand individuals have
for that functionality. Mid-grainedlumpy goods are large enough so that
each unit has systematically more capacity than one person requires over
the lifetime of the good, and small enough that one person can justify
putting a unit into operationto serve his demand for the functionalityover
the lifetime of the unit, given his ability and willingness to pay. One could
think of them as consumption goods that for technical reasons come
bundled with capital goods as a byproduct.Such units will generally have
an overcapacityon an aggregatebasis, in the sense that they will be able to
deliver more functionalityover their lifetime than the owners of units will
demand in that time period. Goods with these characteristics will
systematically represent a pool of potentially idled physical-capital
resources. The problem is whether and how these idle resources will come
to be used when their owners do not demandtheir capacity.
Information and transaction costs, and the practical diversity of
individual motivations, limit the efficacy of secondary marketsto harness
this excess capacity. The comparativeefficiency of social sharing systems
and secondary marketsis a context-specific, empirical matter,but one can
generalize that markets(1) will have higher marginaltransactioncosts per
transaction, because social exchanges can operate with systematically
fuzzier boundaries than market transactions require if they are to be
efficient; (2) will have less information, organized in a more formally
computableform, at the expense of more textured,detailed informationthat
can be computed in less formal, culturallytransmittedmodalities; and (3)
may, by using pricing, crowd out social-psychological rewardsthat would
elicit sharing patterns. We can predict that sharing is likely to be more
efficient than markets when shareable goods are widely owned and have
only small amountsof excess capacity per unit, relative to the total amount
of capacity necessary to produce an economically valuable output.In those
cases, the number of transactions necessary to accumulate the excess
capacity into a usable amount of functionality, on the one hand, and the
likely low price that small incrementalcontributionswill command, on the
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other, suggest that both transactioncosts and the crowding-outeffect will
be substantialif a secondarymarketis used in these situations.
More generally, I suggest that shareablegoods are but one instance of a
broader phenomenon outlined by the literature on social norms, social
capital, and, most directly, common property regimes. Social production
and exchange comprises a thirdsystem of production,a class of solutions to
production problems that is separate from, and can complement or
substitutefor, the two more commonly studied systems: markets-through
both the price system and the firm-and the state. The relative salience of
social production or sharing as an economic phenomenon is technology
dependent. In particular, the form of sharing that we observe today
occurring in information and communications production-relatively
impersonal, project- or function-specific, radically decentralized
cooperation--depends on the technologically contingent physical-capital
requirementsfor effective action. As capital requirementshave declined
and access to the relevant capital goods has become widely disseminatedin
advanced economies, the scope of sharing as a modality of productionhas
increased.This requiresthat we invest greatereffort in furtherresearchinto
the internaldynamics of social sharingand exchange systems, focused not
so much on their characteristicsas modes of social reproductionas on their
characteristics as transactional frameworks and modes of economic
production.The anthropologyof gift and economic anthropologyliterature,
the sociology and economics of reciprocity,and the literatureon common
propertyregimes seem particularlyvaluable sources for furtherexploration
of these modes of cooperation.
It is crucial that we understandthis fundamentalchange in the material
conditions of productionin the networked informationeconomy. We find
ourselves faced with policy and design questions that assume that the role
of market production is fixed, ratherthan technologically contingent. We
observe in many contexts policy choices and design impulses that take
assumptionsappropriateto the capital requirementsof industrialeconomies
and try to force behavior in the networked informationeconomy into the
social and market behavioral patterns that were appropriate for that
technological stage and capital structure,ratherthan for the one we live in
today. We must learn instead how to adjust our expectations, assumptions,
and, ultimately, policy prescriptions to accommodate the emerging
importance of social relations in general, and sharing in particular,as a
modality of economic production.

